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ABSTRACT
A multiple objective formulation, which incorporates robustness and 
constraint enforcement as design criteria, is utilized to model the layout of 
food processing facilities. These facilities are subject to the compliance with 
guidelines dictated by public health agencies, changes in product mix, and 
variation in production levels due to seasonality, which render existing 
layout design algorithms unsuitable for their design.
The solution of the robust m ultiple objective form ulation is 
implemented using a construction heuristic algorithm, MORCH, and an 
improvement heuristics, MOLAD.
The MORCH /MOLAD hybrid algorithm performs comparably to well 
known heuristic algorithms where materials handling cost is used as the only 
design criterion. Also, the MORCH/MOLAD solutions are more robust than 
those of robust heuristic algorithms. Moreover, through the use of a 
qualitative constraint matrix, the hybrid algorithm generates layouts that 
conform to guidelines imposed by U.S. regulatory agencies w ithout 
significantly penalizing materials handling cost.
As a qualitative constraint matrix in conjunction with materials 
handling cost are present in the model, a multicriteria decision making aid 
that deals with qualitative and quantitative factors, the Analytic Hierarchy 
Process, is used to select the most suitable layout and to guide the generation 
of and search for good alternative layout solutions by the hybrid algorithm.
x
I. INTRODUCTION
The facilities layout problem, whose mathematical formulation 
pertains to the class of combinatorial problems, continues to be a challenge for 
operation researchers, mathematicians, computer scientists, architects, 
statisticians, and industrial engineers. The structure of the problem is such 
that it can be classified as a nondeterministic polynomial complete or NP 
hard problem and, according to some researchers (Karp, 1972) will remain 
perpetually intractable. Thus far, an efficient algorithm for the optimal 
solution of the facilities layout problem has not been found, except for very 
few cases in which the number of departments and locations is less than 
sixteen. Such solution methods are of little use for the solution of problems 
of practical size.
Alternative methods to solve the layout problem suboptimally have 
been devised. These methods are either based on optimal algorithms that are 
stopped before completion or on heuristic algorithms. The use of heuristics 
(Armour and Buffa, 1963) has allowed problems of practical size to be solved 
in a relatively short amount of computer time. Heuristic algorithms use a set 
of rules to place or exchange departments in the layout. The application of 
heuristics does not necessarily lead to good solutions. However, they at worst 
provide a skeleton layout for the human designer to complete the task and 
achieve an acceptable solution.
Other factors complicating the layout design process include the final 
objective of the layout and its interrelation with other important aspects of 
facilities planning. That is, every layout is unique and there may be several 
types of layouts. To illustrate this idea, the layout of a job shop is inherently 
different from the layout of a chemical plant, each having distinctive 
functions. Additionally, the materials handling equipment and schedule
1
2design, which are major components of facilities planning, are different in 
both types of environments.
Food processing facilities have particular characteristics that 
distinguish them from chemical plants and job shops. Moreover, food 
processing facilities can be further subclassified based on the types of food 
products being processed. In addition to layout objective and its interrelation 
with m aterials handling equipm ent, schedule design and product 
specification, food processing facilities are subject to regulatory constraints 
intended to guarantee the wholesomeness of the materials (food) being 
handled. Typically, constraint regulation is not a major problem in a job- 
shop setting.
Therefore, there is a need for consideration of all aspects of the facility 
to be designed when formulating and solving a particular problem. It is 
expected that the consideration of aspects common within the food industry 
would improve layout solutions obtained through the application of 
heuristic algorithms.
1.1 Research objectives. Although the facilities layout problem 
continues to be intractable, acceptable solutions with or without human 
intervention can be obtained with heuristic algorithms. However, due to the 
variety of functions to be served by a layout and its interrelation with other 
major components of facilities planning, particular considerations must be 
present when formulating and solving layout problems.
It has been demonstrated (Liggett, 1981) that the efficiency of heuristic 
algorithms depends on the characteristics of the problem being solved. 
Moreover, the efficiency of these algorithm s also depends on the 
mathematical formulation of the problem.
This work is concerned with layout design for food processing facilities. 
Food processing facilities have their own characteristics, constraints and 
regulations that call for a different type of layout design process. Thus, the 
specific objectives of this research are:
1. To develop a mathematical formulation suitable for the layout 
design of food processing facilities.
2. To devise an algorithm for the solution of the proposed 
formulation.
3. To evaluate the suitability of the computer generated layouts.
II. CONCEPTUAL BASES FOR THE FACILITY LAYOUT PROBLEM
Early concepts in facilities layout planning, whose implementation 
requires a great amount of work and skill from the designer, are presented in 
this chapter. These concepts have led to different mathematical formulations 
and solution algorithms of the facility layout problem.
2.1 Immer’s procedure. The oldest reference discussing procedures for 
facilities layout is that of Immer (1950). Immer considers that there are three 
main steps in the layout design process: a) describe the problem on paper, b) 
draw lines of flow, and c) convert flow lines to machine lines. The procedure 
is in fact not very detailed, and is more useful for modifying existing facilities 
rather than for designing new ones.
2.2 Link analysis. Link analysis is an approach that has been used in 
both plant layout (Cullinane, 1977) and instrument panel layout (Galitz and 
Laska, 1970). In the design of instrument panels, link analysis is used to 
determine the number of times the use of each display or control element is 
followed by the use of other elements. Thus, frequency of use and sequence 
are important in the estimation of link values. In a similar fashion, a link 
value can be estimated for departments in a facility. In this case, the flow of 
information, materials and personnel as well as the frequency of these 
interactions can be used to determine a link value. Basic steps for the 
determination of link values are suggested by Haygood et al., (1964). The steps 
include: a) counting the number of times each component is used, b) 
counting the number of pairings of component use (sequential and 
concurrent links), c) rating the criticalities of the links, and d) using the 
frequencies and criticalities to determine the importance of the links. The
4
5general steps in performing a link analysis, as later stated by Cullinane (1977), 
are a) using symbols to develop a diagram that shows all interaction between 
people and equipment, b) examination of all relationships and establishment 
of link values, c) development of a preliminary link diagram, and d) 
refinement of the link diagram and stating a final layout.
2.3 Cross charting. Cross or travel charting is a technique used in the 
solution of process type layouts where similar machines are grouped together 
and where a diversity of items are processed (Schneider, 1960). Information 
required for the solution of the problem is arranged in a travel chart. A travel 
chart is similar to a mileage chart but department names rather than city 
names are entered in the chart. The travel charting procedure seeks to obtain 
a machine arrangement such that backflow is minimized.
Travel charting is an early concept of the travelling salesman problem 
(TSP). Moreover, the TSP is a simplification of the quadratic assignment 
problem (QAP), which is used to formulate the facility layout problem.
2.4 Operation sequence analysis. This procedure was proposed by Buffa 
(1955) for the development of functional or process-oriented layouts. 
Information is gathered in the form of route sheets for parts, production 
requirem ents, handling loads, and area required for work centers or 
departments. The sequence of operations on each part (sequence summary) 
and the flow of materials among departm ents (load summary) is then 
determined. A graph is constructed using the information given in the load 
summary. In the graph, work centers are represented with circles of equal 
area. All work centers that are mutually related are connected using lines 
that are labeled with the value of the flow between them to indicate the
strength of the relationship. Ideally, departments having a relationship 
should be adjacent to each other, but this is not always possible. Thus, the 
designer must relocate some departments in order to obtain an arrangement 
that has fewer non-adjacent links. Finally, true areas are replaced for the 
circles. This step also requires adjustments in shapes and a good deal of skill 
such that the relative location of facilities is maintained.
2.5 Systematic layout planning. This method developed by Muther 
(1973) uses a relationship chart to present qualitative desirability of adjacency 
between departments. The qualitative aspect is designated by letters A, E, I, O, 
U, X, and XX, which indicates the desired closeness between departments. 
The qualitative ranking, as defined by Muther is A-absolutely necessary, E- 
especially important, I-important, O-ordinary closeness, U-unimportant, X- 
not desirable, and XX-extremely undesirable. In order to determine the 
qualitative ranking, Muther (1973) utilizes a code of reasons for the particular 
closeness rating. Some of these reasons are flow of materials, need for 
personal contact, use of same equipment, frequency of contact, urgency of 
service, cost of utility distribution, and supervision and control.
Based on the relationship chart, which can be converted to a from-to 
matrix if desired, a relationship diagram is constructed. In the diagram, 
departments are represented with circles of equal area. From zero to four 
straight lines are used to join the circles based on their mutual relationship. 
One or two sawtooth lines are used to join undesirable departments. In 
building the diagram, departments having very high closeness rating (i.e., 
four lines) should be located as close as possible. Floor space requirements are 
then estimated based on the load for each department, amount of machines, 
personnel, and total production capacity. The area and the relationship
7diagram are then used to obtain the space relationship diagram from which 
several block layouts can be designed. Building a block layout from the space 
relationship diagram is a very subjective task and the results depend on the 
ability and experience of the layout designer. Other phases of systematic 
layout planning are devoted to the development of the detailed layout, and 
its implementation.
When using Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) as a basis for some 
heuristic algorithms, a quantitative scale is utilized instead of the qualitative 
one just described. The values used for the quantitative scale are chosen by 
the designer and almost always differ (Ziai and Sule, 1988; Seehof and Evans, 
1967; Lee and Moore, 1967). Moreover, some designers use qualitative scales 
of six and even five letters. Also, a different method to build the diagram is 
used by Ziai and Sule (1988). Instead of locating departments based on the 
number of lines connecting them, Ziai and Sule (1988) have as a goal to 
arrange nodes, which represent departments, in such a manner that the 
minimum of lines are crossed when going from one department to another.
2.6 Graph theoretical approach. This approach uses graph theory to 
build a block layout. Basically, a from-to matrix, which may be Boolean, is 
first prepared. If a Boolean matrix is utilized, then l 's  are entered for 
departments that should have a relationship in the opinion of the designer. 
If a regular matrix is used, then the values entered in the matrix will be 
considered as weight values in the construction of a maximal planar 
weighted graph.
An undirected planar graph must be constructed when a Boolean 
matrix is utilized. In building this graph, the departments in the layout must 
be labeled and all departments having l's  in the matrix should be connected
with a line or edge. As a planar graph must not have its lines intersecting 
when mapped onto a plane, it is usually advised not to input more than five 
l's  in either row or column of the Boolean matrix to avoid non-planarity. 
After the planar graph has been built, the areas enclosed by the lines should 
be numbered. Then, a dual graph is constructed based on the planar graph. 
In the dual graph, the vertices or nodes in the planar graph become faces or 
areas, and the areas become vertices. The dual of a planar graph is always a 
planar graph (Foulds, 1983). Moreover, if the graph is connected, the dual of 
the dual renders the initial planar graph (Seppanen and Moore, 1970). A 
graph is connected if there exists a path between every pair of vertices in the 
graph (Parker and Rardin, 1988). Finally a block layout is built based on the 
dual graph. At this point it is important to have an estimate of the floor space 
requirements.
When the relationship matrix is used, a maximal planar weighted 
graph must be first obtained. A maximal planar graph is a planar graph that 
would become non-planar if one more line or edge is added to it (Carrie et al., 
1978). And a maximal planar weighted graph (MPWG) is the one in which 
the lines joining departments are labeled with a weight factor. Weight factors 
are used to indicate the desirability of having two departments adjacent. 
However, adjacency requirements are sometimes pre-defined for departments 
that must be adjacent or must be apart. Thus, the departments for which a 
weight is assigned from the subset that is the difference between the total 
number of departments and the union of the departments that must be 
adjacent and apart. Here the condition of being apart does not further dictate 
how far apart these departments must be. Then, an optimization criterion is 
used to decide which of the weighted relationships will finally be adjacent in 
the layout. The criterion is usually the maximal closeness among
departments having high weight factors. A dual graph is then built based on 
the MPWG. Subsequently, a block layout can be designed.
2.7 Computer-aided techniques. The procedures described so far can be 
successfully applied to problems involving a relatively small number of 
departments. Procedures such as link analysis, cross charting, and operation 
sequence analysis involve time consuming and tedious calculations that are 
difficult to perform when more than nine departm ents are involved. 
Systematic layout planning and graph theoretical approaches require much 
experience from the designer and become very difficult to handle for large 
problems. Moreover, old procedures such as the ones proposed by Immer 
(1950), Reed (1961), Moore (1962), and Apple (1963) are both inconsistent and 
of limited application. The inconsistency of the older procedures is a result of 
the lack of specific methodologies.
The drawbacks found in the above procedures m otivated the 
developm ent of a more formal statem ent of the problem based on 
mathematical formulations. Mathematical statements have been derived for
1) the single-facility location problem and the multifacility location problem, 
both of which deal with the optimal location of a single or several 
departments within an existing facility, 2) location-allocation problems, 
which are concerned not only with the location of new facilities but also with 
the customers that will be served by the new facilities, 3) minimax location 
problems, which minimize the maximum distance between a new facility 
and existing ones instead of minimizing the sum of weighted distances, 4) 
linear assignment problems that deal with location of facilities without 
considering the flow among them, and 5) quadratic assignment problems, 
which seek to assign interrelated facilities to existing locations such that
minimum costs are obtained (Francis and White, 1974; Tompkins and White, 
1984). The mathematical formulations have the disadvantage of being 
applicable to small problems, but are very consistent with respect to the 
criteria expressed in the objective function.
In order to relieve the human designer from tedious calculations, 
template juggling, and graph drawing, computer-aided techniques were 
introduced. Computer techniques were first applied to find an optimal 
solution to the mathematical formulation of the most general facility layout 
problem, i.e., the quadratic assignment problem (QAP). Suboptimal solutions 
were then tried, given the great amount of computer time required for even 
small problems. Moreover, some concepts from procedures such as SLP, and 
graph theoretical approaches have been gradually incorporated in computer 
solutions.
In summary, almost all of the conceptual bases for the facility layout 
problem described in this chapter can, after some modifications, be 
computerized. Variations of the quadratic assignment problem as well as 
different computer aided methods for the solution of these problems are 
discussed in the following chapter.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this chapter several algorithms used in the solution of the quadratic 
assignment problem (QAP) are presented. The algorithms have been 
proposed for the solution of problems in economics, electronics, architecture,
management science, mathematics and industrial engineering (Kaku and
Thompson, 1986; Burkard, 1984; Pierce and Crowston, 1971).
3.1 Mathematical formulations of the facility layout problem. The first 
mathematical formulation of the assignment of interrelated facilities to 
locations is that by Koopmans and Beckmann (1957), and it is as follows:
n n n n n n
Z= X  I > k i P k i -  H I  X bklPkicijPlj W
k = l  i= l  k = l  1=1 i= l  j= l
where
a^j = semi-revenue from the operation of plant k at location i,
bj<i = commodity flows from plant k to plant 1,
Cjj = cost of transportation for the unit flow from location i to 
location j, 
n = number of facilities and locations.
Pki = entry in the permutation matrix [pkil.
The objective then is to find a permutation matrix [pkil such that the 
value of Z, total net revenue, is maximized. The problem is called quadratic 
because it has a term of second degree in the objective function.
In the above formulation the following assumptions hold:
1 1
1 2
1) ak, is independent of the assignment of other plants to other 
locations.
2) bkj is independent of the location assigned.
3) qj is independent of the plant assignments.
4) Cjj < cik + ckj, i,j,k = 1 ,......... , n, which states that the transportation
cost via a third location is not lower than direct transportation.
5) bkk/ ckk=0, k=l,. . . ,  n.
The QAP problem can also be expressed as:
n n n n n n
Z= X  £ a kiPki +  X  X  X  Z b klPkiCijPlj (2)
k=li=l k= ll= li= lj= l
if a kj is used to designate the cost of locating plant k at location i. In this case 
the objective is to minimize the value of Z.
Steinberg (1961) used a variation of the more general quadratic 
assignment problem presented by Koopmans and Beckmann to formulate 
and solve suboptimally the backboard wiring problem. In his formulation
m in n n
P X  X aikbp(i)p(k) (3)
i=l k=l
aik = wire length between position i and k,
[ty] = connection matrix that indicates if module j is connected with 
module 1,
p = permutation of the set {1,2, ., ., ., n} that assigns a position on the 
board to every module.
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In some situations it is desirable to minimize the maximum distance 
between two locations. Thus, the objective function is
m in m a x ,. , _
p i k aikbpWp(k) (4)
This problem is known as the quadratic bottleneck problem (QBP) and 
it is easier to solve than the QAP (Burkard and Stratmann, 1978).
Lawler (1963) formulated the QAP in a slightly different way
zL zL ^ cijpqxijxpq ^
i= lj= lp = lq = l
subject to
n
Xjj=l (i= l/2 ,. . .n), (6)
j= l
n
^  Xjj=l (j= l,2 ,. . .n), (7)
i= l
Xjj= 0 or 1 (i,j = 1 ,2 ,.. .,n), (8)
where qjpq is a coefficient that represents the cost of transportation from plant 
i at location j to plant p at location q.
The above form ulation is equivalent to Koopmans-Beckmann 
formulation if one defines
f  cijPq = biPdjq + aij if i=p and j=q 
- Cijpq = b ipdjq if i*k or j*l
The values of the entries in the matrix [xjp have been constrained such 
that a permutation matrix is finally obtained. The constraints on the values 
of Xjj also guarantee that all departments are assigned and all locations are
occupied.
A modification of the Koopmans and Beckmann problem
min B-(XDXt) (9)
is used by Lawler (1963) to define the multi-commodity problem 
m
min 2 B(kK (XD(k)X‘) (10)
k=l
where
B = matrix of commodity flows,
D = cost matrix,
m = number of commodities considered in the problem.
X* = transpose of X,
The QAP problem can be formulated as a linear assignment problem
(LAP) by re-defining terms in the objective function and adding more
constraints (Lawler, 1963).
In doing so, n2 variables x^ are replaced by n4 variables yjjpq (i.e., yjjpq = 
XjjXpq) and a new problem can be stated as
1 5
Min £ X X Xcijpqyijpq ®
i= l j= l  p=lq=l
subject to
n
5 > i j = l  (i=l/2,. .  .n), (6)
j=l
n
£  Xij=l (j= l,2 ,. . .n), (7)
i= l
n n n n
XXX S^ jpq = h2' ^
i= l j= l  p=lq=l
Xij + xpq - 2yijpq > 0 (i,j,p,q = 1 ,2 ,----- , n), (13)
Xjj = 0 or 1 (i,j = 1,2,........ , n), (8)
Yijpq = 0 or 1 (i,j,p,q = 1 ,2 ,-----, n). (14)
Thus, an n2 quadratic assignment problem is equivalent to an n4 linear 
assignment problem whose solution matrix n4 must be the Kronecker second 
power of an n2 permutation matrix.
3.2 Branch and bound algorithms. In solving the problem formulated 
in equations (11) - (14), Lawler (1963) partitions the original problem in 
several smaller subproblems. Then, an optimal linear assignment is found 
for the subproblems. The subproblems are partitioned again in smaller 
subproblems and the procedure is repeated. At each step, a lower bound is 
calculated by adding the cost of predetermined assignments to the cost of 
potential assignments as given by the optimal solution of the subproblems. 
As the method is applied a decision tree is formed that can be pruned based
on the branch and bound approach so that not all possible outcomes have to 
be evaluated.
This solution procedure relies on the quality and value of the lower 
bounds. Lower bound values will regulate the effectiveness of the branch and 
bound approach. There are cases in which a total enumeration must be 
completed to ensure that the objective function value is optimal. One 
important consideration here is that the quality of the lower bounds is related 
to the number of computations. For example, a lower bound could be 
obtained by finding a feasible (not optimal) assignment for each subproblem. 
However, the lower bound calculated in this fashion would be inferior to the 
one obtained when a feasible and optimal solution is found.
Due to the fact that in the process of verifying the optimal solution 
many branches of the tree must be examined, some researchers classify this 
solution algorithm as an implicit enumeration method as opposed to total 
enumeration in which all possible outcomes must be obtained (Khalil, 1973; 
Graves and Whinston, 1970; Kaku et al., 1991).
Work by Gilmore (1962) established exactly the same optimal algorithm 
as the one proposed by Lawler (1963). Gilmore proposed a suboptimal 
algorithm in which the lower bounds are calculated in a different fashion. 
The only advantage of Gilmore's suboptimal algorithm is the speed of 
computation as compared to that of Lawler.
Other exact algorithms have been proposed by Pierce and Crowston 
(1971) and Kaku and Thompson (1986), but they are variations of Lawler's 
approach. The only difference is the way in which the lower bounds are 
calculated. Bazaraa and Elshafei (1979) developed an algorithm based on 
Gilmore's approach that incorporates the concept of stepped fathoming for 
improving the search of the decision trees. Stepped fathoming utilizes the
idea of fictitious bounds and different branching rules (Bazaraa and Elshafei, 
1977).
In the same line of thought, Gavett and Plyter (1966) developed an 
exact algorithm under the structure of the travelling salesman problem (TSP). 
The algorithm starts by constructing the distance, traffic-intensity, and cost 
matrices. If the order of these matrices is n, then matrices of order n(n-l)/2 
must be constructed since this algorithm assigns pairs of facilities to pairs of 
locations. The problem is then solved as if it were a TSP having the new 
matrices as starting data. A branch and bound technique is used to calculate 
lower bounds. However, not all the feasible solutions to the new matrices are 
acceptable solutions of the original problem and restrictions must be applied 
at each iteration. The algorithm used by Gavett and Plyter (1966) is a 
modification of an algorithm proposed by Little el al. (1963) for the solution of 
the TSP. Although this algorithm performed very well in the solution of the 
TSP; it is not that effective when solving the facility layout problem. One of 
the main reasons is that in modifying the matrix for the initial facility layout 
problem the size of the problem increases. For instance, a problem of ten 
facilities and locations is equivalent to a 45-city TSP.
3.3 Integer and mixed-integer programming algorithms. All the exact 
algorithms described so far are based on branch and bound techniques. 
However, as a QAP problem can be converted into a linear assignment 
problem with further constraints, some classical techniques for the solution 
of integer programming problems have been used to solve the facility layout 
problem. The method for the solution of the linear assignment problem will 
depend on the technique used for linearization. Most linearizations are 
variations of the one suggested by Lawler (1963). However, the QAP can be
converted into a mixed integer programming program by introducing 
continuous variables into the model (Kaufman and Broeckx, 1978). The new 
problem can be solved using Bender's decomposition, which partitions the 
original problem into an integer programming problem and a continuous 
linear programming problem. A similar approach has been followed by 
Bazaraa and Sherali (1980), Glover and Woolsey (1972), and Ritzman et al. 
(1979). An integer programming formulation has also been presented by 
Love and Wong (1976). The formulation requires n2 integer variables and 
n2 + 3n constraints.
Most integer programming problems can be solved by search, cutting 
plane algorithms, and zero-one programming. In cutting plane algorithms, 
an optimal solution is found to the continuous problem (Bazaraa and Sherali,
1982). The optimum can be reached using the simplex algorithm. Secondary 
constraints or Gomory's cuts are subsequently added so that noninteger and 
infeasible solutions are excluded from the problem. For cutting plane 
algorithms to be successfully applied, the solution space must form a convex 
set. However, Drezner (1980) asserts that the set of feasible points in the 
facilities layout problem is not convex, and that the objective function is 
convex if all costs are nonnegative. On the other hand, search algorithms are 
branch and bound algorithms whose performance in the solution of the QAP 
has been discussed. Moreover, when solving the equivalent linear 
programming program the number of variables grows considerably (i.e., n2 to 
n4) and the solution time becomes very large. Finally, zero-one integer 
programming solutions are special cases of the branch and bound method 
that exploit the fact that the decision variables can take the value of zero or 
one. Even though this fact will ease the solution of the problem, the
advantage offered by the method cannot counterbalance the increased 
computational time arising from the size of the problem.
In sum m ary, existing techniques for the solution of integer 
programming problems have failed to find an optimal solution to facility 
layout problems of practical size. The computational time and storage 
requirements become extremely large even for small problems (e.g., seven 
facilities). On the other hand, since cutting plane methods are based on the 
simplex method, which in turn requires a convex set of feasible points, there 
is no guarantee that an optimal solution can be obtained with these methods. 
Currently, cutting plane algorithms have been used to solve problems of up 
to eight facilities (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987). Moreover, none of the 
linearized versions of the QAP have been solved for problems having more 
than ten facilities. This fact is a clear indication that converting a QAP 
problem to an integer or mixed-integer programming problem is not a good 
approach to solve the facility layout problem.
3.4 The quadratic set covering problem. The previous formulations of 
the QAP assume that n facilities must be assigned to n locations. However, it 
is possible to assign m facilities to n locations or vice versa, but either 
fictitious facilities or fictitious locations must be used so that the problem is 
balanced. On the other hand, these formulations assume that the locations 
and the distances among them are already known. It is also assumed that any 
facility can be assigned to any location, which implies that all facilities require 
the same amount of floor space. These assumptions limit the applicability of 
the QAP formulation to real life problems. First, practical applications 
involve facilities having different floor space requirements. Secondly, in 
many applications the distances among locations are unknown because
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neither the plant nor facility has been built yet and the variety in department 
sizes would affect the distance between locations.
A mathematical formulation for facilities having different floor space 
requirements is known as the quadratic set covering problem (QSP). The QSP 
was first proposed by Bazaraa (1975). In this formulation, the area occupied by 
the entire facility is divided into blocks so that each department can be formed 
of one or more blocks. Moreover, constraints are imposed so that blocks that 
are part of a given department are placed adjacently on the available space.
Generally, the solution of the QSP will include departments with various
shapes. The QSP seeks to
n H(i) n H(i) n H(k)
Min £  £ aijxi) + Z E E  E gikd(ji,lk)xijXki (15)
i=l j=l i=l j=l k=l 1=1
subject to 
H(i)
E  xij= 1, i=1'2'  n' (16)
j=l
n H(i)
E ZPij i^j-1' r= l,2 ,...b , (17)
i=l j=l
e  {0,1}, i= l,2,.. .  .n; j= l,2 ,.. .H(i), (18)
where
ajj = fixed cost of assigning department i to location j, 
b = number of blocks into which the total area of the facility is 
divided.
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d(ji,lk) = distance between the centroids of locations j and 1 if
department i is assigned to location j and department k is 
assigned to location 1, 
gik = interaction between departments i and k,
H(i) = number of possible locations for department i,
Ji(j) = set of blocks occupied by department i if it is assigned to 
location j,
P ••1 ijr
*ij =
1 if block r e  Jj(j) 
t 0 otherwise 
1 if department i is assigned to location j 
0 otherwise
In the above formulation, equation (16) ensures that each department 
is assigned to one location and equation (17) ensures that each block is 
occupied by at most one department. In fact, the word set covering is derived 
from the type of constraints used.
The biggest drawback of the QSP is its size. As departments must be 
divided into equal size subunits or blocks, the size of the new problem 
increases considerably. A cutting plane algorithm (Bazaraa and Goode, 1975) 
and a branch and bound algorithm (Bazaraa, 1975) have been used to solve 
this problem. However, the branch and bound approach has given solution 
to problems of larger size, (e.g., up to 12 departments). It is worth noting that
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the QSP can be converted into a linear set covering problem (LSP), when 
there is no interaction among facilities (Bellmore and Ratliff, 1971).
3.5 Heuristic algorithms. The combinatorial nature of the quadratic 
assignment problem and its variations has forced the search for good, non- 
optimal solutions. Suboptimal solutions have been found for facilities with 
thirty and forty departments (Wilhelm and Ward, 1987) although it has not 
been possible to determine how close these solutions are to the optimum.
The algorithms utilized for finding a suboptimal solution to the facility 
layout problem are termed heuristic algorithms. Some heuristic algorithms 
are based on optimal seeking techniques, which are interrupted before 
completion of the algorithm. The principle behind this practice is that 
several variations of branch and bound algorithms find the optimal solution 
at the early stages of the computations and most computer time is utilized in 
testing for optimality. Other heuristic algorithms derive from the application 
of computer techniques to methodologies such as systematic layout planing 
(SLP) and graph theoretical applications. These can be classified as 
improvement and construction algorithms.
There is a suboptimal algorithm based on a mathematical model 
derived by Wimmert (1958). In this algorithm, all distances among pairs of 
locations are ranked in decreasing order and used as row headings of a matrix, 
X. Also, the traffic between these pairs of locations are ranked in increasing 
order and used as column headings of the same matrix. Then, the entries in 
the matrix, [xjj], are the products of the corresponding headings. The problem 
can be stated as: find n entries (corresponding to n locations) from X, taking 
one from each row and column, which correspond to an assignment of 
departments to locations and whose sum is a minimum. In solving the
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problem just stated a matrix Z is formed such that its entries [z|j] are the 
minimum sum of n entries in matrix X, one from each row and column, 
which includes x^. Wimmert also assumed that entries in any given 
diagonal in Z were not less than any entry in a diagonal that was closer to the 
main diagonal. This assumption, which greatly simplified the solution to the 
problem, was found incorrect by Conway and Maxwell (1961).
The most popular heuristic algorithms are the construction and 
improvement types. Construction algorithms have the capability of creating 
rather than improving a layout. Generally, departments are assigned to an 
unbounded area one at a time until the facility is constructed. In some 
construction algorithms, intensity (flow) and cost matrices are the data that 
determine the order in which departments enter the layout. The distance 
matrix is not considered here because there are not locations to which 
facilities will be assigned. Another criterion used to select the order of the 
entering departments is the relationship matrix. The relationship matrix, 
suggested by Muther, is utilized when material handling costs are not 
available and /o r are difficult to estimate. Also, the relationship matrix is 
preferred when materials handling costs are not the best criterion to build the 
layout according to management policies.
3.5.1 Construction algorithms. Two relatively old and well known 
construction algorithms for facility layout design are CORELAP (Lee and 
Moore, 1967) and ALDEP (Seehof and Evans, 1967). Computerized 
Relationship Layout Planning, CORELAP, uses the RELationship Chart (REL) 
to construct layouts. The input to the program are a) the relationship chart 
for departments, b) floor space requirements, c) numerical values assigned to
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the closeness rating, d) number of departments. The computer program can 
handle up to seventy departments.
The layout algorithm determines the entering departments based on 
the total closeness rating (TCR) value and the relationship chart. The TCR for 
a given department i is computed as
n
TCRj = £  C(rjj) (19)
j=l
where C(rjj) is the closeness rating between department i and j. This value 
equals zero when j=i.
All departments are ranked on the TCR and the department with the 
greatest value is the first to be placed in the layout. Then, the relationship 
chart is scanned to find a department having an A rating with the first 
department laid out. If such a department is not found, departments having 
E, I, and O rating with the first entered department are successively checked. 
If no department is found, the department having the second highest TCR 
enters the layout. The algorithm continues until all departments have been 
laid out. CORELAP also uses several subroutines to locate the departments in 
the layout. These routines secure that departments are located such that a 
rectangular pattern is maintained for the overall facility. A personal 
computer version of CORELAP has been implemented using LISP (Parsaei 
and Galbiati, 1987). The main advantage offered by this version is its 
interactive design environment.
The Automated Layout Design Program (ALDEP) has similar input 
requirements as the ones for CORELAP. However, ALDEP generates several 
layouts from which the decision maker can select the most suited one.
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ALDEP selects the first department to enter the layout randomly. Next the 
relationship chart is scanned for a department having an A or E rating with 
the first one. The procedure is continued until all departments have been 
placed. If no department having a high rating with previously located 
departments is found, the entering department is selected randomly. To 
locate departments in the layout, ALDEP utilizes a vertical scanning pattern. 
The total layout area is divided in several strips having a specified width and 
a length equal to the depth of the layout. Next, the departments are located 
on a single strip until all the area have been used. This location pattern was 
devised to avoid extremely zigzagging borders. The program can handle 
multistory layouts of up to three floors.
O ther construction algorithm s are RMA Comp (M uther and 
McPherson, 1970), SHAPE (Hassan et al., 1986), MAT (Edwards et al., 1970), 
FLING (Blair and Landers, 1985), LSP (Zoller and Adendorff, 1972), INLAYT 
(O'Brien and Abdel Barr, 1980), Linear Placement Algorithm (Neghabat, 
1974), and COMLAD (Ziai and Sule, 1988). Each of these algorithms uses a 
different criterion to enter and locate departments in the layout. These 
criteria are generally closeness rating, flow intensity, or transportation costs. 
When a tie exists, two criteria are used to decide the entering department 
instead of selecting it randomly.
3.5.2 Improvement algorithms. Improvement algorithms approach a 
suboptimal objective function value by interchanging departments in an 
initial layout. Most improvement algorithms will require equal size and 
shape departments in order to carry out exchanging of departments without 
limitations. Other implementations can be used with a variety of department 
sizes, but exchanges are only possible between adjacent departments or non-
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adjacent departments having equal areas. Generally, all possible exchanges 
between a department and all other departments in the layout are considered. 
The change in the objective function value for each interchange is computed 
and the exchange that would give the greatest cost reduction is made. The 
process is continued until all departments have been selected for comparison.
The oldest and most extensively studied improvement algorithm is 
the Computerized Relative Allocation of Facilities Technique (CRAFT). The 
algorithm, the first computer aided layout design program available, was 
proposed by Armour and Buffa (1963), and refined by Buffa et al. (1964). An 
initial layout, a cost matrix, and a flow matrix must be input to CRAFT. The 
program then calculates the rectangular distances that exist between the 
centroids of all departments. With the distance, cost, and flow intensity 
matrices, the total transportation cost is calculated. All possible two-way 
exchanges are then considered, i.e., N (N -l)/2, and the exchange that reduces 
the objective function value the most is made. As the exchanges may 
involve unequal size and shape departments, the distance matrix must be 
updated. The procedure is continued until no further reduction in the 
objective function value can be obtained. If requested, CRAFT can also 
consider three way exchanges. However, the computer time increases 
considerably as more iterations must be made at each step. Ideally, n-way 
exchanges could be made, but that would lead to total enumeration.
One of the biggest disadvantages of CRAFT is its deterministic nature. 
The quality of the final solution is affected by the initial solution and the 
same initial solution will lead to a unique final solution. This drawback can 
be overcome by running the program several times using different initial 
solutions. Also, the heuristics could be changed to allow exchange of
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departments that would reduce the objective function value by some amount 
rather than by the maximum amount.
Other improvement algorithms are COFAD (Tompkins and Reed, 
1976), FRAT (Khalil, 1973), Biased Sampling (Nugent et al., 1968), CMOL 
(Vollmann et al. 1968), H63 (Hillier, 1963), HC63-66 (Hillier and Connors, 
1966), CRAFT-M (Hicks and Cowan, 1976), SPACECRAFT (Johnson, 1982; 
Jacobs, 1984), CRAFT-3D (Cinar, 1975), MSPL1 (Kaku et al., 1988), COFAD-F 
(Shore and Tompkins, 1980), the Revised Hillier procedure (Picone and 
Wilhelm, 1984), and MOCRAFT (Svestka, 1990). Among these, CRAFT-3D 
and SPACECRAFT, which are extensions to CRAFT, and MSPL1 are used for 
multistory layout.
MSPL1 groups departments having high interaction in a single floor 
such that the interdepartmental movement is minimized. The procedure 
MSPL1 uses to lay out departments in a single floor is very similar to CRAFT. 
The method of biased sampling selects successful exchanges with some 
probability that is higher for the best exchanges (i.e., it is biased). Thus, this 
m ethod improves upon CRAFT in that it is stochastic. Finally, the 
algorithms by Hillier (1963), and Hillier and Connors (1966) are based on the 
concept of move desirability. A Move Desirability Table (MDT) is built for the 
initial layout that indicates the potential savings or increases in total distance 
travelled by materials if a given work center is moved left, right, up or down. 
The most attractive move is only made if reduction in material handling 
costs can be obtained.
3.5.3 Hybrid algorithms. Algorithms that combine different types of 
heuristics, as well as suboptimal with optimal procedures (Bazaraa and Kirca,
1983), are called hybrid algorithms. In some cases, optimal algorithms are
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used to provide an initial solution for an improvement algorithm. Other 
hybrid algorithms use a construction algorithm to obtain the initial solution 
to be input to the improvement algorithm. An example of a branch and 
bound algorithm used with an improvement algorithm is VERBES (Burkard 
and Stratmann, 1978). Examples of combined construction/improvement 
algorithms are FLAG (Scriabin and Vergin, 1985), HA (Golany and Rosenblatt, 
1989), the KTM procedure (Kaku et al., 1991), and the Interactive Layout 
System (Jacobs, 1987). Liggett (1981) presents a hybrid algorithm that combines 
a suboptimal branch and bound algorithm with an improvement algorithm. 
The suboptimal branch and bound algorithm proposed by Graves and 
Whinston (1970) uses the idea of confidence level enumeration to solve large 
scale combinatorial problems.
Drezner (1980) devised a dispersion concentration (DISCON) procedure 
that models the facility layout problem as a nonconvex mathematical 
programming problem. Two phases are involved in the procedure. In the 
dispersion phase, good initial conditions are found using the lagrangean 
differential gradient method (LDGM). In this phase, the facilities are 
dispersed in the layout so that they do not touch. In the second phase, the 
facilities are gradually brought together without overlapping. The procedure 
is useful to lay out equal size facilities, which are represented as circles by the 
program.
3.5.4 S im ulated annealing. Simulated annealing (SA) makes an 
analogy between statistical mechanics and large combinatorial problems. In 
statistical mechanics, total equilibrium exists when matter is cooled down at 
very small decrements in temperature. If cooling is too fast then a true 
equilibrium will not be obtained and the final crystal will have many defects. 
An analogy can be made between annealing and improvement algorithms.
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Simulated annealing is basically an improvement algorithm that searches for 
the optimum at a controlled pace.
Improvement algorithms move continuously towards the optimum, 
whereas SA accepts uphill steps with some probability. According to 
Kirkpatrick et al. (1983), improvement algorithms will interchange activities 
that cause the maximal cost reduction in the objective function value, which 
makes the final solution path oriented. Furthermore, as uphill steps are not 
allowed, it is very easy to reach a local optimum. In this sense, some 
improvement algorithms such as biased sampling eliminate path orientation 
by accepting even small movements towards the optimum with a small 
probability.
Simulated annealing has been applied in the solution of large TSPs 
(Golden and Skiscim, 1986) and in the solution of large quadratic assignment 
problems (Wilhelm and Ward, 1987). The results of these applications 
indicate that for very large problems SA renders numerical solutions as good 
as the best known heuristics at a considerably lower computer time. 
However, the reduction in computer time is observed for problems with 
more than seventy facilities. Simulated annealing has also been used in 
conjunction with genetic algorithms (GA) in parallel computations. The 
SA/GA hybrid algorithm was used for the solution of large facility layout 
problems (Huntley and Brown, 1991). An evaluation of SAGA (Huntley and 
Brown, 1991) versus CRAFT demonstrated that SAGA is particularly effective 
for facilities with more than eighty departments.
3.6 Dynamics of facilities layout planning. Although part of the 
criticisms to some of the assumptions of the QAP have been answered with 
the use of heuristic approaches, there still remain several points to discuss. In
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the mathematical statement of the problem it is assumed that a) movement 
costs are proportional to distance, b) product mixes, costs, and volumes are 
known and fixed, c) the layout will not evolve with time, and d) the most 
important objective is the minimization of material handling costs. These 
and other considerations have been addressed by Vollmann and Buffa (1966), 
Rosenblatt (1986), and Rosenblatt and Lee (1987). Moreover, Rosenblatt and 
Lee proposed a method in which three demand states are considered to 
account for changes in product mixes and volumes of materials. In a total 
enumeration solution to this problem, as many as (n!) • 3m scenarios must be 
evaluated where n is the number of departments and m is the number of 
products. According to Rosenblatt and Lee, this number can be significantly 
reduced if there exists some correlation among subgroups of products.
A robust construction heuristic algorithm (ARCH) for the multiple- 
demand, multiple-product formulation was proposed by Baskin (1989). The 
objective of the algorithm was to minimize material flow costs across the 
total expected product mix for the facility. The algorithm assumes an 
unbounded location plane. The order in which departments enter the layout 
is determined by a facility assignment rank calculation. Costs per unit 
distance are calculated for all departments and the department having the 
highest cost (i.e., the most highly associated with other departments) is 
selected to enter the layout. The placement algorithm for the location of 
facilities in the layout is based on the expanded spiral technique 
(Goetschalckx, 1985).
A limitation of the single objective robust formulation as stated by 
Baskin (1989) is that robustness in combination with materials handling cost 
as design criteria did not provide suitable layouts for the food industry. The
layouts obtained did not meet criteria imposed by U.S. regulatory agencies 
(i.e., desirable constraints were not enforced).
A more general problem, that of multi-period layout design under 
deterministic demand, has been addressed by Rosenblatt (1986), Reimert and 
Gambrell (1966), and Shore and Tompkins (1980). In a multi-period facility, 
the layout is changed from one period to another one. The concept is only 
possible if promising methods of moving machines and materials such as 
ground effect air cushions are available. The benefits of flexible layout is that 
product-oriented layouts become feasible on smaller runs of a product, which 
in turn would decrease material handling costs (Reimert and Gambrell, 1966). 
Reimert and Gambrell stress the need for a different type of scheduling 
activity suitable for flexible layouts and propose the use of a computer 
program, FLEX FLOW, to help scheduling. On the other hand, Rosenblatt 
(1986) utilizes dynamic program m ing to solve the multi-period plant 
problem, in which a stage corresponds to a period and a state corresponds to a 
specific layout. A large number of combinations arise for this problem and a 
simplifying procedure is required.
3.7 Layout planning w ith m ultiple objectives. The algorithms and 
formulations examined thus far seek either to minimize material handling 
costs or maximize closeness ratings. The first objective is recommended 
when quantitative aspects are considered more important. The second 
objective is preferred when qualitative aspects should determine the layout or 
when accurate cost and flow intensity data are not available and cannot be 
properly estimated. Actually, in real life problems, both objectives should be 
concurrently considered.
A mathematical formulation in which both objectives are included 
was proposed by Rosenblatt (1979)
n n n n  n n n n
Min Z= kj £  £  X 5>ijWxijxkl X X Xy*jklxijxkl (20)
i= l j= lk = l l= l  i= l j= l  k=ll=l
subject to 
n
2  Xjj=l 0=1/2,. . .n), (6)
H
n
£  Xjj=l (j= l,2 ,. . .n), (7)
i=l
Xjj= 0 or 1 (i,j = 1,2,. . .,n), (8)
k i+ k 2  = l ,  (21)
kj, k2 > 0, (22)
where
{fjjdjj + qj if i=k and j=l fjkdji if i^k or j*l
Cjj = cost incurred when assigning department i to location j, 
dji = distance from location j to location 1, 
fik = work flow from department i to department k, 
k-[, k2 = weights assigned to each objective, 
rj],. = closeness rating for departments i and k.
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* i j =  |
1 if department i is assigned to location j
0 otherwise
Yijkl
_ r
r ^  if locations j and 1 are neighbors
. 0 otherwise
A graphical solution of this formulation was developed by Rosenblatt 
(1979). The graphical solution selects the best layout based on the value of the 
combined objective function value. Other algorithms for the solution of the 
multi-objective layout problem have been presented by Dutta and Sahu 
(1982), Fortenberry and Cox (1985), Urban (1987), and Houshyar (1991). In all 
these algorithms and /o r solution procedures to the multiple objective layout 
problem, the search for a minimum value of the combined objective function 
has been emphasized. Perhaps the biggest weakness of the multiple objective 
layout problem is the determination of the weights for each objective and the 
lack of a consistent method to determine closeness rating values. On the 
other hand, the fact that more than one objective is being optimized makes it 
difficult for the decision maker to determine which is the best layout. 
Therefore, further work is needed on the development of an effective 
method to evaluate layout alternatives.
In summary, none of the available formulations can be used to 
properly model the layout of food processing facilities. The formulations just 
reviewed are limited to the solution of very specific problems and are valid 
under assumptions that do not apply to real life problems. However, 
relevant aspects of some of these formulations can be revisited so that a
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suitable formulation for the layout of a food processing facility can be stated. 
This task is undertaken in the next chapter.
IV. PROPOSED FORMULATION, AND ITS SOLUTION
In the previous chapters, concepts, formulations, and algorithms 
relevant to the facility layout problem were reviewed. The conceptual bases 
for the facility layout problem have led to different mathematical 
formulations that may be solved using either exact or suboptimal algorithms. 
An object of this work was to specify a mathematical formulation for the 
facility layout problem that would accommodate constraints imposed on food 
processing facilities. This chapter presents such a formulation, the solution, 
and an evaluation for the facility layout problem in the context of a food 
processing facility.
4.1 Problem uniqueness. Food processing facilities are subject to 
changes in production level due to seasonal demand. The processing of 
several products is usually present in these facilities, which causes them to 
share some of the characteristics of job shop layouts. Also, due to the material 
being handled, i.e., food, these facilities must comply with regulations 
imposed by government agencies, and meet high quality expectations from 
the marketplace. The compliance with such regulations can in some cases 
severely limit the way in which the biological material must be handled, and 
consequently the way in which departments must be laid out in the facility.
4.2 Proposed mathematical formulation. Mathematical formulations, 
such as the quadratic assignment problem (QAP), the quadratic set covering 
problem (QSP), the multiple objective formulation, and the single objective 
robust formulation were reviewed in previous chapters. Each formulation, 
however, has limited suitability for the layout of food processing facilities.
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In light of the nature of food processing facilities, the single objective 
robust formulation and the multiple objective formulation are of greatest 
interest to the present work. The single objective robust formulation 
addresses factors such as seasonal demand and processing of multiple 
products, i.e., the dynamic aspects of food processing facilities. On the other 
hand, a modification of the multiple objective formulation can address the 
constraints to which food processing facilities are subjected. Therefore, a 
mathematical formulation that integrates robustness and multiple objectives 
is proposed to model more realistically the layout of food processing facilities.
Currently, the multiple objective formulation combines two objectives: 
1) minimize materials handling costs needed to manufacture a deterministic 
volume of a single product, and 2) maximize the summation of closeness 
ratings as defined by Muther (1973) in his systematic layout planning 
approach. Moreover, weights are applied to materials handling costs and 
summation of closeness ratings, and the layout having the minimum 
combined cost is selected. This selection procedure does not apply to the 
layout of food processing facilities because the combined value does not have 
concrete meaning, and a poorly designed layout may well be selected.
The proposed formulation considers three objectives: 1) minimize 
materials handling costs needed to process multiple products under stochastic 
dem and, 2) maximize constraint enforcement, and, 3) minimize the 
processing sequence of a critical product. Weights are applied to each 
objective, but the final layout is selected using a multiple criteria decision 
making (MCDM) aid, which will be explained later in this chapter.
The proposed formulation utilizes a qualitative constraint matrix to 
maximize constraint enforcement instead of summation of closeness ratings. 
Close examination of closeness ratings during layout design in the present
work indicated that closeness ratings do not enforce constraints properly. The 
reason for this is that closeness ratings are integer values that correspond to 
the relationship chart proposed by Muther (1973) in the systematic layout 
planning approach. The relationship chart uses A, E, I, O, U, X, and XX to 
qualitatively express desirability of adjacency or non-adjacency among 
departments. Consequently, every time that there is a need to adjust a 
closeness rating value to enforce a constraint, all the values under the same 
letter of the relationship chart must be changed to be consistent with the 
approach. This severely restricts the use of penalties because undesirable 
layout changes may occur while changing many values at a time. By using a 
qualitative constraint matrix, the designer can uniquely change the value that 
is needed to enforce a particular constraint without having to change values 
that do not need to be changed. Moreover, the entries in the qualitative 
constraint matrix can take on any real value (i.e., the value does not need to 
be an integer).
The third objective is used to make the processing sequence of a critical 
product as short as possible. By minimizing processing sequence, the critical 
product flows orderly through the facility instead of throughout the facility. 
An example of how to use this objective is given in Chapter VI.
The proposed robust, multiple objective formulation suitable for the 
layout of food processing facilities is mathematically expressed as follows:
m s  t n n n n
Min Z= ^  £  £  I  X  I  Z  S  fhwikDjiCwUhoXjjXkj 
h=l o=l w =li=l j=l k=l 1=1 
n n n n  m n n n n
'k2l  I  I  2/ikxijxkl + k 3  E E E E Z>hehikD)1XijXkl (23)
i=l j=i k= ll= l h = li= l j=l k=ll=l
subject to
(1=1,2,.. .n), (6)
(j=l/2, • • .n), (7)
Xjj= 0 or 1 (i,j= 1,2, ..,n), (8)
where
cw =
ehik —
cost per unit flow of material, per unit distance for category w 
material flow. The category of the material is based on the 
type of material handling system used, 
rectilinear distance between the centers of locations j  and /, 
entries in a lower triangular matrix that contains the 
processing sequence of the critical product. The entries in this 
matrix are zeros and ones. A given entry in the matrix is set to 
1 if departments i and k are in the processing sequence of 
product h. The entry is zero otherwise. The order of this 
matrix is equal to the number of departments in the facility, 
entries in square matrices of order equal to the number of 
departments in the facility. Each entry represents the flow of 
category w material per unit of product h between departments 
i and k. The category of the material is based on the type of 
materials handling system used. The number of matrices is 
equal to the number of categories times the number of 
products,
kl =
k2 =
m = 
n =
Ph = 
r ik =
S = 
t = 
Uho =
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weighting factor of the objective 'minimize materials 
handling cost.' It must be a real positive number greater than 
or equal to zero,
weighting factor of the objective 'maximize constraint 
enforcement.’ It must be a real positive number greater than 
or equal to zero,
weighting factor of the objective 'minimize processing 
sequence.' It must be a real positive number greater than or 
equal to zero,
number of products to be considered in the layout, 
number of facilities and locations.
1 if the processing sequence of product h is deemed critical 
. 0 otherwise
entries in the qualitative constraint matrix. Each entry in the 
matrix represents a constraint between departments i and k.
The qualitative constraint matrix is a lower triangular matrix 
of order equal to the number of departments in the facility.
The entries in this matrix can take on any real value, 
number of demand states for each product, 
number of material flow categories, 
total units of demand for product h,
J  1 if department i is assigned to location 
. 0 otherwise
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In the above formulation, interdepartm ental material flows are 
partitioned into type of product (i.e., h) and flow categories (i.e., w), while the 
cost per unit flow and unit distance is based exclusively on the flow category 
or type of material handling system used (i.e., w). This consideration leads to 
a situation in which interdepartmental flow matrices per product, and per 
category must be constructed, while the cost categories are always scalar. As 
an alternative, interdepartmental material flows can be partitioned into type 
of product (i.e., h) only, but interdepartmental cost matrices for each product 
must be constructed. There is a compromise in the amount of work needed 
to collect and classify the data for each approach. However, the numerical 
value obtained for either approach is the same.
4.3 Solution of the proposed formulation. As stated previously, exact 
solution methods, such as the branch and bound, and mixed integer 
programing algorithms have been useful to solve small problems, with 
facilities having fifteen or less departments. These problems are formulated 
as quadratic assignment problems (QAP) and require departments in the 
facilities to have equal size for the algorithm to work. An alternative to the 
QAP is the quadratic set covering problem (QSP), which relaxes the condition 
of having equal size departments. However, exact algorithms cannot be used 
to solve problems of practical size.
Consequently, suboptimal algorithms are currently the only alternative 
for the solution of problems of practical size. Heuristic algorithms are a kind 
of suboptimal algorithm, and some of these algorithms can handle facilities 
with unequal size departments. Heuristic algorithms can be further classified 
as construction, improvement, and hybrid algorithms.
Since food processing facilities as well as any other real life facility, 
have departments of different size, heuristic algorithms capable of handling 
facilities with unequal size departments are used to solve the new proposed 
formulation sub-optimally. The heuristic algorithms used are unique in the 
sense that they are especially tailored to solve the proposed formulation. The 
search for a suboptimal solution in these algorithms is driven by the 
objectives expressed in equation (23). That is, the algorithms are merely a tool 
to solve the formulation whose optimal solution is intractable. Heuristic 
algorithms depend on rules of thumb that guide computations to obtain a 
suboptimal solution of a problem. The heuristic algorithms used for the 
suboptimal solution of equation (23) required the design of new rules of 
thumb.
A hybrid heuristic algorithm is used to sub-optimally solve the 
proposed formulation. The hybrid algorithm consists of a multiple objective 
robust construction heuristic algorithm (MORCH), a construction algorithm; 
and a m ultiple objective layout designer (MOLAD), an improvement 
algorithm. Given the mathematical statement of this problem, MORCH can 
be used to minimize materials handling costs per unit distance and to 
maximize constraint enforcement because the distances among locations, Djj, 
in equation (23) are unknown at the beginning. MOLAD, however, can 
handle all the objectives in equation (23) because it improves upon the initial 
solution generated by MORCH in which all distances are known. A 
description of these heuristic algorithms is given in the next chapter.
4.4 Assumptions and limitations, a) The proposed formulation and 
heuristic algorithms are limited to the solution of the single period stochastic 
plant layout problem, which implies that the layout will not be rearranged
depending on the product being processed, b) It is assumed that materials 
handling costs are directly proportional to distance among departments, c) 
The study is limited to the design of block layouts. Thus, the layout of the 
equipment within a department as well as any type of detailed architectural 
design are not included, d) The formulation and algorithm can only be used 
for the design of single story facilities, e) The heuristic algorithms can 
currently handle facilities of up to thirty departments. However, the number 
of departments can be increased if needed, f) The heuristic algorithms are 
particularly useful for the design of new facilities. However, the 
im provem ent of existing facilities can be dealt w ith by using the 
improvement algorithm only, g) No emphasis is given to the CPU time 
required to solve the problems.
4.5 Integrated design strategy. The nature of the problem and the 
objectives considered in the formulation call for a specific methodology to 
solve it. In general, when a single quantitative objective is used in the 
formulation of the layout problem, the selection of the best or most suitable 
layout is straightforward. If only qualitative objectives are considered in the 
formulation, the use of an ordinal scale to substitute for the entries in the 
relationship chart proposed by Muther (1973) can give quantitative meaning 
to the solution of the problem. If this procedure is used, the selection of the 
best layout can also be based on a numerical value, even though that is not 
the most appropriate selection procedure. On the other hand, if both 
quantitative and qualitative objectives are considered, the most suitable 
layout must be selected based on a set of desirable attributes or criteria. Then, 
the most suitable layout is the layout that more closely meets the attributes set 
by the designer. These attributes or criteria are different for every problem.
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4.5.1 Constraints, layout attributes and decision making. There are two 
qualitative aspects in the proposed formulation that are interrelated and 
complementary to some extent. These are: a) the selection of the departments 
that must be constrained as well as the magnitude of the constraint, and b) the 
selection of the most suitable layout among a set of computer generated 
alternatives based on desirable attributes. Consequently, a design strategy that 
relates the entries in the qualitative constraint matrix to the desirable 
attributes of the layouts is used in this study. The suitability of the layout, as 
dictated by user specified attributes, is determined using a multicriteria 
decision making (MCDM) tool. Typical MCDM procedures used in 
m anagem ent sciences are based on m ultiattribute utility theory, on 
outranking relations, and on the analytic hierarchy process. The latter has 
been selected as the most adequate tool to deal with decisions involving both 
quantitative and qualitative factors.
4.5.1.1 Forming the qualitative constraint matrix. In the layout of food 
processing facilities, the most compelling constraints (i.e., hard constraints) 
are the guidelines imposed by U.S. regulatory agencies such as the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, the Food and Drug Administration, and the U.S. 
Department of Health and Human Services. These guidelines broadly apply 
to all food processing facilities and their main purpose is to guarantee food 
safety and quality. Other constraints deal with noise control, plant safety, 
energy conservation, and aesthetics. However, noise control and energy 
conservation, for instance, are process dependent. Also, these constraints are 
not as compelling as the ones dictated by public health agencies (i.e, they are
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soft constraints). Therefore, priority will be given to the satisfaction of hard 
constraints.
General guidelines, known as Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs), 
are available that cover several aspects of the design and operation of food 
processing facilities. The GMPs guidelines exist for equipment design, 
cleaning and sanitation procedures, construction materials for floors, walls, 
and ceilings, design of heat, ventilation, and air conditioning systems, 
processing systems, lighting, plant layout, equipment layout, and waste 
handling. Since the scope of this research is limited to the design of block 
layouts, attention will be given to the guidelines that apply to this particular 
design aspect.
The fundamental guidelines, which are part of the GMPs, concerning 
block layout design have been summarized by Katsuyama (1980) and Graham 
(1991). Appropriate guidelines include: a) departmental size should allow 
enough space between pieces of equipment for proper maintenance and 
cleaning, b) the product flow should prevent finished product from coming 
into contact with raw materials or product in process to avoid cross­
contamination, c) food processing plants should be single-story to minimize 
the risk of contamination, and d) service areas such as receiving and shipping 
docks, parking lots, restrooms, trash collection, and waste disposal should be 
distant from processing areas.
Once the hard and soft constraints have been identified based on the 
above guidelines and on the particular food facility under consideration, the 
qualitative constraint matrix can be constructed. The entries in the matrix are 
guided by the regulations that need to be enforced as well as by the less 
compelling constraints previously mentioned. At this point, the designer 
knows where to make an entry in the qualitative constraint matrix, even
though he may not know exactly the value that should be used. The 
magnitude of an entry in the qualitative constraint matrix should be such 
that the constraint is enforced.
Although it may seem difficult to broadly find the value or range of 
values that will enforce a given constraint, this is not the case. One must bear 
in mind that during the layout construction step, two objectives are 
considered: 1) minimize materials handling costs needed to process multiple 
products under stochastic demand, and 2) maximize constraint enforcement 
through the use of a qualitative constraint matrix. Recall that the designer 
knows all the data to estimate the value of the first objective per unit 
distance. Moreover, the construction algorithm MORCH calculates a reduced 
flow-cost matrix and records the matrix in a file. The reduced flow-cost 
matrix is the result of multiplying material flows by handling costs across all 
demand states and product mixes. By looking at the entries in the reduced 
flow-cost matrix the designer should be able to broadly know the magnitude 
of a particular entry in the qualitative constraint matrix that will enforce a 
constraint by either counterbalancing or reinforcing the value of the entry in 
the reduced flow-cost matrix.
Further information regarding the steps needed to both select the most 
suitable layout among a set of computer generated alternatives and broadly 
determine the magnitude of the entries in the qualitative constraint matrix 
will be given in subsection 4.5.2.
4.5.1.2 Layout attributes. The layout attributes should reflect how well a 
particular layout meets hard and soft constraints. Although the desirable 
attributes as well as the constraints may be slightly different for each layout, 
some of these attributes include: materials handling costs, flow of materials,
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compliance with food safety regulations, movement of personal, noise 
control, energy conservation, departmental and facility shape, supervision, 
and plant safety. Each alternative layout among the set of computer 
generated layouts will meet the attributes to a certain degree. Some layouts 
will have very low materials handling cost, which is very desirable, but the 
relative location of certain departments will increase the risk of cross 
contamination. Other layouts will have very unacceptable shapes, and the 
materials handling cost may be prohibitive. Some layouts may meet all the 
desirable attributes or an acceptable majority of the constraints.
The designer can tell in broad terms by looking at a layout how well it 
is doing with respect to a composite of all the attributes, provided the material 
handling cost is displayed on the same screen as the block layout. Through 
visual inspection, the layout designer can readily discard layouts that grossly 
fail to meet the attributes. However, it can be very difficult to decide among 
similar layouts because several attributes must be simultaneously considered, 
and bias may be unavoidable. Although an expert layout designer might 
select the most suitable layout among a set of very similar layouts, the use of a 
multicriteria decision making (MCDM) aid is recommended.
An important layout attribute, which has not been mentioned so far, 
and cannot be properly controlled by using constraints, is acceptability. For 
instance, a layout with the shipping dock located somewhere in the center of 
the facility is unrealistic. The generation of unrealistic or unacceptable 
layouts when using computers is not exceptional (Francis and White, 1974; 
Cinar, 1975). Since the use of a qualitative constraint matrix does not 
effectively deal with this problem, a rule is used in the heuristic algorithms 
that can control this situation. This rule will be described in the following 
chapter.
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4.5.1.3 M ulticriteria decision making. The multicriteria decision 
making aid used for the selection of the most suitable layout is the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process (AHP). This decision aid was chosen because of its ability to 
concurrently deal with qualitative and quantitative factors. The Analytic 
Hierarchy Process was developed by Satty (1980) and has been successfully 
used for resource allocation, marketing and sales, policy development, total 
quality management, strategic planning, prioritizing projects, and medical 
evaluations.
The Analytic Hierarchy Process suggests organization of the various 
factors of a problem into an upside-down tree structure or hierarchy. The top 
of the hierarchy is the goal. In this study, the goal is to select the most suitable 
layout. Criteria, and subcriteria are grouped at other levels of the hierarchy. 
At the bottom of the hierarchy are the alternatives, which in this study are 
the computer generated layouts. An example of the hierarchy used for layout 
selection is given in Chapter VII. The use of a hierarchy, as suggested in the 
AHP, decomposes a complex multicriteria decision making problem into 
smaller subproblems in which one decision is made at a time. Thus, each 
alternative layout is evaluated with respect to a single attribute, reducing the 
complex decision making problem to a series of pairwise comparisons among 
criteria, subcriteria, and alternatives. This method simplifies the decision 
making process and greatly reduces bias.
A decision support software, Expert Choice, that implements the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process is used for layout selection. The software allows 
building of hierarchies of up to 6 levels numbered from 0 to 5. Additionally, 
up to seven criteria, subcriteria, and alternatives can be entered under each 
node in the hierarchy. Once all the criteria, subcriteria, and alternatives are
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input to Expert Choice, the software asks the decision maker to enter 
judgements regarding all the pairwise comparisons that can be made at each 
level of the hierarchy. Then, Expert Choice performs a synthesis to determine 
the rating of the alternative layouts with respect to the goal. In addition to 
rating alternative layouts with respect to the goal, Expert Choice also 
calculates the overall inconsistency index. The overall inconsistency index is 
a measure of the consistency of the judgements entered by the decision maker 
regarding all the pairwise comparisons.
4.5.2 Design steps. The collection and classification of quantitative data 
such as interdepartmental materials flow, departmental area, number of 
departments in the facility, cost for different categories of materials being 
handled, products to be processed, and demand levels are indispensable for 
layout design and calculating the reduced flow-cost matrix. It is assumed that 
these data have been properly collected or specified before using a facility 
layout design integrating MORCH/MOLAD and the AHP. Thus, the design 
steps are oriented to explain both the method used to select the most suitable 
layout and how to deal with all the qualitative variables in the formulation.
The steps used to select the most suitable layout are: a) Set forth the 
desirable attributes for the facility to be designed, b) Use the construction 
algorithm MORCH to calculate the reduced flow-cost matrix, c) Based on the 
values of the entries in the reduced flow-cost matrix and on the guidelines 
explained in subsection 4.5.1.1, construct the qualitative constraint matrix, d) 
Use MORCH to generate a set of alternative layouts by varying the value of 
the weighting factors k | and k2  in equation (23). When choosing the values 
of kj and k2, always set k | to one and k2 to zero in order to obtain the solution 
of a problem in which materials handling cost is the only design criterion.
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This run can be used as a baseline run. Also, the designer should be aware of 
the fact that different sets of weighting factors k} and k2 may generate 
identical layouts, e) Stop generating alternative layouts when materials 
handling costs are too high, the departmental as well as the overall layout 
shape become very irregular, or a layout grossly fails to meet the desirable 
attributes. As stated in subsection 4.5.1.2, the layout designer should be able to 
tell, in broad terms, how well a layout is doing with respect to the desirable 
attributes. Therefore, the judgement of the layout designer will also dictate 
when to stop, f) Input the MORCH generated layouts to MOLAD for 
improvement. The improvement algorithm MOLAD can refine the solution 
by MORCH because the distances among departments are now known, g) Use 
Expert Choice, the software that implements the Analytic Hierarchy Process, 
to build a hierarchy according to the desirable attributes stated in step a), and 
rate the quality of the layouts generated by MOLAD. h) Check if the best rated 
layout is suitable for the food processing facility being designed, i) If the best 
rated layout is suitable, stop. Otherwise, write down the drawbacks of the 
layout and adjust the values of the entries in the qualitative constraint matrix 
accordingly (i.e., use feedback). Then, repeat steps d) through i).
V. HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS
The suboptimal solution of the proposed formulation, i.e., equation 
(23), is implemented using a hybrid heuristic algorithm. The hybrid 
algorithm consists of a multiple objective robust construction heuristic 
algorithm, (MORCH), and a multiple objective layout designer (MOLAD), an 
improvement algorithm.
5.1 MORCH. The multiple objective robust construction heuristic 
algorithm minimizes materials handling costs per unit distance and 
maximizes constraint enforcement in the proposed formulation. MORCH is 
coded in Microsoft QuickBASIC version 1.00b and runs on an Apple 
Macintosh Ilfx microcomputer.
MORCH is divided in four main sections: 1) data entry, 2) departmental 
ranking, 3) department location, and 4) layout cost calculation. A structure 
chart of MORCH is depicted in Figure 5.1, and the source code is given in 
Appendix A.
5.1.1 Data entry for MORCH. The input data required by the program 
are: interdepartmental materials flow per unit of product and per category, 
number of flow categories, cost per unit flow of material and per unit distance 
for a given category, demand states for each product, number of products, 
number of departm ents, objective function weights, design unit size, 
departmental areas expressed as number of design units, entries in the 
qualitative constraint matrix, and qualitative base.
The interdepartmental materials flow is a square matrix of order equal 
to the number of departments in the facility; the number of flow categories 
reflects the different types of materials handling equipment used. The cost
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ranking
Department
location
Data entry
Layout cost 
calculation
Figure 5.1 Structure chart for MORCH
per unit flow of material and per unit distance for a given category is a scalar. 
The objective function weights are the values of kj and k2 in the proposed 
formulation. The design unit size is a unit area in which a department is 
divided to ease manipulation by MORCH and MOLAD. Thus, a department 
can always be expressed as a number of design units. The qualitative base is a 
positive integer that can be used as a base to the entries in the qualitative 
constraint matrix, which would become the exponents. The use of a 
qualitative base is optional in both MORCH and MOLAD. The qualitative 
constraint m atrix is the mechanism used to maximize constraint 
enforcement and its order is equal to the number of departments in the 
facility. Like the interdepartmental materials flow, it is advisable to assign the 
entries of the matrix in the program.
For convenience, matrices are usually stored in a file. However, 
Microsoft QuickBASIC version 1.00b does not have a statement equivalent to 
the implied DO loop in FORTRAN. Therefore, matrices must be stored in a 
sequential file as a single column, which is not appropriate. Alternatively, 
the entries in the matrices can be assigned in the program. Due to the 
limitations of Microsoft QuickBASIC, the latter is recommended.
In order to expedite the entry of two dimensional arrays in MORCH, 
the Microsoft QuickBASIC statements READ and DATA are used. These 
statements permit the arrangement of input data in matrix form. Therefore, 
the interdepartmental materials flow, and qualitative constraint matrices can 
be stored in a separate file and pasted in the program when needed. 
Although Microsoft QuickBASIC cannot properly handle the entry of two 
dimensional arrays, its interactive graphic capabilities compensate for this 
disadvantage.
Once the necessary data are available, MORCH first calculates the 
reduced flow-cost matrix and stores it in a file. As explained in Chapter IV, 
the reduced flow-cost matrix is the result of multiplying materials flows by 
handling costs across all demands and products mixes. The reduced flow-cost 
matrix both helps to form the qualitative constraint matrix and becomes an 
input to MOLAD during the improvement step.
5.1.2 Departmental ranking. The input data are used to determine the 
order in which the departments enter the layout. Since the distances among 
locations are not available at this stage, heuristic rules that compensate for 
this fact are used to construct the facility. The heuristic rules dictate that the 
department having the highest materials handling cost per unit distance 
corrected for constraint values with respect to all other departments in the 
layout should enter the layout first. Also, the department having the second 
highest materials handling costs per unit distance corrected for constraint 
values with respect to the previously located department should enter the
layout next. Thus, an association value that combines materials handling
costs and constraint values is used to determine the order in which 
departments enter the layout. The entering departments are then ranked 
based on the following equation:
m s t n n n n
C = kl X X X X  XfhwikCwuho + k 2 X Xrik (24)
h=l o=l w=li=l k=l i=l k=l
Equation (24) differs from equation (23) in that the distance, Djj, in the 
first objective has been omitted because it is unknown. Also the negative
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sign before the second objective has been changed to a positive one as dictated 
by the heuristic rules of the construction algorithm.
The first department to enter the layout is the department most highly 
associated with all other departments. The interdepartmental associations are 
ranked in descending order based on the values given by equation (24). The 
first department is then located in the center of the computer screen using 
location routines. Once the first department has been placed, its association 
values with respect to all others departments are set to a large negative 
number. A large negative number is used in order to avoid entering the 
department to the layout once again. In this regard, it is important to remark 
that equation (24) may have a negative value. The negative value may arise 
when an entry in the qualitative constraint matrix is set to a negative number 
to indicate the undesirability of adjacency between two departments.
The second department to enter the layout is the department having 
the highest association with the first-located department. Again, the 
association value is given by equation (24). When the second department has 
been located, its association values with respect to all other departments are 
set to a large negative number. The same procedure is followed to enter the 
remaining departments in the layout.
5.1.3 Department location. As departments enter the layout, the facility 
location routine locates the entering departments on an unbounded location 
plane (i.e., the computer screen). To more easily manipulate the entering 
departments, each department is divided into a number of smaller areas or 
design units. Then, a grid is drawn on the computer screen so that each cell 
in the grid has an area equal to the size of the design units. The first design 
unit of the first department is usually located in the center of the screen, then
all the other design units are located in a spiral, clockwise fashion having the 
first design unit as a core. The first design unit of the second ranked 
department is located adjacent to any of the free edges of the first department 
or facility. The remaining design units are then placed in a clockwise fashion.
The location of the design units of all other departments will depend 
on the association existing among the entering design unit and the design 
units of previously located departments. Thus, the entering design unit 
could be related to a) three design units of different departments at a corner 
location, b) two design units of different departments at a corner location, c) 
two design units of different departments in a linear location, or d) a design 
unit of a given department in a linear location. In any case, the entering 
design unit is located such that the association value is maximized and the 
adjacency among highly related departments is preserved. Subsequent design 
units would be entered in a clockwise fashion. A detailed description of the 
facility location routines is given by Baskin (1989).
5.1.3.1 Controlling unrealistic layouts. The use of computers for layout 
design can generate unrealistic layouts. A layout having the emergency room 
somewhere in the center of a hospital and a layout having the receiving dock 
in the center of a facility are examples of unrealistic layouts.
Constructions algorithms may generate unrealistic layouts because of 
the location pattern or strategy used during facility construction. Typical 
location patterns used by these algorithms are the vertical scanning pattern 
(Figure 5.2) and the spiral location pattern (Figure 5.3). The vertical scanning 
and spiral location patterns are generally utilized when the location planes 
are bounded and unbounded, respectively. There is a chance that by using 
either pattern a shipping an d /o r receiving departm ent may be placed
Figure 5.2 Vertical scanning pattern after Francis and White (1974)
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Figure 5.3 Spiral location pattern (Goetschalckx, 1985; Baskin, 1989)
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somewhere in the middle of the facility. In fact, any location pattern may lead 
to this situation.
To control unrealistic layouts, an option has been provided in the 
departmental ranking section of the program. If during the early stages of 
layout construction a receiving or shipping department ranks high enough to 
enter the layout, the department that has the second highest rank is entered 
instead. Moreover, the department having the second highest association 
value with previously located departments will enter the layout as many 
times as needed, and the shipping or receiving department will enter the 
layout only when both the construction of the layout is coming to an end and 
the shipping or receiving department has the highest association value with 
respect to previously located departments.
5.1.4 Layout cost calculation. Once the layout has been constructed, the 
total layout cost is calculated. The total cost in MORCH is given by the 
following equation:
m s t n n n n  n n n n
c=ki 2  2  2  2  2  2 2 fhwikDjiCwUho+ k22 2  2 2 rikDii ^  
h=lo=lw =li= l j= l k=ll=l i=l j= l k=U=l
Equation (25) is very similar to equation (24). The only difference is 
that the rectilinear distance between the centers of locations j and 1, Djj, is now 
available and can be used in the calculation of the total cost. The first term of 
equation (25) represents the materials handling costs. The distance, Djj, is 
included in the second term of the equation to quantify in a more efficient 
manner the contribution of the second term to the total cost. For example, if 
two departments, whose adjacency is very desirable, are located apart, the r^
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value becomes more meaningful when the distance between the departments 
is used as a penalty (i.e., rikD jj). On the other hand, if the same departments 
are located adjacently, the distance between them would be smaller and the 
overall cost would also be smaller.
5.2 MOLAD. The multiple objective layout designer uses the layout 
constructed by MORCH as an initial solution. MOLAD is coded in FORTRAN 
77 and runs on a SUN SPARC workstation under the UNIX operating system.
The program consists of: 1) a data entry section, 2) a department 
exchange section, and an output routine. A structure chart of MOLAD is 
presented in Figure 5.4, and the source code is given in Appendix B.
5.2.1 Data entry for MOLAD. A qualitative constraint matrix, a reduced 
flow-cost matrix, a processing sequence matrix, a starting layout, the width 
and length of the layout expressed as number of design units, objective 
function weights, the number of departments in the facility, and a qualitative 
base are the input to the program.
The qualitative constraint matrix, the reduced flow-cost matrix, and the 
processing sequence matrix are stored in files as two dimensional arrays. The 
initial layout must be entered as an array of alphabetic characters. Each 
alphabetic character in MOLAD is equivalent to a design unit in MORCH. 
Also, the initial layout must be rectangular, and can have a width and length 
of up to 40 characters. Since MORCH does not generate rectangular layouts, 
fictitious or dummy departments must be used to obtain a rectangular shape. 
Consequently, the total number of departments in the layout is the sum of 
real and fictitious departments. The total number of departments in MOLAD 
must not exceed forty. The area of fictitious departments should be the same
Data entry
Evaluate 
possible departmental 
exchanges
Choose 
exchange that 
leads to largest 
cost reduction
Ouput layout 
having the lowest 
combined cost
Figure 5.4 Structure chart for MOLAD
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as any of the real departments in order to increase the chances of
interdepartmental exchange. The initial layout is stored in a file.
The order of the matrices must equal the total number of departments 
in the layout. Therefore a column and row of zeros must be added to the 
reduced flow-cost, the processing sequence, and qualitative constraint 
matrices for each fictitious department in the facility.
The objective function weights are the values of k |, 1<2 and k3  in the 
proposed formulation. The qualitative base is a positive integer that can be 
used as a base to the entries in the qualitative constraint matrix. The use of 
the qualitative base is optional. MOLAD is designed to run interactively.
5.2.2 Departmental exchanges. The departmental exchanges in MOLAD 
are driven by cost considerations. Exchanges aim to decrease the objective 
function value as given by the following equation:
m s  t n n n n
Min Z =  k! ]T  £  X X fhw ikD jicw u ho
h=l o=l w =li=l j=l k= ll= l 
n n n n  m n n n n
+ k2 E E E Er*Djl + k3 E E E E EPheh*Djl (26)
i= l j= i k=l 1=1 h= l i=l j= l k=ll=l
which is basically equation (25) with an additional term for the subobjective 
that minimizes the processing sequence of a critical product.
It is important to remark that the third term in equation (26) is 
reserved for special situations during facilities layout design. Therefore, the 
term is not included regularly in this study (i.e., equation (25) will be utilized 
most of the time). However, an illustration of the use of this term is given 
in the next chapter.
An improvement in solution quality by MOLAD is expected because 
the distances among departments are now known. It is important to note 
that changes in the terms of equation (26) must be such that the overall 
objective function value decreases. Therefore, it is possible that all terms are 
reduced or that a reduction in any of the terms compensates for an increase in 
the others.
Departmental exchanges are limited to adjacent departments and 
departments of equal area. This is the reason that the use of fictitious 
departments having the same number of design units or the same area as real 
departments is recommended.
The departmental exchange routines are basically the same as the 
routines used in CRAFT and any other CRAFT-like procedure. All possible 
two and three way exchanges among a given department and all other 
departments in the facility are considered. Any exchange that leads to an 
improvement in the objective function value is temporarily stored and, after 
all possible exchanges have been tried, the exchange giving the maximum 
improvement is performed. Once all the departments in the layout, 
including the fictitious departments, have been considered for exchange, the 
layout having the lowest objective function value is both saved in a file and 
displayed on the screen.
5.2.2.1 Preserving realistic layouts. Improvement algorithms can also 
generate unrealistic layouts. Once a realistic initial solution is provided by 
MORCH, the departmental exchanges in MOLAD must be such that the 
acceptability of the layout is preserved. It is recommended to run MOLAD 
without restrictions and check if the final layout is realistic. If the final layout
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is unrealistic, identify which department is causing the problem and declare it 
fixed, so that it is not considered for exchange in the next run.
The performance of MORCH and MOLAD is evaluated in Chapter VI. 
An illustration of the useful features of these algorithms is also included in 
that chapter.
VI. EVALUATION OF THE ALGORITHMS
The heuristic algorithms were tested with data published in the 
literature and with data collected from a food processing facility. In the cases 
examined in this chapter, the hybrid algorithm produced layouts having 
lower materials handling costs than those obtained by construction 
algorithms. Thus, the improvement algorithm always reduced materials 
handling costs. It is important to note that a one-to-one comparison between 
previous algorithms and the hybrid algorithm could be made only once. 
Although the input data used to test the hybrid algorithm were the same as 
those found in the literature, the shape of the computer generated facility was 
different in most cases. Moreover, appropriate published data were not 
available to thoroughly evaluate the performance of MORCH/MOLAD. Most 
data in the literature consider the processing or manufacture of a single 
p roduct and a single objective is usually  optim ized, w hereas 
MORCH/MOLAD is designed to handle multiple products and objectives. 
However, one of the tests presented in this chapter involves a food processing 
facility that processes multiple products. This performance test addresses the 
robustness aspect of the hybrid algorithm.
In addition to the evaluation of the MORCH/MOLAD hybrid 
algorithm, an illustration of its distinctive features is also included.
6.1 D eterm inistic dem and, equal size facilities. The equal size 
departm ent problems used to evaluate the MORCH/MOLAD hybrid 
algorithm were first used by Nugent et al. (1968) to compare the performance 
of four heuristic algorithms, including CRAFT. The same problems have 
been used in later studies to evaluate the performance of heuristic algorithms 
(Picone and Wilhelm, 1984; Kusiak and Heragu, 1987; Kaku et al., 1991). A
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cost matrix, a flow matrix that may be symmetrical, departmental areas, and 
an initial layout are given in the examples from the literature. The Nugent et 
al. (1968) problems use the identity matrix as the cost matrix, the flow matrix 
is always symmetrical, the departmental areas are such that the rectilinear 
distance between adjacent departments is equal to one. Also, the overall 
shape of the initial layouts in Nugent’s problems varies with the number of 
departments. As Nugent et al. (1968) evaluated improvement algorithms, the 
overall shape of the initial and final layouts are the same except when 
fictitious departments are used to account for irregular shapes or scaling.
In their evaluation, Nugent et al (1968) used facilities of 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 
20, and 30 departments. In the present study, the performance of 
MORCH/MOLAD is examined with facilities of 7,12, 20 and 30 departments.
For the seven department problem, as for any other problem, there are 
many possible initial layout shapes. In some cases it is possible to decide on 
the shape of the initial layout. However, if the initial layout is generated by a 
construction algorithm, the initial shape cannot be set. In this evaluation two 
basic shapes were used as depicted in Figure 6.1. The dashed lines indicate the 
locations of fictitious departments to be used in the subsequent improvement 
step.
The rectangular shape was generated using the construction algorithm, 
MORCH, without inputting a qualitative constraint matrix to the program. 
The materials flow data for the seven department problem are given in 
Figure 6.2. The layout obtained is depicted in Figure 6.3, and its objective 
function value is 78. This layout was input to MOLAD, but no improvement 
in objective function value was obtained.
The square shape was generated using MORCH; however, in addition 
to the flow matrix, a qualitative constraint matrix was also input to MORCH.
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Figure 6.1 MORCH layout shapes for the seven department problem
A B c D E F G
A - 5 2 4 1 0 0
B 0 - 3 0 2 2 2
C 0 0 - 1 0 2 5
D 0 0 0 - 5 2 2
E 0 0 0 0 - 10 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 5
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.2 Flow data for the Nugent et al. (1968) seven 
department problem
G G C C B B A A  
G G C C B B A A  
F F E E D D 
F F E E D D
Figure 6.3 MORCH solution of the seven department 
problem from Nugent et al. (1968)
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This matrix is included in Figure 6.4. A qualitative base of three was also 
used. The layout given by MORCH is depicted in Figure 6.5. This layout was 
input to MOLAD and the final layout shown in Figure 6.6 was obtained. 
Departments I and H in Figure 6.6 are fictitious. The objective function value 
for this layout is 72. This value is the lowest value ever obtained for this 
particular problem. Nugent et al. (1968) reported an optimal objective 
function value of 74 and, although Nugent's problems have been used to 
evaluate many layout algorithms (Kusiak and Heragu, 1987), a new optimum 
has not been reported.
Although in most cases the data input to MORCH and MOLAD are the 
same, that is not necessarily a rule. The same data have been used in several 
tests in order to check if the algorithms are in agreement and to compare 
performance on the same bases. If the same data are used, the objective 
function value of the layout generated by MORCH must be the same as the 
objective function value obtained by MOLAD at iteration zero. Then, when 
possible, reduction in the objective function value is obtained as the 
iterations proceed. It is possible, though, to change the input data to MOLAD 
and still be able to know if the objective function value improves, even if the 
figures are different from the ones given by MORCH.
Therefore, there is great flexibility in data manipulation when using 
the MORCH/MOLAD hybrid algorithm. Data such as weighting factors, 
qualitative constraint matrix, and facility shape can be modified before the 
improvement step is completed. Actually, since irregular layouts are 
generated by MORCH, sometimes a manual smoothing of some department 
shapes may be needed either before or after the improvement step. If the 
latter is chosen, the new layout would have to be input to MOLAD in order to 
find the real objective function value since changes in individual department
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A B C D E F G H
A -
B 2 -
C 3 3 -
D 4 4 4 -
E 5 5 5 5 -
F 6 6 6 6 6 -
G 7 7 7 7 7 7 -
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.4 Qualitative constraint matrix for the square-shaped seven 
department problem
A A 
A A 
D D G G C C
D D G G C C
B B F F E E
B B F F E E
Figure 6.5 MORCH solution of the seven department problem 
when a qualitative constraint matrix is used
I  I  C C H H
I  I  C C H H
B B G G F F
B B G G F F
A A D D E E
A A D D E E
Figure 6.6 MOLAD solution of the seven department 
problem
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shapes would alter the interdepartmental distances. The objective function 
value of the manually smoothed layout is calculated by MOLAD at iteration 
zero.
This flexibility in data manipulation was used to examine the optimal 
solution, 74, reported by Nugent et al. (1968) for the seven department 
problem. In so doing, the MORCH generated layout shown in Figure 6.5 was 
input to MOLAD, but only materials handling costs were used as the overall 
objective. The improvement step reduced the objective function value from 
96 to 74. Thus, the hybrid algorithm reproduced the solution quality reported 
by Nugent et al. (1968) in a single step.
For the twelve, twenty, and thirty department problems, a single initial 
layout was generated using MORCH because only flow data were input to the 
program. The flow data for the twelve, twenty, and thirty department 
problems are shown in Figures 6.7 - 6.9. In order to input the MORCH 
generated layouts to MOLAD, fictitious departments must be used and a new 
row and column of zeros must be added to the matrices shown in Figures 6.7 - 
6.9 for each fictitious department.
The initial layouts generated by MORCH are shown in Figures 6.10 - 
6.12; and the improved layouts in Figures 6.13 - 6.15. Fictitious departments 
in the improved layouts have been omitted. However, five, eleven, and nine 
fictitious departments were required for the twelve, twenty, and thirty 
department problems. The number of fictitious departments to be added 
depends on the shape of the initial layout. Generally, the more irregular the 
shape of the initial layout, the greater the number of fictitious departments 
needed. Therefore, the number of fictitious departments is a function of the 
ratio of the area needed to make the overall facility rectangular and the area 
occupied by the real departments. The number of fictitious departments is
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A B c D E F G H I J K L
A - 5 2 4 1 0 0 6 2 1 1 1
B 0 - 3 0 2 2 2 0 4 5 0 0
C 0 0 - 1 0 2 5 5 5 2 2 2
D 0 0 0 - 5 2 2 10 0 0 5 5
E 0 0 0 0 - 10 0 0 0 5 1 1
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 1 1 5 4 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 10 5 2 3 3
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 5 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 10 10
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.7 Flow data for the twelve department problem from 
Nugent et al. (1968)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
1 0 5 0 5 2 10 3 1 5 5 5 0 0 5 4 4 0 0 1
2 0 - 3 10 5 1 5 1 2 4 2 5 0 10 10 3 0 5 10 5
3 0 0 - 2 0 5 2 4 4 5 0 0 0 5 1 0 0 5 0 0
4 0 0 0 - 1 0 5 2 1 0 10 2 2 0 2 1 5 2 5 5
5 0 0 0 0 - 5 6 5 2 5 2 0 5 1 1 1 5 2 5 1
6 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 2 1 6 0 0 10 0 2 0 1 0 1 5
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 5 10 2 2 5 1 2 1 0 10
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1 10 10 2 0 10 2 5 2 2 10
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 3 5 5 0 5 0 0 0 2
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 0 5 1 0 0 5 5 2
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 2 5 1 10 0 2 2 5
12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 10 5 0 1 1 2 5
13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 2 1 0 0 0 5
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 1 5 5 0
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 3 0 5 10 10
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 2 0
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 2 0
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 1
19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 6
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.8 Flow data for the twenty department problem from 
Nugent et al. (1968)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
30
1
5
2
5
1
1
3
2
2
2
10
1
5
5
0
10
1
0
10
3
0
5
2
0
0
0
10
2
2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
- 3 2 0 0 2 10 5 0 5 2 5 0 0 2 0 5 6 3 0 1 10 0 10 2 1 1
0 - 4 0 10 4 0 0 2 2 1 0 5 0 0 0 0 2 0 1 6 1 0 1 2 2 5
0 0 - 3 4 0 5 5 5 1 4 1 0 4 0 4 0 6 3 2 5 5 2 1 0 0 3
0 0 0 - 0 0 0 2 2 0 6 0 2 5 2 5 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 0 2 0 2
0 0 0 0 - 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 2 0 5 1 0 2 1
0 0 0 0 0 - 1 2 2 1 4 10 10 2 5 5 0 5 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 10 10 5 10 10 6 0 0 10 2 1 10 1 5 5 2 3 5 0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 3 5 0 0 0 2 4 5 2 10 6 0 5 5 2 5 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 10 2 1 5 2 0 3 0 2 0 0 4 0 5 2 0 5 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 6 0 1 5 5 0 5 2 3 5 0 5 2 10 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1 2 1 0 2 0 0 0 6 6 0 4 5 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 0 4 5 10 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 0 4 2 2 1 0 6 2 1 5 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 1 0 5 3 10 0 0 4 2 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 5 1 0 1 0 5 0 2 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 3 0 2 2 0 2 0 5 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 2 2 0 0 0 6 5 3 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 1 2 10 10 4 0 0 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 5 5 1 0 5 2 1
0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 2 1 3 1 5 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 0 4 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 4 4 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 5 5 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 6.9 Flow data for the thirty department problem from Nugent et al. (1968)
D D H H G G
D D H H G G
A A K K I I L L
A A K K I I L L
F F B B C C
F F B B C C
E E J J
E E J J
Figure 6.10 MORCH solution of the twelve department 
problem from Nugent et al. (1968)
C C R R Q Q
C C R R Q Q
N N B B D D L L
N N B B D D L L
J J S S 0 0 G G A
J J S S 0 0 G G A
E E H H T T F F
E E H H T T F F
P P K K M M
P P K K M M
Figure 6.11 MORCH generated layout of the twenty department 
problem from Nugent et al. (1968)
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Figure 6.12
Figure 6.13
Q Q 
Q Q
b  b Y Y L L X X Z Z
b  b Y Y L L X X Z Z
D K K G G A A V V F F
D K K G G A A V V F F
d  d H H S S R R C C
d  d H H S S R R C C
P P a a J  J  I  I  W W
P P a a J  J  I  I  W W
0 0  M M c  c  N N
0 0  M M c  c  N N
U U B B T T
U U B B T T
E E
E E
MORCH generated layout of the thirty department 
problem from Nugent et al. (1968)
D D H H G G
D D H H G G
F F K K I I L L
F F K K I I L L
E E J  A A C C
E E J A A C C
J J  B B
B B
Twelve department problem layout after improvement 
step
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R R Q Q
R R Q Q
J J S S D D E E
J J S S D D E E
N N B B 0  0 G G A A
N N B B 0  0 G G A A
I L L H H T T F F
I L L H H T T F F
I I P P K K M M
P P K K M M
Figure 6.14 Twenty department problem layout after 
improvement step
0  0
0  0
b  b Y Y Q Q X X L L
b b Y Y Q Q X X L L
K K H H A A V V F F
K K H H A A V V F F
d d S S G G R R W W
d d S S G G R R W W
D P P J J  I I  M M Z Z
D P P J J  I I  M M Z Z
a a c  c C C N N T
a a c  c C C N N T
U U B B T T
U U B B E E
E E
Figure 6.15 Thirty department problem layout after improvement step
also a function of the size and number of the real departments. Thus, the 
thirty department problem should have more fictitious departments than the 
twelve or the twenty department problem; however, only nine fictitious 
departments were used because MOLAD can currently handle a maximum of 
forty departments. This limitation was overcome by increasing the size of the 
fictitious departments. However, large fictitious departments compromise 
the final objective function value because potential cost reducing exchanges 
could not be made.
The materials handling costs of the seven, twelve, twenty, and thirty 
department problems are given in Table 6.1. These costs are compared to the 
materials handling costs for CRAFT.
Table 6.1 Materials handling costs for MORCH/MOLAD (Hybrid) and 
CRAFT
Number
of
departments
CRAFT
average
solution
CRAFT
best
solution
MORCH/
MOLAD
solution
Hybrid 
percent 
over best
7 79.6 74.0 72.0 -2.8
12 296.2 289.0 309.3 7.0
20 1339.0 1324.0 1345.5 1.6
30 3189.6 3148.0 3289.0 4.5
The MORCH/MOLAD hybrid algorithm yields layouts with material 
handling costs comparable to the ones obtained by CRAFT. In the worst case 
the hybrid algorithm generates a layout with materials handling costs seven 
percent higher than that of CRAFT. The hybrid algorithm also generated a
layout with materials handling costs lower than the best solution obtained by 
both heuristic and optimal algorithms (Table 6.1). Moreover, several runs 
using different initial layout arrangements were needed to obtain the 
solutions reported for CRAFT, while a single run was needed to obtain the 
values reported for the hybrid algorithm.
The hybrid algorithm has the objective of minimizing a combined 
objective function value. Thus, as algorithm execution progresses, the value 
of individual components of the overall objective function is decreased such 
that the combined objective function value decreases. This implies that the 
value of some sub-objectives may increase in order to obtain a lower 
combined objective function value. One might, therefore, be tempted to 
conclude that the more sub-objectives or constraints that are added to the 
problem, the higher the materials handling costs will be. This, however, may 
not happen all the time. First of all, the sub-objectives may not always be 
conflicting. For instance, the materials handling cost of the seven department 
problem decreased when a qualitative constraint matrix was included. 
Secondly, one must bear in mind that the quality of improved layouts 
depends on the initial layout solution as well as on the sequence of 
interdepartmental exchanges in the search for a local optimum. Both the 
initial layout and the sequence in which exchanges are made vary when other 
objectives are included in the formulation of the problem.
As the purpose of the hybrid algorithm is to optimize a combined 
objective function value, a decrease in materials handling cost in the final 
layout may not always be an indicator that a high quality solution has been 
obtained. Therefore, in evaluating layout quality a series of factors must be 
accounted for. If it so happens that the materials handling costs are the same 
or are even reduced while enforcing all the constraints, then it is clear that
the solution is high quality. Otherwise, a compromise must be reached 
among the different factors accounting for high quality solutions. At this 
point, the need for multicriteria decision making (MCDM) arises. This aspect 
will be discussed in the next chapter.
6.2 V ariable dem and, unequal size facility. In most cases the 
departments in a facility will have different areas. The departmental areas are 
a function of the production levels, the processing equipment, and the 
production scheduling, which are variable. Thus, in order to properly utilize 
space, some departments will have different areas, which may change with 
time.
The demand for a given product, and therefore, the interdepartmental 
flow of materials are subject to fluctuations. These fluctuations may be due to 
availability of raw material as well as changes in the marketplace. Thus, even 
if the facility is deterministic, very small variations in interdepartmental flow 
should be expected, and these variations should be considered during facility 
design in order to obtain more realistic and robust solutions (Rosenblatt and 
Kropp, 1992).
6.2.1 Layout design. The layout design of a ham processing plant that 
processes three products subject to different demand levels is considered in 
this section. Only materials handling costs will be used as the design criterion 
in this particular setting. The MORCH/MOLAD hybrid algorithm was used 
to lay out the processing facility. The corresponding reduced flow-cost matrix 
is shown in Figure 6.16. This matrix was calculated by MORCH for input to 
MOLAD using interdepartmental flow of material for a given category per 
unit of a given product, handling cost for a given category, and demand
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N o
A - 133.6 0 0 5.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41.2 0
B 0 - 80.6 0 0 52.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 33.3 0 31.8 76.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 14.7 0
D 33.3 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 5.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 197.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.4 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 229.5 44.8 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 229.5 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 44.8 0 0 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 76.7 197.5 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 70.7 60.7 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 187.1 98.8 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 257.8
N 0 0 116.7 0 0 3.4 98.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _
Figure 6.16 Reduced flow-cost matrix for the variable demand, unequal size ham processing 
facility after Baskin (1989)
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states. The data utilized in the calculation of the matrix are consistent with 
those used by Baskin (1989). For the first time the flow-cost matrix has entries 
below the main diagonal, which make the matrix asymmetrical. The lack of 
symmetry is due to the fact that bi-directional flows are taken into account to 
indicate that backflow may occur and that process sequence is present.
The layout solution by the hybrid algorithm is depicted in Figure 6.17. 
Fictitious departments are not shown, but thirteen fictitious departments 
were used to force a rectangular shape. The objective function value (i.e., 
materials handling cost) obtained by the hybrid algorithm is 109,416. The 
ARCH solution of the ham processing facility is given in Figure 6.18, and it 
has an objective function value of 122,615. Thus, an eleven percent reduction 
in materials handling cost was obtained by the hybrid algorithm. Moreover, 
the layout generated by the hybrid algorithm is more cohesive.
6.3 Illustration of distinctive features of the algorithms. Some of the 
useful features of the hybrid algorithm are its capability to generate robust 
layouts, enforce constraints, and control unrealistic layouts. The robustness 
aspect of the algorithm was illustrated in the previous section. In this section, 
examples are given on constraint enforcement and on dealing with 
unrealistic layouts (i.e., layout acceptability). The use of the third objective in 
the proposed formulation (i.e., the minimization of the processing sequence 
of a critical product) is also illustrated.
6.3.1 Constraint enforcement. Let us assume that the MORCH solution 
of the seven departm ent problem (Figure 6.3) has serious limitations. 
Departments A and B must be located apart and departments F and B should 
be located as close as possible. To indicate the constraints to the program, the
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Figure 6.17 MORCH/MOLAD layout design of the ham processing facility after 
Baskin (1989)
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Figure 6.18 ARCH layout solution of the ham processing facility from Baskin (1989)
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qualitative constraint matrix depicted in Figure 6.19 is input to MORCH along 
with the original flow data (Figure 6.2). Also, the value of the weighting 
factors k | and k2  is set to one. The new MORCH generated layout is depicted 
in Figure 6.20. In the new layout the constraints are enforced and the 
materials handling cost decreased from 78 to 76.
A B c D E F G
A -
B -5 -
C 0 0 -
D 0 0 0 -
E 0 0 0 0 -
F 0 5 0 0 0 -
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.19 Qualitative constraint matrix used to manage the 
limitations of the seven department problem
G G F F E E 
G G F F E E 
C C B B D D A A  
C C B B D D A A
Figure 6.20 MORCH constrained solution of the seven 
department problem
6.3.2 Unrealistic layouts. Let us assume that in the MORCH/MOLAD 
solution of the twelve departm ent problem (Figures 6.10 and 6.13) 
department I is the receiving department. Thus, the location of department I 
is unacceptable. To correct the unrealistic layout arrangement, the entry of
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the receiving department to the layout is conditioned in MORCH. The new 
MORCH generated layout (Figure 6.21) is realistic. This layout was input to 
MOLAD and the final layout is shown in Figure 6.22. The materials handling 
cost of the layout generated by MORCH/MOLAD is 306.7. This value is 
slightly lower than the materials handling cost for the original twelve 
department problem (Table 6.1).
L L C C A A
L L C c A A
I I K K D D H H
I I K K D D H H
B B J J E E F F G G
B B J J E E F F G G
Figure 6.21 MORCH generated layout with receiving 
department, I, in acceptable location
C C I I L L A A
C C I I L L A A
B B K K G G H H D
B B K K G G H H D
J J F F E E D D
J J F F E E
Figure 6.22 MOLAD generated layout with receiving 
department, I, in acceptable location
6.3.3 Processing sequence. The purpose of the third objective in the 
proposed formulation (i.e., minimize processing sequence) is to minimize the 
distance among the departments where a critical product is processed. This
objective is only included in MOLAD because the distances among 
departments are not available to MORCH.
As an example, in the MORCH solution of the seven department 
problem (Figure 6.3), a critical product should be successively processed in 
departments A, G, B, and E. This sequence can be expressed as indicated in 
Figure 6.23. The same materials flow data (Figure 6.2) used in MORCH in 
combination with the processing sequence matrix (Figure 6.23) are input to 
MOLAD. The values of the weighting factors kj and k3 are 1 and 5, 
respectively. A fictitious department, H, is used to force the rectangular shape 
required by MOLAD, which generates the layout depicted in Figure 6.24.
A B c D E F G H
A -
B 0 -
C 0 0 -
D 0 0 0 -
E 0 1 0 0 -
F 0 0 0 0 0 -
G 1 1 0 0 0 0 -
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Figure 6.23 Processing sequence of the critical product for the 
seven department problem
G G B B E E F F
G G B B E E F F
A A C C D D H H
A A C C D D H H
Figure 6.24 MOLAD solution of the seven department problem 
minimizing processing sequence
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Thus, MOLAD minimizes the processing sequence of the critical 
product. The materials handling costs for the initial (Figure 6.3) and final 
(Figure 6.24) layouts are 78 and 91.
The importance of minimizing the processing sequence of a critical 
product is that the product flows orderly through the facility. In the initial 
layout (Figure 6.3), the critical product flows throughout the facility and that 
is exactly what the third objective in the proposed formulation seeks to avoid.
6.4 Concluding remarks. The performance of the MORCH/MOLAD 
hybrid algorithm compares very well with that of heuristic algorithms such 
as CRAFT (Table 1). Actually, the hybrid algorithm outperforms CRAFT in 
the single case where a one-to-one comparison could be made (i.e., the seven 
department problem) because the layout shapes for the other problems are 
different. Also, different initial layouts were input to CRAFT to select the best 
solution for each problem, while the hybrid algorithm obtained the solutions 
in a single step. Moreover, the performance of the algorithms was compared 
based on materials handling cost, which is not the most appropriate criterion 
to evaluate the hybrid algorithm nor to select the best layout. The purpose of 
the evaluation was to demonstrate the validity of MORCH/MOLAD.
The hybrid algorithm performed well in the variable demand, unequal 
size facility problem. MORCH/MOLAD improved the ARCH solution by 
reducing materials handling cost and improving overall layout shape. No 
objectives other than cost were used in this evaluation. However, the use of 
a qualitative constraint matrix (i.e., the mechanism to implement the second 
objective of the proposed formulation) to enforce compliance with guidelines 
dictated by public health agencies is illustrated in the next chapter.
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Finally, MORCH/MOLAD has unique features such as controlling 
unrealistic layouts, enforcing constraints, and minimizing the processing 
sequence of a critical product. These features can be of great help in computer 
aided layout design.
VII. CASE STUDY
In the previous chapter, the performance of MORCH/MOLAD was 
evaluated using examples from the literature and a food processing facility. 
In this chapter, several layouts of a smoked sausage and ham processing 
facility are generated using the hybrid algorithm. These layouts are then rated 
using Expert Choice, the decision support software that implements the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Thus, the hybrid algorithm generates and 
searches for good alternative layouts where quantitative and qualitative 
aspects are included, whereas Expert Choice is a multiattribute decision 
making aid for the selection of the most suitable layout.
The data needed for layout design was partly provided by production 
management personnel. Time and motion studies were conducted to verify 
an d /o r estimate interdepartm ental material flows, types of materials 
handling, and handling costs (Baskin, 1989).
7.1 Description of the process. The smoked sausage and ham 
processing facility selected for this study is a modification of the ham 
processing facility used for the evaluation of the construction algorithm, 
ARCH (Baskin, 1989). Two products, smoked ham and smoked pork sausage, 
are processed in the plant. Each product has its own production process or 
process sequence, even though some unit operations are shared by both 
products.
Whole hams are skinned, injected with a brine solution, trimmed, and 
deboned. For smoked ham production, the whole muscles left after 
trimming are tumble massaged, wrapped in a permeable casing, and smoked. 
After smoking, the hams are chilled, vacuum packed, boxed, weighed, and 
palletized.
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For the smoked sausage operation, trimmings from the smoked ham 
processing line are mixed with pork and together ground and mixed with 
seasoning. The seasoned mixture is stuffed into sausage ropes, and then 
smoked, chilled, vacuum packed, boxed, weighed, and palletized.
The products are subject to three demand levels summarized in Table 
7.1. The materials in the facility are moved by plant personnel and a 
manually operated fork truck. Each type of material handling corresponds to 
a particular flow category. For instance, plant personnel and a fork truck are 
used to handle different flow categories. The definition of flow categories as 
well as their corresponding costs are included in Table 7.2. The 
interdepartmental flows for each category and each product are presented in 
Appendix C.
A description of the function of the departments as well as their areas 
and corresponding design unit representation is shown in Table 7.3. The 
number of design units used to represent the departmental areas was 
determined by dividing actual departmental areas by the least common 
denominator among all departments. The concept of utilizing design units 
in space planning problems was proposed by Eastman (1973). Design units are 
used to represent unequal area departments within a layout. For the case 
study, the area corresponding to each design unit was 48 square feet. The 
number of design units representing a departmental area was input into the 
program. Thus, the resulting block layout produced by the program represents 
a collection of design units (each of 48 square feet in area) adding up to the 
total area for the department.
7.2 Generation of alternative layouts. The model used for layout 
design, as implemented by MORCH, is given in equation (24). The reduced
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Table 7.1 Demand levels for the smoked sausage and ham processing 
facility (lbs./day) after Baskin (1989)
Demand Smoked sausage Smoked ham
Highest 17,196 5,090
Median 9,223 3,415
Lowest 1,185 487
Table 7.2 Flow categories and corresponding estimated costs for case 
study from Baskin (1989)
Category Prime Mover Rate (ft./min) Cost ($/hr.) Cost ($/ft.)
1 BPMO fork truck3 6.67 6.42b 0.0161
II Two people 21.06 11.52c 0.0100
in One person 21.06 5.76G 0.0050
a - Battery powered manually operated fork truck.
b - $5,000, 5 yr. life, 10% annual shrinking fund, uniform pay series + 10% annual operating exp. 
c - $4.80 per hour + 20% fringe benefits.
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Table 7.3 Description of the function of the departments and corresponding 
areas for the smoked sausage and ham processing facility after 
Baskin (1989)
Dept. Major process/function Area(ft2) No of DU's1
A Receiving 432 9
B Raw Materials Storage 864 18
C Ham Processing 1673 34
D Inedible Wastes Storage 96 2
E Seasoning Formulation 209 4
F Sausage Processing 1544 32
G Raw Product Staging 288 6
H Smoke Room 1078 22
I Cooler 2160 45
J Ham Pack 777 16
K Sausage Pack 777 16
L Finished Product Staging 1200 25
M Equipment Wash Room 904 19
N Shipping 432 9
1 The area of each design unit (DU) is approximately 48 ft2
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flow-cost matrix for the facility under consideration is shown in Figure 7.1. 
The flow-cost matrix was calculated using interdepartm ental flow of 
materials for a given category per unit of given product (Appendix C), the 
handling cost for a given category (Table 7.2), and the demand states for the 
products (Table 7.1). Also, a qualitative constraint matrix (Figure 7.2) is used 
to enforce adjacency requirements. No processing sequence of a critical 
product is used in this setting.
The values of the materials handling cost weighting factor, ki, and  
qualitative constraint matrix weighting factor, k2 ; were changed in MORCH to 
generate several layouts alternatives. The specific values of ki and k2  as well 
as the respective materials handling costs are presented in Table 7.4.
The layouts corresponding to runs number 1, 4, 6 and 8 (Table 7.4), 
were input to MOLAD in search of improved solutions. The weighting 
factors were kept the same for all runs. MOLAD only reduced the materials 
handling costs of the layouts corresponding to runs 1 and 4.
7.3 Selection and rating of alternative layouts. Among the layouts 
generated by MORCH and MOLAD, five layouts were selected for further 
analysis using Expert Choice. The selected layouts are defined in Table 7.5, 
and the layouts are shown in Figures 7.3 - 7.7. The biggest improvement by 
MOLAD was realized on the layout corresponding to run 1, i.e., layout_l 
(Tables 7.4 and 7.5).
Several criteria, both tangible and intangible, were used in rating the 
layouts. The hierarchy used in rating the layouts of the smoked ham and 
processing facility is shown in Figure 7.8. This hierarchy has three levels, but 
up to six levels numbered from zero to five can be used. The top level is the
A B c D E F G H I J K L M N
A - 85.2 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 24.6 0
B 0 - 48.3 0 0 37 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 19.9 0 22.2 31.9 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 0
D 19.9 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 138 0 0 0 0 0 2.4 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 169.9 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 169.9 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 31.9 138 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 43.9 16 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 130.7 69 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 174.6
M 0 0 48 0 0 2.4 69 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _
Figure 7.1 Reduced flow-cost matrix for the smoked sausage and ham processing facility 
after Baskin (1989)
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A B C D E F G H  I J K L M N
A -
B 5 -
C 0 4 -
D 0 -5 2 -
E 0 0 2 0 -
F 0 4 3 1 2 -
G 0 -5 0 0 0 1 -
H 0 0 3 0 0 2 0 -
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -5 -
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 -
K 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2 0 0 -
L -5 -10 0 -10 0 0 -10 0 3 1 1
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N -5 -10 0 -10 0 0 -10 0 0 0 0
0
0 0
Figure 7.2 Qualitative constraint matrix for the smoked sausage and 
ham processing facility
Table 7.4 Weighting factor values, and materials handling costs (MHC) of 
alternative layouts generated by MORCH
Run ki k2  MHC
1 0 71,429.7
2 0.5 70,875.5
3 1 70,875.5
4 2 70,875.5
5 4 69,986.8
6 8 67,256.0
7 10 67,287.4
8 16 76,952.2
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Table 7.5 Layouts selected for further evaluation using the Analytic 
Hierarchy Process
Layout Run Algorithm MHC
Layout_l 1 MORCH 71,429.7
Layout_2 1 Hybrid 66,421.5
Layout_3 4 Hybrid 69,442.8
Layout_4 6 Hybrid 67,256.0
Layout_5 8 Hybrid 76,952.2
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Figure 7.3 Layout_l of the smoked sausage and ham processing facility
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Figure 7.4 Layout_2 of the smoked sausage and ham processing facility
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Figure 7.5 Layout_3 of the smoked sausage and ham processing 
facility
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Figure 7.6 Layout_4 of the smoked sausage and ham processing 
facility
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Figure 7.7 Layout_5 of the smoked sausage and ham processing 
facility
cost quality
energy architecmov m at m ov_per safety
goal
lay 1-5 lay 1-5 lay 1-5 lay 1-5 lay 1-5
Definition of nodes
goal = select most suitable layout
cost = cost related factors
quality = qualitative aspects of layouts
m ov_m at = movement of materials
m ov_per = movement of personal
energy = energy conservation
safety = risk of contamination
architec = departmental and overall layout shape
lay 1_5 = layouts under analysis (also called leaf nodes)
Figure 7.8 Hierarchy used in rating layouts of the smoked sausage 
and ham processing facility
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goal, and corresponds to level zero in the hierarchy. Cost and quality are 
criteria used at the first level. If three or more criteria, subcriteria, or 
alternatives are listed under any given node, Expert Choice assigns their local 
weights. Otherwise, the user must assign the weights. Therefore, the user 
assigned local weights to cost, quality, safety, and architecture, whereas Expert 
Choice assigned the local weights under the node cost and the local weights 
for the alternative layouts at level three in the hierarchy depicted in Figure 
7.8.
Expert Choice assigns the local weights based on the judgements 
entered by the user for pairwise comparisons among criteria, subcriteria, and 
alternatives listed under any given node. As the judgments are entered, 
Expert Choice constructs an influence matrix. Then, Expert Choice calculates 
the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue of the influence matrix. 
The components of the eigenvector are the local weights, and they must add 
up to one. Detailed information on the construction of the influence matrix, 
on the calculation of the local weights, and on the mathematical foundations 
of the Analytic Hierarchy Process can be found in the work by Satty (1990).
In addition to local weights, Expert Choice calculates global weights 
(Table 7.6). The global weights are related to the goal, and for any given level 
in the hierarchy, they must add up to one. Finally, a synthesis can be 
performed to determine the rating of the layouts with respect to the goal. The 
result of this synthesis is summarized in Table 7.7, indicating that the highest 
rated layout is layout_4 and the overall inconsistency index for the 
judgements entered is 0.04. The overall inconsistency index is a measure of 
the consistency of the judgements entered by the decision making for all the 
pairw ise comparisons. Satty (1990) recom mends that the overall 
inconsistency index be less than 0.1.
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Table 7.6 Global weights for the nodes in the hierarchy used to rate 
alternative layouts1
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
quality = 0.57 safety = 0.365 lay_4 = 0.101
lay_2 = 0.086
lay_3 = 0.086
lay_l = 0.076
lay_5 = 0.017
architec = 0.205 lay_4 = 0.079
lay_l = 0.049
lay_5 = 0.042
lay_2 = 0.021
lay_3 = 0.014
cost = 0.43 mov_mat = 0.314 lay_4 = 0.120
lay_2 = 0.091
lay_3 = 0.063
lay_l = 0.025
lay_5 = 0.016
mov_per = 0.081 lay_4 = 0.029
lay_3 = 0.024
lay_2 = 0.015
lay_l = 0.007
lay_5 = 0.006
energy = 0.035 lay_5 = 0.020
lay_4 = 0.007
lay_l = 0.003
lay_2 = 0.003
lay_3 = 0.003
1 To calculate the local weight of any given node, divide its global weight 
by the global weight of its parent
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Table 7.7 Sorted synthesis of leaf nodes or layouts with respect to the goal. 
The overall inconsistency index is 0.04
Layout Rating
Layout_4 0.335
Layout_2 0.216
Layout_3 0.189
Layout_l 0.159
Layout_5 0.101
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7.4 Layout rating as part of the design process. Although layout_4 
obtained the highest rating and is suitable for the smoked ham and sausage 
processing facility, it may happen that the best rated layout is not acceptable 
for practical purposes. In such a situation, the layout designer should go back 
to the generation of and search for good alternative layouts. A critique of the 
best rated layouts should be prepared and used as feedback to help during the 
generation and search steps. As materials handling costs cannot be changed, 
the entries of the qualitative constraint matrix are the only parameters that 
can be modified. These parameters become the tuning parameters that will 
determine the quality of the new set of alternative layouts. Despite the fact 
that we are dealing with a multiple objective combinatorial problem, which 
makes tuning a complex task, a suitable layout can be found as the successive 
steps of generating and rating layouts give good insight on the behavior of the 
system under analysis.
7.5 Discussion of results. The hybrid algorithm generated several 
alternative layouts of the smoked sausage and ham processing facility. Some 
of these layouts (Figures 73-7.7) were considered for further analysis. Each of 
these layouts meets to different extents the attributes or criteria (Figure 7.8) 
used for the selection of the most suitable layout.
The major qualitative drawbacks of each layout are: a) In layout_l, the 
smoked and cooled ham flows through department K, sausage pack, and 
department L, finished product staging, before it is packed in department J, 
ham pack, b) In layout_2, department E, seasoning formulation, should be 
adjacent to departm ent F, sausage processing. Also, the shapes of 
departments F and J, are very irregular, c) In layout_3, the shape of 
department K is so irregular that it practically surrounds department L. d) In
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layout_5, the relative locations of department H, smoke room, department I, 
cooler, and department M, equipment wash room, increase the risk of cross­
contamination of the processed products. Finally, layout_4 does not have any 
major qualitative drawback.
Materials handling cost is also an attribute considered in the selection 
of the most suitable layout. Layout_2, layout_4, and layout_3 have the 
lowest materials handling cost (Table 7.5) among the layouts considered for 
further evaluation. Although layout_2 has a slightly lower materials 
handling cost than that of layout_4, the latter is the most suitable layout based 
on both qualitative and quantitative factors. This conclusion is consistent 
with the rating that Expert Choice assigned to each layout (Table 7.7).
The results of this case study confirm, as it was first illustrated in 
section 6.3.1, that the qualitative constraint matrix is an effective mechanism 
to change the arrangement of a layout. As the ratio of k j to k2  varies,
affecting every entry in the qualitative constraint matrix, the layout 
configuration also varies. Moreover, the qualitative constraint matrix made 
the layouts more cohesive. This matrix was not used (i.e., k2  equals zero for
run 1; Table 7.4) to design layouts 1 and 2, and these layouts are more 
elongated than the other layouts.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Computer aided layout design of food processing facilities has received 
little attention, perhaps based on the assumption that existing computer aided 
layout design algorithms can also be utilized for this task. However, neither 
existing formulations nor algorithms conform to the requirements of food 
processing facilities. These facilities are subject to changes in production level 
due to seasonal demand. Several products are usually processed in these 
facilities, which makes them share some of the characteristics of job shop 
layouts. Additionally, as biological materials (food) are processed, these 
facilities must comply with guidelines dictated by public health agencies. 
These characteristics make the layout design of food processing facilities 
unique.
This research focuses on the layout design of food processing facilities. 
A robust multiple objective formulation is used to account for their unique 
characteristics and more adequately model their layout design.
8.1 Formulation of the problem. The proposed multiple objective 
formulation consists of three objectives: a) minimize materials handling costs 
required to process multiple products under variable demand, b) maximize 
constraint enforcement through the use of a qualitative constraint matrix, 
and c) minimize the processing sequence of a critical product. Therefore, the 
first objective seeks to deal with seasonal demand and robustness, the second 
objective seeks to enforce compliance with guidelines imposed by U.S. 
regulatory agencies, and the third objective seeks to make the flow of a critical 
product through the facility as orderly as possible.
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8.2 Im plem entation of heuristic algorithms. The proposed robust 
multiple objective formulation is suboptimally solved using a multiple 
objective robust construction heuristic algorithm (MORCH), and a multiple 
objective layout designer (MOLAD), which is an improvement algorithm. 
MORCH is coded in Microsoft QuickBASIC version 1.00b and runs on an 
Apple Macintosh Ilfx microcomputer, whereas MOLAD is coded in 
FORTRAN 77 and runs on a SUN SPARC workstation under the UNIX 
operating system.
The construction heuristics, MORCH, determ ines the entry of 
departments to the layout based on association values. These association 
values are based on the calculation of materials handling costs across all 
demand states and product mixes per unit distance corrected for constraint 
values. The constraint values are the entries in the qualitative constraint 
matrix. According to this heuristic rule, the department with the highest 
association value with respect to all other departments in the facility enters 
the layout first. MORCH places the departments on an unbounded location 
plane.
The improvement heuristics, MOLAD, refines the initial solution 
given by MORCH. MOLAD performs two and three way exchanges of equal- 
area and adjacent departments. The exchanges are driven by the composite 
value of all objectives in the proposed formulation. The interdepartmental 
distance is considered in the calculations that drive departmental exchanges.
Additionally, heuristic rules are used in MORCH to control unrealistic 
layouts. And guidelines are given so that MOLAD preserves the acceptability 
of the initial realistic layout generated by MORCH.
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8.3 Performance of heuristic algorithm s. Published data in the 
literature are not appropriate to evaluate the hybrid algorithm because of the 
distinct m athematical form ulation of the problem. However, the 
performance of the hybrid algorithm was evaluated against algorithms where 
m aterials handling cost is the only layout design criterion. The 
MORCH/MOLAD hybrid performs comparably to well known heuristic 
algorithms.
The robustness of the hybrid algorithm was measured against that of 
ARCH (Baskin, 1989) using design data from an existing food processing 
facility. The hybrid algorithm improved upon the ARCH solution by both 
obtaining an eleven percent reduction in materials handling cost and making 
the layout more cohesive.
8.4 Generation of layout alternatives and rating. The capability of the 
hybrid algorithm to enforce compliance with guidelines, whose purpose is to 
assure safety and quality of food, was evaluated using a case study. A 
qualitative constraint matrix is used to manage constraint enforcement. 
MORCH generates several alternative layouts by varying the objective 
function weights that affect the first two objectives of the proposed 
formulation. Then, MOLAD refines the alternative layouts generated by 
MORCH. Finally, Expert Choice, the multicriteria decision support software 
that implements the Analytic Hierarchy Process, rates the alternative layouts 
generated by the hybrid algorithm. The alternative layouts are rated using a 
set of qualitative and quantitative attributes that reflect the accomplishment 
of the objectives set forth in the proposed formulation.
The results of the case study indicate that the hybrid algorithm is 
capable of generating layouts that comply with guidelines imposed by public
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health agencies. An important observation is that constraint enforcement 
does not significantly penalize materials handling cost. Actually, this 
observation conforms to the results of the evaluations and illustrations 
presented in Chapter VI.
The qualitative constraint matrix is also an effective mechanism to 
alter both departmental and overall layout shape. The reason for changes in 
overall layout shape is that interdepartmental associations other than cost are 
now present. These new interdepartmental associations link departments 
whose relative location is irrelevant costwise.
In summary, the proposed formulation and algorithms possess the 
versatility needed in computer aided layout design. Although emphasis is 
given to the layout of food processing facilities, the formulation and 
algorithms are part of an integrated design strategy that can be adapted for 
other applications.
8.5 R ecom m endations. The heuristic algorithms, MORCH and 
MOLAD, are designed to work together. Currently, these algorithms are 
coded in different programming languages and run on different computers, 
which make them inconvenient to use. Therefore, coding the algorithms in 
one programming language is recommended.
The major advantage of using Microsoft QuickBASIC on the 
Macintosh is the interactive graphic environment. Although improvement 
algorithms are much more computationally intensive than construction 
algorithms, MOLAD runs much faster than MORCH. Moreover, data entry 
for this particular application is restricted in Microsoft QuickBASIC, and the 
final layout cannot be easily stored for later retrieval.
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A P P E N D IX  A
SO U R C E  C O D E  FO R  M O R C H
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MORCH
' A Multiple Objective Robust Construction Heuristics
i
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
t
1 MORCH is a modified version of ARCH.
’ The modifications of ARCH make MORCH
capable of dealing with the qualitative constraint matrix (QCM)
’ and of controlling layout acceptability.
’ The implementation of the mentioned features required changes in 
’ the data entry, departmental ranking, and cost calculation sections of 
’ ARCH. The subroutines for the location plane program remain the same.
t
’ Ram dependent storage allocation routine
• * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
newdata! = FRE(-l) + FRE("") - 20000 
CLEAR, newdata!
DEFINT A-Z 
OPTION BASE 1
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DATA ENTRY
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INPUT "Input the number of products to be processed:", nproduct 
INPUT "Input the number of flow categories in the facility:", ncategories 
INPUT "Input the number of departments in the facility:", ndepartments
DIM kassod(ndepartments)
DIM RR!( ndepartments, ndepartments)
DIM TRR! (ndepartments, ndepartments)
DIM departments (ndepartments)
DIM DeptRank(ndepartments),DRank(ndepartments)
DIM productS(nproduct)
DIM demand(nproduct,3), demands (3)
DIM deptDUs(ndepartments)
DIM AssoTC!(ndepartments, ndepartments)
DIM MatCatS(ncategories), CatCost!(ncategories)
DIM CatFlow!(nproduct,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartments)
DIM CatHowCost! (nproduct,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartments)
DIM Interaction!(nproduct,3,ncategories,ndepartments,ndepartments)
DIM Associationi(ndepartments)
DIM AssociationsKndepartments,ndepartments)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
’ Enter the flow category names 
FOR j=l TO ncategories 
PRINT "Enter the flow category "j" name:";
INPUT " ",MatCat$(j)
NEXTj
' Enter the flow category costs 
FOR j=l TO ncategories
PRINT "Input the cost per unit flow per unit distance for the "MatCat$(j)" category:" 
INPUT CatCostl(j)
NEXT j
’ Enter the product names
FOR i=l TO nproduct
PRINT "Input product "i" name:";
INPUT " ", product$(i)
NEXT i
' Enter the product demand states 
dem and$(l )="highest" 
demand$(2)="median" 
demand$(3)="lowest"
FOR i=l TO nproduct 
FOR n=l TO 3
PRINT "Input the "demand$(n)" demand state for product "product$(i)":";
INPUT" ", demand (i,n)
NEXT n, i
' Enter the department names
FOR k=l TO ndepartments
PRINT "Input department "k"'s name:";
INPUT department$(k)
NEXT k
OPEN "morchl.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
'Read the amount of materials flow per product and category 
FOR i=l TO nproduct 
FOR j=l TO ncategories 
FOR k=l TO ndepartments 'k- rows, 1- columns 
FOR 1=1 TO ndepartments 
READ CatFIow!(i,j,k,l)
NEXT l,k,j,i
'Paste here flow matrices per product and category 
' Use DATA statement
'Initialize qualitative constraint matrix (QCM)
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
FOR j=l TO ndepartments 
RR!(i,j)=0!
TRR!(i,j)=0!
NEXT j, i
' Enter the qualitative base for the entries in the
' qualitative constraint matrix
PRINT "Input qualitative base (QBASE)"
35 PRINT 'The value of QBASE must be a non-negative integer"
PRINT "Set QBASE to zero to skip entering qualitative data"
PRINT "Set QBASE to one to use the qualitative constraint matrix"
PRINT "without a QBASE"
INPUT"", nqbase 
IF nqbase=0 THEN
PRINT" A qualitative constraint matrix will not be used in this problem" 
END IF
IF nqbase < 0 GOTO 35 
IF nqbase > 0 THEN
' Read the qualitative constraint matrix 
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
FOR j=l TO ndepartments 
READ RR!(i,j)
PRINT #1, CR$(i,j)
NEXT j, i
' Paste here the qualitative constraint matrix (QCM)
' Use DATA statement
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
FOR j=l TO ndepartments 
t!=RR!(i,j)
IF t!=0! GOTO 31 
CALL qcmdat(t!, nqbase)
31 TRR!(i,j)=t!
NEXT j 
NEXT i 
CLOSE # 1
END IF
SUB qcmdat(AT!, inqbase) STATIC ' Subprogram qcmdat 
'This subprogram calculates the corrected 
' value for the entries in the QCM according to QBASE 
' IF QBASE=1 , then the QCM is not altered 
’ if QBASE is not 1, then the entries in the QCM 
' are set TO QBASEAABS(AT!)
' where the sign of the expression will depend on the sign of AT!
IF inqbase=l GOTO 11
ww!=ABS(AT!)
zz=l
IF AT! < 0! THEN zz=-l 
AT!=zz*(inqbaseAww!)
11 END SUB
' Calculate the materials handling cost per unit of product flow  
FOR i= 1 TO nproduct 
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories 
FOR k= 1 TO ndepartments 'k - rows, 1 - columns 
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments
CatFlowCost!(i,j,k,l) = CatCostKj) * CatFlow!(i,j,k,l) 
NEXT 1, k, j, i
' Calculate materials handling costs across all demand levels 
' and product mixes
FOR i = 1 TO nproduct 
FOR n = 1 TO 3 
FOR j = 1 TO ncategories 
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
Interaction!(i,n,j,k,l) = CatFlowCost!(i,j,k,l) * demand(i,n) 
NEXT1 
NEXTk 
NEXTj 
NEXT n 
NEXT i
' The weighting factors for both objectives are wcost! and wqcm! 
PRINT "Enter the weight for (MHC) "
INPUT" ", wcost!
PRINT "Enter the weight for (QMC) "
INPUT" ", wqcm!
ERASE CatFlow!
ERASE CatCost!
ERASE CatFlowCost!
MORCH: DEPARTMENTAL RANKING 
' Determines the order in which departments enter the layout
t
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
Calculate reduced flow-cost matrix
FOR g = 1 TO ndepartments 
FOR i= 1 TO nproduct 
FOR n = 1 TO 3 
FOR j= 1 TO ncategories 
k=g
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
AssoTC!(k,l) = AssoTC!(k,l) + Interaction!(i,n,j,k,l) 
NEXT1 
NEXTj 
NEXTn 
NEXTi 
NEXTg
' Store reduced flow-cost matrix in a file
OPEN "R15toSun" FOR OUTPUT AS #3
FOR i=l TO ndepartments
FOR j=l TO ndepartments
PRINT #3, "AssoC i", "j")= "AssoTC!(i,j)M;
NEXTj 
NEXT i
CLOSE #3
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
FOR j=l TO ndepartments 
Associations!(i,j)= wcost!*AssoTC!(i,j)
NEXT j,i
'Calculate the combined objective function value for 
'materials handling cost (M HO and qualitative constraint 
'matrix (QCM)
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
FOR j=l TO ndepartments
Associations!(i,j)= Associations!(i,j) + wqcm!*TRR!(i,j) 
NEXT j,i
ERASE Interaction!
DIM Interaction!(ndepartments,ndepartments)
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
Interaction!(k,l) -  Associations!(k,l)
NEXT 1 
NEXT k
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Select Highest Ranked Department 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
Association^) = Association^) + Associations!(k,l)
NEXT1
NEXTk
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
Association!(k) = Association!(k) + Associations!(k,l)
NEXTk
NEXT1
CALL sort (Association!!), DRankO)
MaxAssoc!=Association!(l)
h=DRank(l)
DeptRank(l)=h
PRINT "The initial department to be assigned is ", department$(h) 
PRINT "The interaction value is", MaxAssoc!
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Rank Remaining Departments 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FOR R = 2 TO ndepartments 
assignments = assignments + 1 
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
AssociationKk) = 0 
NEXTk 
FOR p = 1 TO assignments
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k = DeptRank(p)
FOR 1 = 1 TO ndepartments 
Association^) = Association!(!) + Associations!(k,l)
NEXT1
1 = DeptRank(p)
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
Associationl(k) = Association! (k) + Associations!(k,l) 
NEXTk 
NEXT p
CALL sort (Association!(), DRankO)
Max Assoc!=Association! (1) 
h=DRank(l)
'Condition the entry of a given department here
' h is the department ID
'Example
' IF h=5 AND R < (ndepartments - 3) THEN 
’ h=DRank(2)
' MaxAssoc!=Association!(2)
’ END IF 
DeptRank(R)=h
PRINT 'The next department to be assigned is ", department$(h) 
PRINT "The interaction value is", MaxAssoc!
' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' Set ranked departments associations to a large negative number
FOR p = 1 TO assignments 
k = DeptRank(p) 
l = h
Associations!(k,l) = -500000!
NEXTp
FOR p = 1 TO assignments 
k = h
1 = DeptRank(p)
Associations!(k,l) = -500000!
NEXTp 
NEXT R
ERASE Associations!
ERASE Association!
'Subprogram sort
SUB sort (A!(ndepartments), DRank(ndepartments)) STATIC 
'This subprogram sorts values in decreasing order 
SHARED ndepartments 
FOR i=l TO ndepartments 
DRank(i)=i 
NEXTi 
t=l 
s=t+l
WHILE ndepartments > s
FOR i=ndepartments TO s STEP -1 
IF A!(i)>A!(i-l) THEN 
best!=A!(i)
A!(i)=A!(i-l)
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A!(i-l)=best! 
temp=DRank(i) 
DRank(i)=DRank(i-l) 
DRank(i-l )=temp 
ELSE 
END IF 
NEXT i 
s=s+l 
WEND 
END SUB
’ Input Departmental Areas
PRINT "Input departmental areas as number of design units"
FOR k=l TO ndepartments 
PRINT "Number of design units for department ”department$(k)" ="; 
INPUT"", deptDUs(k)
NEXTk
PRINT "Input size of design unit :
INPUT"", DUSize!
D = 0
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
D = D + deptDUs(k)
NEXTk
B = (3500 + CENT(WINDOW(2))) /  (200 + D)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
LOCATION PLANE PROGRAM 
' Assigns Design Units of Departments to Locations on the Location Plane
t
CALL SHOWPEN 
PICTURE ON
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' Create Output Window
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
WINDOW l,title$r(5,25)-(SYSTEM(5)-5,SYSTEM(6)-5),3 
DIM band(3),bound(3),text(3),area(3)
SetRect text(l),10,10,CINT(WINDOW(2)-10),43 
m$=" MORCH: Generated Facilities Layout " '+CHR$(13)
’m $=m $+"___________________________________ "
TEXTFACE 1 
TextBox m $,text(l),l
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' Draw Grid
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
yl=50: 'xl=15
xnum=CINT(WINDOW(2)-30) /B  
xnum= xnum /  2 
xnum = xnum*2
xl = (CINT(WINDOW(2)) - (xnum* B)) /2  
ynum=CINT( WINDOW (3)-80) /B  
ynum= ynum /  2 
ynum = ynum * 2 
y2 = y l + ynum * B
' Draw Vertical Lines of the Grid
FOR i=0 TO xnum 
x2=xl + B*i 
MOVETO x2,yl 
LINETO x2, y2 
NEXT i
’ Draw Horizontal Lines of the Grid
FOR i=0 TO ynum  
y2=yl+ B*i 
MOVETO xl,y2
LINETO CINT(WINDOW(2)-xl),y2 
NEXT i
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Initialize Output Grid Locations 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DIM xyIoc$(xnum,ynum)
DIM firstDUloc(ndepartments,2)
DIM xSum(ndepartments), ySum(ndepartments)
DIM DeptCenter!(ndepartments,2)
Set all Location Design Units to " " (Blank)
FOR i = 1 TO xnum 
FOR j = 1 TO ynum 
xyloc$(i,j) = CHR$(32)
NEXT
NEXT
' Calculate Center Points on the Screen and in Matrix
pxscreen = xl+(B*(xnum/2 -1)) + (B/10) 
xscreen = xl+(B*(xnum/2 -11)) + (B/10) 
yscreen = yl+(B*(ynum/2 -1)) + (B/10)
xcenter = xnum/2 -10 
ycenter = ynum/2
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
' Assign First Department
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
k=l
DUnum=deptDTJs(DeptRank(k)) 
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = 0 
ySum(DeptRank(k)) = 0 
xldu = xscreen 
yldu = yscreen
' Assign First Design Unit
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10) 
TEXTFACE 0 ' Set Output Character Type 0=Plain l=Bold 
TexSiz = B * 6 /9
TEXTSIZE(TexSiz) ' Size Output Characters to Grid Spacing B 
TextBox department$(DeptRank(k)),text(l),l 
xyloc$(xcenter,ycenter) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),l) = xcenter 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),2) = ycenter 
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = xSum(DeptRank(k)) + xcenter 
ySum(DeptRank(k)) = ySum(DeptRank(k)) + ycenter 
DUnum = DUnum -1
Assign Subsequent Design Units 
xcount = xcenter 
ycount = ycenter 
GOSUB AssnSub
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' Assign Second Department
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
xldu = xscreen 
yldu = yscreen 
xcount = xcenter 
ycount = ycenter
' Search for First Open Location in x Direction
WHILE xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) 
xcount = xcount +1 
xldu = xldu + B 
W END
' Assign First Design Unit
k=k+l
DUnum = deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) 
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = 0 
ySum(DeptRank(k)) = 0
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10) 
TextBox department$(DeptRank(k)),text(l),l 
xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),l) = xcount 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),2) = ycount 
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = xSum(DeptRank(k)) + xcount
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ySum(DeptRank(k)) = ySum(DeptRank(k)) + ycount 
DUnum = DUnum -1
Assign Subsequent Design Units 
GOSUB AssnSub
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
' Assign Remaining Departments (3 to n)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FOR k = 3 TO ndepartments
DUnum=deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) 
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = 0 
ySum(DeptRank(k)) = 0
FOR n = 1 TO ndepartments 
kassoc!(n) = 0 
NEXT n
' Calculate association of dept k with previously assigned departments 
FOR p = 1 TO k-1
kassocKDeptRank(p)) = kassoc!(DeptRank(p)) + Interaction!(DeptRank(p),DeptRank(k)) 
kassocKDeptRank(p)) = kassoc!(DeptRank(p)) + Interaction!(DeptRank(k),DeptRank(p)) 
NEXTp
h = 0
MaxAssoc! = kassoc!(DeptRank(l))
MaxRelated = DeptRank(l)
MaxRank = 1 
FOR p = 1 TO k-1
IF kassoc!(DeptRank(p)) <> 0 THEN 
h = h + 1
IF kassocKDeptRank(p)) > MaxAssoc! THEN 
MaxAssoc! = kassoc!(p)
MaxRelated = DeptRank(p)
MaxRank = p 
END IF 
END IF 
NEXT
m = l
IF k = 3 THEN m = 2 
If dept k is associated with only one previously assigned dept begin 
design unit assignment next to a free side of that dept 
IF h <=m THEN ' assign to single most highly related department 
GOSUB OpenEdge
1 If dept k is associated with more than one previously assigned dept assign 
' design unit to the location most highly associated with previous depts 
ELSE ' Assign to most highly related DU 
205 GOSUB Trace 
xcount = nextx 
ycount = nexty 
x = xcount 
y = ycount
GOSUB FindComer 
IF ccount = 1 THEN 
GOSUB Offsetter 
END IF 
END IF 
GOSUB DUlocation 
210 GOSUB AssnSub 
NEXTk
’ Calculate combined cost for layout 
GOSUB CalcCost
SetRect text(l),CINT(pxscreen/3),30,CINT(pxscreen+pxscreen/l),45 
TotcostS = STR$ (Totcost!): MHcost$=STR$(MHcost!):Qcost$=STR$(Qcost!) 
m$ = 'Totcost= " + Totcost$+ " MHcost= " + MHcost$ + " Qcost= "+Qcost$ 
TEXTFACE 1 ' Set Output Character Type 0=Plain l=Bold 
TEXTSIZE(IO)
TextBox m $,text(l),l
PICTURE OFF 
Layouts = PICTURES
END
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Subroutines for the LOCATION PLANE Program '************************************************************
AssnSub:’ Assign design units to locations in a clockwise direction
xmax = xldu 
xmin = xldu 
ymax = yldu 
ymin = yldu
' Increase spiral size for c'wise assignment 
WHILE DUnum > 0 
xmax = xmax + B 
xmin = xmin - B 
ymax = ymax + B 
ymin = ymin - B 
Force = DUnum
xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1
WHILE xldu <= xmax 
direction = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn 
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100 
xldu = xldu + B
xcount = xcount +1 
WEND
xldu = xldu - B 
xcount = xcount -1  
yldu = yldu + B 
ycount = ycount +1
WHILE yldu <= ymax 
direction = 2
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn 
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100 
yldu = yldu + B 
ycount = ycount +1 
WEND
yldu = yldu - B 
ycount = ycount -1 
xldu = xldu - B 
xcount = xcount -1
WHILE xldu >= xmin 
direction = 3
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn 
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100 
xldu = xldu - B 
xcount = xcount -1 
WEND
xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1 
yldu = yldu - B 
ycount = ycount -1
WHILE yldu >= ymin 
direction = 4
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn 
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100 
yldu = yldu - B 
ycount = ycount -1 
WEND
yldu = yldu + B 
ycount = ycount +1 
xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1
WHILE xldu <= xmax 
direction = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOSUB MakeAssn 
IF DUnum = 0 THEN 100 
xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1 
WEND
xldu = xldu - B 
xcount = xcount -1
IF Force - DUnum = 0 THEN GOSUB ForceAssn 
100 WEND 
RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
MakeAssn: ’ Evaluate location for design unit assignment
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k))-DUnum < 2 THEN 
GOSUB CkAdjDu 
IF AdjDU < 1 THEN RETURN 
GOSUB PlaceDU 
ELSE 
GOSUB CkAdjDu 
IF AdjDU < 1 THEN RETURN 
IF AdjDU >1 THEN 
GOSUB PlaceDU 
ELSE 
GOSUB StepAdjDu
IF AdjDU > 0 THEN GOSUB PlaceDU 
END IF 
END IF 
RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
CkAdjDu:' Check if adjacent locations are of like departments
AdjDU = 0
IF xcount + 1 <= xnum THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN AdjDU = AdjDU + 1 
END IF
IF ycount + 1 <= ynum THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN AdjDU = AdjDU + 1 
END IF
IF xcount - 1 >= 1 THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN AdjDU = AdjDU + 1 
END IF
IF ycount - 1 >= 1 THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN AdjDU = AdjDU + 1 
END IF 
RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
PlaceDU:' Make actual assignment of design unit to location
fxcount = 0 
fycount = 0
SetRect text(l),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B/10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10)
TextBox department$(DeptRank(k)),text(l ),1 
xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = STR$(DeptRank(k))
DUnum = DUnum -1
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fxcount == xcount 
fycount = ycount
xSum(DeptRank(k)) = xSum(DeptRank(k)) + xcount 
ySum(DeptRank(k)) = ySum(DeptRank(k)) + ycount 
RETURN
************************************************************* 
OpenEdge:' Find an open or free edge of the department
g = MaxRank 
GOSUB FindCenter
xcenter = CINT(DeptCenter!(DeptRank(g),l) - .1) 
ycenter = CINT(DeptCenter!(DeptRank(g),2) - .1)
IF xy!oc$(xcenter,ycenter) <> STR$(MaxRelated) THEN 
RETURN 205 
END IF
xcount = xcenter 
ycount = ycenter
’ Search right edge of department
WHILE xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = STR$(MaxRelated) 
xcount = xcount +1 
stepper = 0
' Shift beginning location to preserve highly related corner 
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = CHR$(32) THEN 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 72 THEN stepper = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 42 THEN stepper = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 20 THEN stepper =1 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 6 THEN stepper =0 
xcount = xcount + stepper 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer
IF ccount > 0 THEN xcount = xcount - stepper 
GOSUB DUlocation 
RETURN 210 
END IF 
WEND
xcount = xcenter
Search bottom edge of department 
WHILE xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = STR$(MaxRelated) 
ycount = ycount +1 
stepper = 0
' Shift beginning location to preserve highly related corner 
IF xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 49 THEN stepper = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 25 THEN stepper = 1 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 9 THEN stepper = 0 
ycount = ycount + stepper 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer
IF ccount > 0 THEN ycount = ycount - stepper
GOSUB DUlocation 
RETURN 210 
END IF 
WEND
ycount = ycenter
' Search left edge of department
WHILE xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = STR$(MaxRelated) 
xcount = xcount -1 
stepper = 0
' Shift beginning location to preserve highly related corner 
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycenter) = CHR$(32) THEN 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 56 THEN stepper = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 30 THEN stepper = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) <12 THEN stepper = 1 
xcount = xcount - stepper 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer
IF ccount > 0 THEN xcount = xcount + stepper 
GOSUB DUlocation 
RETURN 210 
END IF 
WEND
xcount = xcenter
' Search top edge of department
WHILE xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = STR$(MaxRelated) 
ycount = ycount -1 
stepper = 0
' Shift beginning location to preserve highly related corner 
IF xyloc$(xcenter,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN 
IF deptDUs(DeptRankfk)) < 64 THEN stepper = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 36 THEN stepper = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) < 16 THEN stepper = 1 
ycount = ycount - stepper 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer
IF ccount > 0 THEN ycount = ycount + stepper 
GOSUB DUlocation 
RETURN 210 
END IF 
WEND
ycount = ycenter 
RETURN
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
DUlocation:' Determine screen location for assignment of 
' first design unit of dept k
xldu = xl + (B*(xcount -1)) + B/10  
yldu = y l + (B*(ycount -1)) + B/10
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),l) = xcount 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),2) = ycount
GOSUB PlaceDU
RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Trace:' Search perimeter locations for location most highly associated 
' to previously assigned depts as related to current dept
400p = 0 
c = 0 
ce = 1
MaxAssoc! = 0 
dirChange = 0 
nextx = xcount 
nexty = ycount 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount
IF direction = 1 THEN 
pxcount = pxcount +1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount 
GOSUB FindBlank 
GOTO 450 
END IF
xcount = pxcount 
GOTO 460 
END IF
IF direction = 2 THEN 
pycount = pycount +1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount 
GOSUB FindBlank 
GOTO 460 
END IF
ycount = pycount 
GOTO 470 
END IF
IF direction = 3 THEN 
pxcount = pxcount -1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount 
GOSUB FindBlank 
GOTO 470 
END IF
xcount = pxcount
GOTO 480 
END IF
IF direction = 4 THEN 
pycount = pycount -1
IF VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 THEN 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount 
GOSUB FindBlank 
GOTO 480 
END IF
ycount = pycount 
GOTO 450 
END IF
450 xcount = xcount +1 
'direction = 1
dirChange = dirChange +1 
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN xcount = xcount -1: GOTO 480 
WHILE ccount >= 1 
IF xcount = pxcount AND ycount = pycount THEN 
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1 
END IF
IF c >= ce THEN 
GOSUB DU Assoc 
RETURN 
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AND xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN 
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 480 
GOTO 470 
END IF
IF ccount =1 AND xylocSIxcounLycount+l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 460 
END IF
xcount = xcount +1 
W END
xcount = xcount -1 
460 ycount = ycount + 1 
'direction = 2
dirChange = dirChange +1 
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN ycount = ycount -1: GOTO 450 
WHILE ccount >= 1 
IF xcount = pxcount AND ycount = pycount THEN 
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + I 
END IF
IF c >= ce THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc 
RETURN 
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AND xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) <> CHR$(32) THEN 
IF xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 450 
GOTO 480 
END IF
IF ccount =1 AND xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 470 
END IF
ycount = ycount +1 
WEND
ycount = ycount -1  
470 xcount = xcount -1 
'direction = 3
dirChange = dirChange +1 
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN xcount = xcount +1: GOTO 460 
WHILE ccount >= 1 
IF xcount = pxcount AND ycount = pycount THEN 
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1 
END IF
IF c >= ce THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc 
RETURN 
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AND xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN 
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 460 
GOTO 450 
END IF
IF ccount =1 AND xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 480 
END IF
xcount = xcount -1 
WEND
xcount = xcount +1 
480 ycount = ycount -1 
'direction = 4
dirChange = dirChange +1 
ccount = 1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN ycount = ycount + 1: GOTO 470 
WHILE ccount >= 1 
IF xcount = pxcount AND ycount = pycount THEN 
IF dirChange >= 4 THEN c = c + 1 
END IF
IF c >= ce THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc 
RETURN 
END IF
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN 
GOSUB DUAssoc
IF ccount >1 AND xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) <> CHR$(32) THEN 
IF xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 470 
GOTO 460
END IF
IF ccount =1 AND xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 450 
END IF
ycount = ycount - 1 
WEND
ycount = ycount +1
GOTO 450 
RETURN
FindBlank:' A blank or empty location to begin trace on 
ce = 1
x = pxcount 
y = pycount
FOR j = y  -1 TO y + 1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p = 0 THEN 
pxcount = x 
pycount = j 
xcount = pxcount 
ycount = pycount 
RETURN 
END IF 
NEXT
FOR i = x -1 TO x + 1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(i,y))
IF p = 0 THEN 
pxcount = i 
pycount = y 
xcount = pxcount 
ycount = pycount 
RETURN 
END IF 
NEXT
' Go to an open location 
WHILE VAL(xyloc$(pxcount,pycount)) <> 0 
xcount = xcount -1 
pxcount = xcount 
W END
xcount = xcount +1 
direction = 3 
GOTO 400 
RETURN
D U Assoc:' Determine location association to adjacent previously 
assigned depts as related to current dept
IF k > 1 THEN
xldu = x l + (B*(xcount -1)) + (B/10)
yldu = y l + (B*(ycount -1)) + (B/10)
SetRect text( 1 ),xldu,yldu,xldu+CINT(B-B /  10),yldu+CINT(B-B/10) 
TextBox "*";text(l),l 
END IF
DIM AssocKndepartments) 
count = 0
p=0
FOR i = xcount -1 TO xcount +1 
IF i >= 1 AND i <= xnum THEN 
FOR j = ycount -1 TO ycount +1 
IF j >= 1 AND j <= ynum THEN 
IF p <> VAL(xyloc$(i,j)) THEN 
p = VAL(xyloc$(i,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN 
AssocKp) = kassocKp) 
count = count +1 
END IF 
END IF 
END IF 
NEXT 
END IF 
NEXT
TotAssoc! = 0
FOR i = 1 TO ndepartments 
TotAssoc! = TotAssoc! + Assoc!(i)
NEXT
IF TotAssoc! >= MaxAssoc! AND count > 1 THEN 
xnext = xcount 
ynext = ycount
IF TotAssoc! = MaxAssoc! THEN 
DIM TiedAssoc!(2) 
ta = 1 
x = nextx 
y = nexty
GOSUB TieBreaker 
ta = 2 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB TieBreaker
IF TiedAssod(l) = TiedAssoc!(2) THEN 
x = nextx 
y = nexty
GOSUB FindComer 
m = ccount' old location 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
n = ccount' new location 
IF m > n THEN 
xnext = nextx 
ynext = nexty
END IF
ELSEIF TiedAssocKl) > TiedAssoc!(2) THEN 
xnext = nextx 
ynext = nexty 
END IF
ERASE TiedAssoc!
END IF
Max Assoc! = Tot Assoc! 
nextx = xnext 
nexty = ynext 
END IF 
ERASE Assoc!
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
RETURN
TieBreaker: ' (+) shaped search pattern to break tied associations for locations
TiedAssocKta) = 0 
FOR j = y -1 TO y + 1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN TiedAssocI(ta) = TiedAssocKta) + kassocKp)
NEXT
FOR i = x - 1 TO x + 1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(i,y))
IF p <> 0 THEN TiedAssocKta) = TiedAssocKta) + kassocKp)
NEXT
RETURN
'************************************************************ 
FindComer:' Sense comer without going past for trace
ccount = 0
FOR j = y -1 TO y + 1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(x,j))
IF p <> 0 THEN ccount = ccount +1  
NEXT
FOR i = x -1  TO x +1 STEP 2 
p = VAL(xyloc$(i,y))
IF p <> 0 THEN ccount = ccount + 1 
NEXT
RETURN
•if***********************************************************
Offsetter: ' Offset first design unit location assignment 
'to preserve highly related comer
pk = k
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l)) <> 0 THEN ' direction = 1 
dpt = VAL(xyIoc$(xcount,ycount + 1))
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 100 THEN offset = 4 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 64 THEN offset = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 36 THEN offset = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 16 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount+l)) = VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l)) THEN 
xcount = xcount + 2*offset
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN xcount = xcount - offset 
END IF
ycount = ycount - offset 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
ofs = 0 
over = 0 
dept = dpt
WHILE ccount = ofs AND dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount+offset+l)) 
xcount = xcount -1 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2 
WEND 
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount)) <> 0 THEN ’ direction = 2 
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount -1 ,ycount))
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 72 THEN offset = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 42 THEN offset = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 20 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount+l)) = VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l, ycount)) THEN 
ycount = ycount + 2*offset
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN ycount = ycount - offset 
END IF 
ofs = 1 
stepper = 0
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) >= 6 THEN 
xcount = xcount + offset 
stepper = offset 
ofs = 0 
END IF 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = 0 
dept = dpt
WHILE ccount = ofs AND dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount-stepper-l,ycount-l)) 
ycount = ycount -1 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2
WEND 
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount -1)) <> 0 THEN' direction = 3 
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount -1))
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 81 THEN offset = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 49 THEN offset = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 25 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount-l)) = VAL(xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l)) THEN 
xcount = xcount - 2*offset
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN xcount = xcount + offset 
END IF 
ofs = l 
stepper = 0
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk» >= 9 THEN 
ycount = ycount + offset 
stepper = offset 
ofs = 0 
END IF 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = 0 
dept = dpt
WHILE ccount = ofs AND dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount-stepper-l)) 
xcount = xcount +1 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2 
WEND 
END IF
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount + 1,ycount)) <> 0 THEN' direction = 4 
dpt = VAL(xyloc$(xcount + 1,ycount))
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 56 THEN offset = 3 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 30 THEN offset = 2 
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) <12 THEN offset = 1
IF VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount-l)) = VAL(xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount)) THEN 
ycount = ycount - 2*offset
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) <= 4 THEN ycount = ycount + offset 
END IF
xcount = xcount - offset 
ofs = 0 
x = xcount 
y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = 0 
dept = dpt
IF deptDUs(DeptRank(pk)) < 9 THEN ofs = 1 
WHILE ccount = ofs AND dept = dpt
dept = VAL(xyloc$(xcount+offset+l,ycount+l)) 
ycount = ycount +1 
x = xcount
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y = ycount 
GOSUB FindComer 
over = over +1
IF over = offset THEN ccount = 2 
WEND 
END IF 
RETURN
I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
StepAdjDu:' Step 1 location ahead & Check if adjacent locations 
are filled with design units of like depts
AdjDU = 0 
pxldu =xldu 
pyldu = yldu 
pxcount = xcount 
pycount = ycount
IF direction = 1 AND xldu < xmax THEN 150 
IF direction = 1 AND xldu >= xmax THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount+l) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN xcount=xcount+l 
GOTO 160 
END IF
IF direction = 2 AND yldu < ymax THEN 160 
IF direction = 2 AND yldu >= ymax THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount-l,ycount) -  STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN ycount=ycount+l 
GOTO 170 
END IF
IF direction = 3 AND xldu > xmin THEN 170 
IF direction = 3 AND xldu <= xmin THEN 
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount-l) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN xcount=xcount-l 
GOTO 180 
END IF
IF direction = 4 AND yldu > ymin THEN 180 
IF direction = 4 AND yldu <= ymin THEN
IF xyloc$(xcount+l,ycount) = STR$(DeptRank(k)) THEN ycount=ycount-l 
GOTO 150 
END IF
150 xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc 
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN 
WHILE xldu <= xmax 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
ELSE
WHILE xldu <= xmax + B 
GOSUB CkAdjDu 
GOTO 200 
WEND
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END IF
xldu = xldu - B 
xcount = xcount -1 
160 yldu = yldu + B 
ycount = ycount +1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc 
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN 
WHILE yldu <= ymax 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
ELSE
WHILE yldu <= ymax + B 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
END IF
yldu = yldu - B 
ycount = ycount -1 
170 xldu = xldu -B  
xcount = xcount -1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc 
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN 
WHILE xldu >= xmin 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
ELSE
WHILE xldu >= xmin - B 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
END IF
xldu = xldu + B 
xcount = xcount +1 
180 yldu = y ld u -B  
ycount = ycount -1
IF xyloc$(xcount,ycount) <> CHR$(32) THEN GOTO 200
GOSUB CkAdjLoc 
IF AdjLoc = 0 THEN 
WHILE yldu >= ymin 
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
ELSE
WHILE yldu >= ymin - B
GOSUB CkAdpu  
GOTO 200 
WEND 
END IF
yldu = yldu + B 
ycount = ycount +1
GOTO 150
200 xldu = pxldu 
yldu = pyldu 
xcount = pxcount 
ycount = pycount
RETURN
CkAdjLoc: ’ Check if adjacent locations are occupied by departments
AdjLoc = 0 
pk = k
FOR k = 1 TO (pk -1)
GOSUB CkAdjDu 
AdjLoc = AdjLoc + AdjDU 
NEXT 
k = pk 
RETURN
ForceAssn:
deptDUs(DeptRank(k)) = DUnum +1 
DUnum = DUnum +1 
xcount = fxcount 
ycount = fycount
xldu = xl + (B*(xcount -1)) + B/10 
yldu = y l  + (B*(ycount - 1)) + B/10
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),l) = xcount 
firstDUloc(DeptRank(k),2) = ycount 
GOSUB PlaceDU 
GOSUB AssnSub 
RETURN
'************************************************************************************ 
FindCenter:' Find department center: (x,y) locations
DeptCenter!(DeptRank(g),l) = CSNG(xSum(DeptRank(g)))/CSNG(deptDUs(DeptRank(g))) 
DeptCenter!(DeptRank(g),2) = CSNG(ySum(DeptRank(g)))/CSNG(deptDUs(DeptRank(g)))
RETURN
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
CalcCost: ’ Calculate composite cost for the final layout
Distance! = 0 
xDistance! = 0 
yDistance! = 0 
Totcost! = 0!
MHcost!=0!
Qcost!=0!
FOR p = 1 TO ndepartments 
g  = P
GOSUB FindCenter 
FOR k = 1 TO ndepartments 
g = k
GOSUB FindCenter
xDistance! = ABS(DeptCenter!(DeptRank(p),l) - DeptCenter!(DeptRank(k),l)) 
yDistance! = ABS(DeptCenter!(DeptRank(p),2) - DeptCenter!(DeptRank(k),2)) 
Distance! = xDistance! + yDistance!
MHcost!=MHcost! + wcost!*AssoTC!(DeptRank(p),DeptRank(k))*Distance!*(DUSize!) 
Qcost!=Qcost! + wqcm!*TRR!(DeptRank(p),DeptRank(k))*Distance!*(DUSize!) 
NEXTk 
NEXT p 
Totcost!=MHcost!+Qcost!
RETURN
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
A P P E N D IX  B
SO U R C E  C O D E  FO R  M O L A D
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * > ! ■ * * * * * * * * * *  * * * *  * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * *  * *  * * *
C MOLAD
C A MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE LAYOUT DESIGNER
C
C MOLAD IS A MODIFICATION OF MOCRAFT-C. MOLAD RUNS ON 
C A SUN SPARC WORKSTATION 
C
C THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION EQUATION IN MOCRAFT 
C WAS CHANGED TO THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION IN THE 
C PROPOSED FORMULATION 
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * *  * * * * *  * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * *  * * * * *  *  * * *  * * * *
C MOCRAFT-C IS IN TURN, A MODIFICATION OF CRAFT. IT WAS FIRST 
C MODIFIED BY BONNIE JENSEN IN 1982, AND BY 
C J.A. SVESTKA IN 1988 
C
£  i f * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INCLUDE’COMB.FOR’
INTEGERS IP
CHARACTERS FLOMTR,COSMTR,CTRMTR,BLAOUT,SAVOUT,SEQUEN 
CHARACTERS ITAB(41),ITSP(41,41),KODE, CIDFIX(44), KOS 
CHARACTERS IY,IZ 
DATA ITAB /'.A V -B '/.C /.D '/.E '/.F /.G ’/.HV.IV.J',
C ,.K','.L',,.M,,'.NY-0','.P',,.Q','.R','.S',,-T',
C ,.U,,'.V',,.W',,.X,,’.Y',,.Z','AA,,,BB',,CC,,,DD',
C ’EEVFFVGGVHHVIIVJJVKKVLL'/MM'/NN',' ’/
DATA IY / ’Y'/
KNT=0
KRISP=-2
KRIS=0
C OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE='USER',statu s='unknown')
C OPEN(UNIT=6,FILE='USER’,status='unknown)
WRITE(6,9100)
9100 FORMAT(lHl,9X,' ------------------------------------------- ’, /
C ,10X,' MOLAD ' , / /
s ,iox; -,//
C ,iox,’------------------------------ ',//)
WRITE(V) ’ What is the name of the SAVE file ? '
READ(*,7000) SAVOUT 
7000 FORMAT(A14)
OPEN(UNIT=4,FILE=SAVOUT,STATUS='NEW')
WRITE(4,9100)
MODE=0
LOOP=0
IOROW=0
IOCOL=0
C READ AND CHECK DEPARTMENT AND ATTRACTION POINT CONTROL CARD 
C
£  **** *** ***** ****** ****** * ** * * ** ****** ******* *** ** a.****************
C
C NDEPT - NO. OF DEPTS (MAX IS 40)
C NCON - NUMBER OF ATTRACTIONS, PAIRINGS OF ONE DEPARTMENT AND
C A UNIQUE ATTRACTION LOCATION (MAX IS 60)
C NLOC - NUMBER OF UNIQUE ATTRACTION LOCATIONS (MAX IS 10)
C CMUL - MULTIPLIER OF COST*FLOW*DIST TO GET FINAL COST UNITS
C QBASE - USED TO CALCULATE CONSTRAINT FACTOR
C IF QBASE IS 1.0, THEN JUST CONSTRAINT DATA
C ARE USED. OTHERWISE, SET TO QBASE**ABS(CTRT DATA)
C IF CTRT DATA NEGATIVE, THEN THE SIGN IS NEGATIVE
C SET QBASE TO ONE IN ALL CASES OTHERWISE INDICATED
C SET CMUL TO ONE IN ALL CASES OTHERWISE INDICATED
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * *  * * * * * * * *  * *  i f *  * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * *  * * * *
1 ASSIGN 1 TO LABEL
IF(KRISP.EQ.-2) WRITE(4,9200)
IF(KRISP.EQ.-2) WRITE(*,9200)
9200 FORMAT!/,)
KRISP=0
WRITE(4,9929)
WRITE!*,9929)
9929 FORMAT!/,'ENTER THE VALUE OF THE QUALITATIVE BASE',/,
C 'SET QBASE TO ZERO IF THERE ARE NOT’,/ ,
C 'CONSTRAINT VALUES. OTHERWISE SET',/,
C 'QBASE TO A POSITIVE INTEGER VALUE',/)
READ(5,*) QBASE 
WRITE(4,9227)
WRITE!*,9227)
9227 FORMAT!/,' INPUT DEPT AND ATTRACTION LOCATION PARAMETERS',//
C ' NO. OF NO. OF NO. OF',/,
C ’ DEPTS. D /L  PR. LOCAT.’, / ,
/ " »  * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  / \
CMUL=1.0
READ(5,*)NDEPT,NCON,NLOC 
WRITE(4,*)NDEPT,NCON,NLOC 
WRITE(4,9201)NDEPT,NCON,NLOC,CMUL,QBASE 
WRITE(6,9201)NDEPT,NCON,NLOC,CMUL,QBASE
9201 FORMAT(lHl,'DEPARTMENT AND ATTRACTION POINT PARAMETERS',// 
C ’ NUMBER OF DEPARTMENTS =’,13,/,
C ’NUMBER OF DEPT/LOC PAIRS =’,13,/,
C ’ NUMBER OF LOCATIONS =’,13,/,/,
C ’ COST MULTIPLIER =’,F10.3,/,
C ’ QUALITATIVE BASE =’F10.3,/)
IF(NDEPT.LE.O.OR.NDEPT.GT.40)GOTO 6001 
IF(NCON.LT.O.OR.NCON.GT.60)GOTO 6002 
IF(NLOC.LT.O.OR.NLOC.GT.NCON.OR.NLOC.GT.10)GOTO 6003 
IF(CMUL.LE.0.0)CMUL=1.0 
CDIV=1.0
IF(QBASE.GE.O.O)GOTO 1101 
WRITE!*,9106)
9106 FORMAT!' ERROR — QBASE must be a non-negative integer!')
GOTO 1
6001 WRITE(6,6901)
WRITE(4,6901)
6901 FORMAT!' ERROR -- the number of departments must be between',/,
C ’ 1 and 40')
GOTO 1
6002 WRITE(6,6902)
WRITE(4,6902)
6902 FORMATO ERROR -- the number of department-location pairs',/, 
C ' must be between 0 and 60')
GOTOl 
6003 WRITE(6,6903)
WRITE(4,6903)
6903 FORMATO ERROR — the number of attraction point locations’, / ,  
C ' must be between 0 and 10, and cannot exceed',/,
C ' the number of D /L  pairs')
GOTOl 
1101 IF(KNT.EQ.l) GOTO 43 
WRITE(4,9301)
WRITER,9301)
9301 FORMAT!/,' INPUT OBJECTIVE FUNCTION WEIGHTS',/,
C ’ COST CONSTRAINT D /L  PR.',/,
C 'WEIGHT WEIGHT WEIGHT',/,
p  » * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  t \
READ(5,*)COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT
WRITE(4,*)COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT
KNT=1
IF(COSTWT.LT.O.O)GOTO 6110 
IF(FUNWT.GT.0.0.AND.NCON.EQ.0)GOTO6017 
IF(FUNWT.GT.O.O.AND.NLOC.EQ.O)GOTO 6017 
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE(6,9101)
9101 FORM ATf/,’ .............................................',/
C' Do you want to make any changes?',/,
C' answer Y for Yes, otherwise hit RETURN ',/
C' ........................................... ',/)
READ(5,9102)IZ
9102 FORMAT(Al)
IFdZ.EQ.'y') IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY)GOTO 1
C READ FLOW AND MOVE COST MATRICES 
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C FROM-TO FLOW MATRIX READ INTO DIST MATRIX
C FROM-TO MOVE COST MATRIX READ INTO COVOL MATRIX
C MATRICES THEN COMBINED INTO TOP HALF OF COVOL MATRIX 
C -NOTE- MATRICES HAVE ZERO MAIN DIAGONALS
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
43 IF(ABS(COSTWT).GT.O.OOOOOD GOTO 1111 
C INITIALIZE COST AND FLOW MATRICES 
DO 1112 I=1,NDEPT 
D01112J=1,NDEPT 
DIST(I,J)=.5 
COVOL(I,J)=l.
IF(I.NE.J) GOTO 1112 
DIST(I,I)=0.
COVOL(I,I)=0.
1112 CONTINUE
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GOTO 1113 
1111 WRITE(4,9211)
WRITE(6,9211)
9211 FORMAT(/,’ INPUT DEPARTMENT FROM-TO FLOW MATRIX',//) 
WRITE(6,9299)
WRITE(4,9299)
9299 FORMATC ............................................... ’, /
C ' IF YOU WANT TO READ THE FLOW DATA FROM ’, /
C ' A DATA FILE, ENTER Y FOR YES, OTHERWISE ’, /
C 'HIT RETURN',/
C ’ ............................................ ',/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
9298 FORMAT(Al)
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y') JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 5 
C OPEN THE FILE
WRITE(*/) ’ What is the Flow file name ? ’
READ!*,7000) FLOMTR
OPEN(UNIT=7,FILE=FLOMTR,status='unknown’)
5 DO 10 I=1,NDEPT 
L=IALPHA(I)
WRITE(4,9210)NDEPT,L 
WRITE!*,9210)NDEPT,L 
9210 FORMATO Enter one Row of data:',13,' values for Dept.',A 3,/)
IFfJENNY.EQ. 1) READ(7,*)(DIST(I,J),J=1 ,NDEPT)
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) READ(5,*)(DIST(I,J),J=1,NDEPT)
10 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(7)
CALL MATOUT(DIST,l)
WRITE(4,9120)
WRITE!*,9120)
9120 FORM AT!// ............................................’, /
C ' Do you want all the Costs set to "1" ?',/
C ' ......................................... ',/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y') JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 9121 
C DEFAULT THE COST MATRIX TO ONES
163 DO 9122 I=1,NDEPT 
DO 9122 J=1,NDEPT 
COVOL(I,J)=1.0 
IF(I.EQ.J) COVOL(I,I)=0.0 
9122 CONTINUE 
GOTO 9123
9121 WRITE(4,9398)
WRITE(6,9398)
9398 FORMATO ............................................. ’, /
C ' If you want to read the Cost data from ',/
C ' a data file, enter Y for Yes, otherw ise',/
C ’ hit RETURN ’, /
C ' .......................................... ',/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y') JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 9124 
C OPEN THE FILE
WRITE(V)' What is the Cost file name ? '
READ(*,7000) COSMTR
OPEN(UNIT=l,FILE=COSMTR,status='unknown')
9124 WRITE(4,9212)
WRITER,9212)
9212 FORMAT(/,' Key in the COST matrix')
DO 15 I=1,NDEPT 
L=IALPHA(I)
WRITE(4,9210)NDEPT,L 
WRITER,9210)NDEPT,L
IFfJENNY.EQ.l) READ(l,*)(COVOL(I,J),J=l,NDEPT)
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) READ(5,*)(COVOL(I,J),J=l,NDEPT)
15 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(l)
9123 ZUM=0.0
DO 161 I=1,NDEPT 
DO 161 J=1,NDEPT 
161 ZUM=ZUM+COV OL(I, J)
IF(ABS(ZUM).GT.0.1) GOTO 9723 
C THE COST MATRIX IS ALL ZERO'S 
WRITE(6,9923)
WRITE(4,9923)
9923 FORMATC ------------------------------------------------------— ’, /
C ' * * * *  ERROR * * * *  The Cost Matrix is All Zeros',/
C 'ALL INDIVIDUAL COSTS WILL BE SET TO ONE ! ’, /
C '  ’,/)
WRITE(V)' Do you want to continue ?'
READ!*,*) ANS 
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y’) JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 8003 
GOTO 163 
9723 CALL MATOUT(COVOL,2)
1113 CMAX=0.0 
DO 20 J=2,NDEPT 
DO 201=2,J
COVOL(I-l,J)=(COVOL(I-l,J)*DIST(I-l,J)+COVOL(J,I-l)*DIST(J,I-l))
C *CMUL 
COVOL(J,I-1)=0.0
IF(COVOL(I-1,J).GT.O.O)COVOL(J,I-1 )=1.0 
IF(COVOL(I-l,J).GT.CMAX)CMAX=COVOL(I-l,J)
20 CONTINUE 
C
C THE INPUT DATA FOR THE THIRD OBJECTIVE (PROCESSING SEQUENCE) CAN
C BE ENTERED HERE.
C
C THE PROCESSING SEQUENCE OF THE CRITICAL PRODUCT IS STORED 
C IN A FILE AS A LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX 
C
C THE WEIGHT OF THE PROCESSING SEQUENCE (PSWT) IS SET TO ZERO 
C UNLESS THERE IS A CRITICAL PRODUCT IN THE FACILITY 
C PSWT IS A GLOBAL VARIABLE 
C
C INITIALIZE PROCESSING SEQUENCE MATRIX 
C
DO 10103 I=1,NDEPT 
DO 10103 J=1,NDEPT 
10103 ISEQ(I,J)=0 
C
PSWT=0.0
WRITE(4,10000)
WRITE(6,10000)
10000 FORMAT!/,’DO YOU HAVE A CRITICAL PRODUCT TO INCLUDE IN',/
A 'YOUR FORMULATION? ’,/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y'.OR.ANS.EQ.'y') THEN
C
C
WRITE(6,10005)
WRITE(4,10005)
10005 FORMAT(///ENTER THE NAME OF THE FILE WHERE THE ’, /
A ’PROCESSING SEQUENCE OF THE CRITICAL ',/
B 'PRODUCT IS STORED ’, / / )
C OPEN THE FILE AND READ THE LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIX
READ(*,7000) SEQUEN
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=SEQUEN,statu s='unknown')
DO 10006 J=2,NDEPT 
RE AD( 10,*)( ISEQ(J,K-1 ),K=2,J)
WRITE(4,*) (ISEQ(J,K-1 ),K=2,J)
WRITE(6,*) (ISEQ(J,K-1 ),K=2,J)
10006 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(IO)
C
WRITE(6,10007)
WRITE(4,10007)
10007 FORMAT!/,'ENTER THE VALUE OF PSWT',/)
READ(5,*) PSWT
WRITE(4,10008)PSWT
WRITE(6,10008)PSWT
10008 FORMAT!/,'THE VALUE OF PSWT IS ', F10.2 , / )
ENDIF
C
C OPTIONAL READ AND CONVERT CONSTRAINT (CTRT) DATA 
£  ******************** ******** ****** ****** *** **** *******************
C CTRT DATA READ INTO BOTTOM HALF OF COVOL AND CONVERTED TO 
C CTRT FACTOR USING FUNCTION CTRDAT (SEE QBASE)
C COST DATA ALREADY IN TOP HALF OF COVOL******************************************************************
QMAX=1.0
IF(QBASE.LE.O.O)GOTO 6016 
WRITE(4,9213)
WRITE(6,9213)
9213 FORMAT!/,' -------------------------------------------' ,/
C ’ Key in a lower triangular matrix that',/
C ' represents the constraint values ',/
C 'among departments ' , /
Q  ' ---------------------------------------------------------------' J )
WRITE(6,9199)
WRITE(4,9199)
9199 FORMAT!' ................................................ ’, /
C ' If you want to read the Lower Triangular ',/
C ' Constraint Matrix from a data file, ',/
C ' enter Y for Yes, otherwise hit RETURN',/
C ' .................................. ',/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.’Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y') JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 9297 
C OPEN THE FILE
WRITE!*,*) ’ What is the CTRT-data file name ? '
READ!*,7000) CTRMTR
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE=CTRMTR,status='unknown')
9297 DO 25 J=2,NDEPT 
K=J-1
L=IALPHA(J)
WRITE(4,9210)K,L 
WRITE(6,9210)K,L
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) READ(5,*)(COVOL(J,I-l),I=2,J)
IF(JENNY.EQ.l) READ(2,*)(COVOL(J,I-l),I=2,J)
25 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(2)
CALL MATOUT(COVOL,3)
QMAX=0.0 
DO 30 J=2,NDEPT 
DO 301=2,J
IF(COVOL(I-1,J).EQ.O.O.AND.COVOL(J,I-1).EQ.O.O)GOTO 30 
R=COVOL(J,I-l)
COVOL(J,I-l)=CTRDAT(R)
30 CONTINUE
CALL MATOUT(COVOL,5)
C
C OPTIONAL READ AND CHECK ATTRACTION DATA
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C ONE ATTRACTION PER CARD, PAIRING OF A DEPARTMENT WITH A LOCATION 
C MDEPT - DEPARTMENT BEING ATTRACTED
C LOCAT - NUMBER IDENTIFYING ATTRACTION LOCATION
C (INDEX INTO ROWC,ROWT,COLC,COLT)
C FVAL - FLOW BETWEEN DEPARTMENT AND ATTRACTION
152
C CVAL - COST PER UNIT DISTANCE BETWEEN DEPARTMENT AND
C ATTRACTION POINT (FINAL CVAL=CVAL*FVAL*CMUL)
C RVAL -CTRT VALUE FOR DEPARTMENT AND ATTRACTION PAIRING
C (FINAL RVAL CALCULATED USING FUNCTION CTRDAT)
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C QMAX=QMAX/10.0 
C CMAX=CMAX/10.0 
^  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C INITIALIZATION OF DATA, ALSO THE REENTRY POINT FOR 
C MULTIPLE RUNS WITH DIFFERENT LAYOUT/EXCHANGE DATA 
C
100 ITER=0 
MOVEA=0 
MOVEB=0 
MOVEC=0 
ACOST=0.0 
TCOST=0.0
C CHANGE HERE FROM 32 TO 42 TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF ROWS AND  
C COLUMNS IN THE LAYOUT 
DO 101 J=l,42 
DO 101 1=1,42 
IT(I,J)=0 
IU(I,J)=0 
IV(I,J)=0
101 CONTINUE 
DO102J=l,44 
IDEPT(J)=0 
XDEPT(J)=0.0 
ROWCEN(J)=0.0 
COLCEN(J)=0.0 
DCOST(J)=0.0 
IDFIX(J)=0 
CIDFIX(J)=' ’
DO 1021=1,75
102 IDNDX(I,J)=0
C READ AND CHECK THE CONTROL CARD FOR LAYOUT/EXCHANGES 
C ONE ADDITONAL CARD OPTIONALLY NEEDED TO IDENTIFY FIXED 
C DEPARTMENTS 
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C IROW - NO. OF ROWS IN SPATIAL ARRAY (MAX IS 40)
C ICOL - NO. OF COLS IN SPATIAL ARRAY (MAX IS 40)
C IFIX - NO. OF FIXED DEPTS (MAX IS NDEPT)
C MDIST-MEASURE OF DISTANCE
C = 0  FOR RECTILINEAR DISTANCE
C = 1 FOR EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE
C COSTWT - COST WEIGHT
C QWT-CTRT WEIGHT
C
C FUNWT - WEIGHT OF FUNCTIONAL FACTORS
C
C ICTL - CONTROL CODE FOR DEPARTMENT EXCHANGES
C = 0  DO 2 WAY MOVES ONLY
C = 1 DO 3 WAY MOVES ONLY
C = 2 DO 2 WAY THEN 3 WAY (IF 2 WAY IMPROVES COST,RETURN)
C = 3 DO 3 WAY THEN 2 WAY (IF 3 WAY IMPROVES COST,RETURN)
C = 4  DO BEST OF 2 WAY AND 3 WAY MOVES AND RETURN
C = 5  STRATIFIED RANDOM SELECT 2 OR 3 WAY IMPROVED SWAP
C IOCTL - OUTPUT CONTROL CODE FOR LAYOUTS
C = 0  PRINT INITIAL AND FINAL LAYOUTS ONLY
C = 1 PRINT LAYOUT AFTER EVERY EXCHANGE
C ICHK - OUTPUT CODE FOR EXCHANGE ANALYSIS
C = 0  NO EXCHANGE DATA OUTPUT
C = 1 LIST DATA FOR SELECTED EXCHANGE ONLY
C = 2  LIST ESTIMATED EXCHANGE DATA FOR ALL EXCHANGES
r*  if*****************************************************************
ASSIGN 200 TO LABEL 
IF(LOOP.EQ. 1 )GOTO 300 
200 IF(KRIS.LE.O) GOTO 1114 
WRITE(4,9301)
WRITE(*,9301)
READ(5,*)COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT 
WRITE(4,*)COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT 
IF(COSTWT.LT.O.O)GOTO 6010 
IF(FUNWT.GT.O.O.AND.NCON.EQ.O)GOTO 6017 
IF(FUNWT.GT.O.O.AND.NLOC.EQ.O)GOTO 6017 
1114 KRIS=KRIS+1 
6016 WRITE(6,9302)
9302 FORM AT!/,' ---------------------------------------------------------------
C - ’, /
C ' You have great control over what is printed and the',/
C ' way MOLAD-F exchanges departments in search of an improved',/
C ' layout. ',/
C ’  ',//
C ' DEFINITION OF CONTROL CODE PARAMETERS',/,
C ' EXCHANGE CONTROL CODE (for department swaps)',/,
C '  0 = 2 WAY ONLY 2 = 2 WAY,THEN 3 WAY 4 = BEST O F ,/,
C ' 1 = 3  WAY ONLY 3 = 3 WAY,THEN 2 WAY 2 & 3 WAY’, / ,
C ’ 5 = RANDOMLY SELECT ANY IMPROVED 2 OR 3 WAY SWAP',/, 
C ' LAYOUT OUTPUT CONTROL CODE (for output of layout designs’, / ,
C ' 0 = DISPLAY FIRST AND LAST LAYOUTS ONLY',/,
C ' 1 = DISPLAY ALL IMPROVED LAYOUTS’, / ,
C ' EXCHANGE OUTPUT CODE (for department exchange calculations’, / ,  
C ' 0 = SHOW NO EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS',/,
C ' 1 = SHOW ONLY SELECTED EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS’, / ,
C ’ 2 = SHOW ALL EVALUATED EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS')
WRITE(4,9303)
WRITE(6,9303)
9303 FORMAT!/,' INPUT EXCHANGE AND I/O  CONTROL PARAMETERS',/, 
C ' EXC CTRL LAYOUT EXC OUTPUT,/,
C ' CODE OCODE CODE ’,/ ,
£  * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * *  JJ
READ(5,*)ICTL,IOCTL,ICHK 
WRITE(4,*)ICTL,IOCTL,ICHK 
IF(ICTL.LT.O.OR.ICTL.GT.5) GOTO 6013
IF(IOCTL.LT.O.OR.IOCTL.GT.1)GOTO 6014 
IF(ICHK.LT.O.OR.ICHK.GT.2)GOTO 6015 
IF(ICTL.NE.5) GOTO 300
WRITE!*,*)' What is the Random Number Seed ? '
READ!*,*) IP 
WRITE(4,12) IP 
12 FORMAT!' What is the Random Number Seed ? ’,110)
300 WRITE(4,9202)IROW,ICOL,IFIX,MDIST,COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT,
C ICTL,IOCTL,ICHK 
WRITE!6,9202)IROW,ICOL,IFIX,MDIST,COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT,
C ICTL,IOCTL,ICHK 
9202 FORMAT(lHl,'EXCHANGE/LAYOUT INPUT PARAMETERS’, / , / ,
C ' ROWS IN LAYOUT =',13,/,
C ' COLUMNS IN LAYOUT =',13,/,
C ' NUMBER OF FIXED DEPARTMENTS =’,13,/,
C ' DISTANCE MEASURE =',I3,’ (0=RECTILINEAR, 1=EUCLIDEAN)',/,/, 
C 'COSTWEIGHT =',F5.2,/,
C ' CTRT WEIGHT =',F5.2,/,
C ' ATTRACTION WEIGHT =’,F5.2 ,/,/,
C ' EXCHANGE CONTROL CODE =',13,/,
C ’ LAYOUT OUTPUT CONTROL CODE =’,13,/,
C ’ EXCHANGE OUTPUT CODE =’,13)
WRITE(4,9302)
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE(6,9101)
READ(5,9102)IZ 
IF(IZ.EQ.’y ’) IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY)GOTO 200
C
C OPTIONAL READ OF FIXED DEPARTMENT ID’S (ARRAY CIDFIX)
C
400 ASSIGN 500 TO LABEL 
201 WRITE(4,9300)
WRITE!*,9300)
9300 FORM AT!//’ INPUT FIXED DEPTS AND DISTANCE MEAS.’, / / ,
C ’ NO. DIST. 0 FOR RECTILINEAR’,/ ,
C 'FIXED MEAS. 1 FOR EUCLIDEAN’, / ,
£  * * * * * *  ****** j  J
READ(5,*)IFIX,MDIST 
WRITE(4,*)IFIX,MDIST 
IF(IFIX.LT.O.OR.IFIX.GT.NDEPT)GOTO 6008 
IF(MDIST.NE.O. AND.MDIST.NE. 1 )GOTO 6009 
IF(IFIX.EQ.O)GOTO 1000
IF(LOOP.EQ.l)GOTO 525 
GOTO 500
6008 WRITE(6,6908)NDEPT 
WRITE(4,6908)NDEPT
6908 FORMATO ERROR -- you can only fix between 0 and’,13,/,
C ' departments in this problem')
GOTO 201
6009 WRITE(6,6909)
WRITE(4,6909)
6909 FORMATO ERROR — the only legal distance measures are 0 or 1') 
GOTO 201
6010 WRITE(6,6910)
WRITE(4,6910)
6910 FORMATO ERROR — the cost weight must be non-negative')
GOTO 201
6013 WRITE(6,6913)
WRITE(4,6913)
6913 FORMATO ERROR -- the exchange control code must be between',/, 
C ' 0 and 4')
GOTO 6016
6014 WRITE(6,6914)
WRITE(4,6914)
6914 FORMATO ERROR -  the layout output control code',/,
C ' must be either 0 or 1')
GOTO 6016
6015 WRITE(6,6915)
WRITE(4,6915)
6915 FORMATO ERROR -- the exchange output code must be either',/,
C ' 0,1 or 2')
GOTO 6016 
6110 WRITE(6,6910)
WRITE(4,6910)
GOTO 1101 
6017 WRITE(6,6917)
WRITE(4,6917)
6917 FORMATO ERROR — Since you have no attraction locations',/
C ’ the DEPT/LOC weight must be ZERO!',//)
GOTO 1101 
500 WRITE(*,9304)IFIX
9304 FORMAT(/,/' Key in the IDs of the',13,' Fixed Departments') 
READ(*,9001 )(CIDFIX(I),I=1,IFIX)
525 WRITE(4,9304)IFIX
WRITER,9305)(CIDFIX(I),1=1,IHX) 
WRITE(4,9305)(CIDFIX(I),I=1,IFIX)
9305 FORMAT(5(3X,A2))
DO 575 I=1,IFIX
DO 550 J=1,NDEPT 
550 IF(CIDFIX(I).EQ.ITAB(J))GOTO 575 
K=IALPHA(NDEPT)
WRITE(4,9006)K 
WRITE(*,9006)K 
GOTO 500
575 IDFIX(I)=J
WRITE(4,2Q000)(IDFIX(I),I=1,IFIX)
WRITE!*,20000)(IDFIX(I),1=1,IFIX)
20000 FORMAT(/,'THIS IS THE IDFIX VALUE’,20(2X,13)) 
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE!*,9101)
READ(lf,9102)IZ 
IF(IZ.EQ.'y’) IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY) GOTO 500
C OPTIONAL READ OF ATTRACTION POINT LOCATION DATA
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C ONE LOCATION PER CARD 
C ROWC - ROW VALUE OF LOCATION CENTROID
C ROWT - ROW TOLERANCE OF LOCATION CENTROID
C COLC - COLUMN VALUE OF LOCATION CENTROID
C COLT - COLUMN TOLERANCE OF LOCATION CENTROID
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
1000 IF(LOOP.NE.l) GOTO 2025
WRITE(4,9103)
WRITE(6,9103)
9103 FORM AT!// ...........................................  ',/
C ' Do you want to RERUN using the Final Layout from the',/ 
C ' last run? Key in Y for Yes, otherwise hit RETURN’, /
C ' .....................................................’, /)
READ(5,9102)IZ 
IF(IZ.EQ.'y') IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY)GOTO 2075 
2025 K=IALPHA(NDEPT)
WRITE(4,9399)
WRITE(6,9399)
9399 FORMAT!' .........................................................',/
C ' If you want to read the INITIAL-LAYOUT from a f ile ',/
C ' Key in Y for Yes, otherwise hit RETURN',/
C ' ..................................................... ',/)
READ(5,9298) ANS 
JENNY=0
IF(ANS.EQ.'Y') JENNY=1 
IF(ANS.EQ.'y') JENNY=1 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) GOTO 9296 
C OPEN THE FILE
WRITE!*,*) ' What is the Initial-Layout file name ? ' 
READ!*,7000) BLAOUT
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE=BLAOUT,status='unknown')
21 WRITE(4,9333)
9333 FORMAT!//' INPUT LAYOUT PARAMETERS',//,
C ' NO. NO. ',/,
C ’ ROWS COLS ',/,
£  i it-**** * * * * *  ■ j  j
READ(3,*)IROW,ICOL
WRITE(4,*)IROW,ICOL
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WRITE(6,9333)
WRITE(6,1234) IROW,ICOL
1234 FORMAT(I5,I8)
C THE ROWS AND COLUMNS ARE INCREASED TO 40 HERE 
IF(IROW.LE.O.OR.IROW.GT.40)GOTO 6006 
IF(ICOL.LE.O.OR.ICOL.GT.40)GOTO 6007 
GOTO 35
6006 WRITE(6,6906)
WRITE(4,6906)
6906 FORMATO ERROR -  the number of rows must be between 1 and 40') 
GOTO 2025
6007 WRITE(6,6907)
WRITE(4,6907)
6907 FORMATO ERROR -  the number of columns must be between 1 and 40') 
GOTO 2025
9296 WRITER,9333)
READ(5,*)IROW,ICOL
IF(IROW.LE .O.OR.IROW.GT.40)GOTO 6006
IF(ICOL.LE.O.OR.ICOL.GT.40)GOTO 6007
35 IF(NCON.EQ.O)GOTO 2000 
ASSIGN 35 TO LABEL 
WRITE(4,9216)
WRITE(6,9216)
9216 FORMAT(/' -------------------------------------------------------------- '
C ,/ '  You have indicated that you want certain Departments',/
C ' to be attracted to (or repelled from) specific regions',/
C ' in the floor plan. To do so, these regions must be ',/
C ’ identified by giving them a location number (e.g. 1 for'
C ,/ '  first, etc.) and then a volume of flow (if any) a m ove',/
C ' cost and a CTRT value between the region and the Dept.',/
C ' ------------------------------------------------------------------■/)
DO 40 I=l,NCON
36 WRITE(4,9214)
WRITER,9214)
9214 FORMAT(/,' Key in the ID of a Department being Attracted',/)
RE AD(*,9001)KOS
DO 37 J=1,NDEPT 
IF(KOS.EQ.ITAB(J))GOTO 38
37 CONTINUE 
WRITE(4,9215)
WRITE(6,9215)
9215 FORMATO I do not recognize the Dept. ID. Did you use capitals?'/) 
GOTO 36
6004 WRITE(6,6904)
WRITE(4,6904)
6904 FORMATO ERROR — the department ID is not a valid',/,
C ' name for this problem')
GOTO 36
6005 WRITE(6,6905)NLOC 
WRITE(4,6905)NLOC
6905 FORMATO ERROR — the location number must be between 1 and’,13) 
GOTO 9209
38 MDEPT(I)=J 
IF(MDEPT(I).LE.O.OR.MDEPT(I).GT.NDEPT)GOTO 6004
9209 WRITE(4,9229)KOS 
WRITE(6,9229)KOS
9229 FORMAT(/' ENTER ATTRACTION POINT DATA FOR DEPARTMENT ',A2,/,
C 'LOCAT. MOVE CTRT,/,
C ' NO. FLOW COST DATA',/,
(2 '  a-*-**** * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  / )
READ(5,*)KEV,RX,RY,RZ 
WRITE(4,*)KEV,RX,RY,RZ 
IF(KEV.LE.O.OR.KEV.GT.NLOC)GOTO 6005 
IF(RY.LE.O.O) RY=1.0 
LOCAT(I)=KEV 
FVAL(I)=RX 
CV AL(I)=RY 
RVAL(I)=RZ 
40 CONTINUE 
WRITE(4,9217)
WRITE(6,9217)
9217 FORMATUH1,//' RAW DATA FOR DEPARTMENT - LOCATION PAIRS IS’, / / ,
C ' DEPT. LOCAT. MOVE CTRT,/,
C ’ ID NO. FLOW COST DATA’,/ ,£ * ****** ****** ****** ******* ******** /)
DO 45 I=l,NCON  
K=MDEPT(I)
K=IALPHA(K)
WRITE(4,9219)K,LOCAT(I),FVAL(I),CVAL(I),RVAL(l)
WRITE(6,9219)K,LOCAT(I),FVAL(I),CVAL(I),RVAL(I)
CVALd)=CVALd)*FVALd)*CMUL
IF(CVAL(I).GT.CMAX)CMAX=CVAL(I)
IF(CVAL(I).LE.0.0)CVAL(I)=.001
R=RVAL(I)
RVAL(I)=1.0
IF(QBASE.LE.O.O)GOTO 45 
RVAL(I)=CTRDAT(R)
IF(RVAL(I).EQ.0.0)RVAL(I)=.001 
45 CONTINUE 
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE(6,9101)
READ(5,9102)IZ 
IFdZ.EQ.’y') IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY)GOTO 35 
50 WRITE(4,9218)
WRITE(6,9218)
9218 FO R M A T (lH l,//’ THE WEIGHTED DATA FOR THE D /L  PAIRS IS’, / / ,
C ’ DEPT. LOCAT. COST CTRT’,/ ,
C ' ID NO. FACTOR FACTOR',/,
£  t * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * *
DO 55 I=l,NCON  
K=MDEPT(I)
K=IALPHA(K)
WRITE(4,9219)K,LOCAT(I),CVAL(I),RVAL(I)
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WRITE(6,9219)K,LOCAT(I),CVAL(I),RVAL(I)
9219 FDRMAT(3X,A3,I8,3F9.2)
55 CONTINUE
60 CONTINUE
1010 WRITE(*,9220)NLOC,IROW,ICOL 
WRITE(4,9220)NLOC,IROW,ICOL
9220 FORM AT(/’ ------------------------------------------------------------' , /
C ' At this time you must specify the points, lines or',/
C ' areas which were previously named as Locations for',/
C ' the attraction of certain Departments.',/
C ' Key in the data for',13/ ATTRACTION LOCATIONS',/
C ' (Note: the layout has', 13/ rows and', 13/ cols)',/
C , / , ' LOCAT. CENTER +O R- CENTER +O R -',/,
C ' NO. AT ROW NO. ROWS AT COL NO. COLS',/,
£ '   ****** ****** ****** »***»*'
DO 1025 I=l,NLOC 
WRITE(6,9222)1 
1025 READ(5,*)ROWC(I),ROWT(I),COLC(I),COLT(I)
1050 WRITE(6,9221)
9221 FORMAT(lHl)
XROW=IROW
XCOL=ICOL
DO 1075 I=l,NLOC 
WRITE(4,9222)1,ROWC(I),ROWT(I),COLC(I),COLT(I)
9222 FORMAT(I5,4X,4F10.2)
IF(ROWC(I).LT.O.O.OR.ROWC(I).GT.XROW)WRITE(4,9004)
IF(ROWC(I).LT.O.O.OR.ROWC(I).GT.XROW)WRITE(6,9004)
IF(COLC(I).LT.O.O.OR.COLC(I).GT.XCOL)WRITE(4,9004)
IF(COLC(I).LT.O.O.OR.COLC(I).GT.XCOL)WRITE(6,9004)
1075 CONTINUE 
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE(6,9101)
READ(5,9102)IZ 
IF(IZ.EQ.'y')IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY)GOTO 1010 
C READ INITIAL SPATIAL ARRAY. CKISP CHECKS IT AND SUPERVISES INITIAL 
C COMPUTATIONS WITH IT AND OUTISP PRINTS IT.
c
C ISP(I,J) IS THE INITIAL SPATIAL ARRAY READ IN ROW BY ROW
C ELEMENTS OF ISP ARE 2 CHARACTER ALPHABETIC CODES FOR
C DEPARTMENT IDS: A, B , . . .  Z, AA, BB,. . .  NN
C
2000 WRITE(4,9223)K 
WRITE(6,9223)K
9223 FORMAT!/' -------------------------------------------------------- ’, /
C ' Key in the Initial Block Layout of the Facility',/
160
C ' using the Department IDs .A TO ',A3,/,
C ' You can enter up to 30 two-character IDs per line)',/
C 1 -,/)
DO 2050 I=l,IROW 
WRITE(4,9224)1 
WRITE(*,9224)1
9224 FORMAT!' ROW ’,12)
IF(JENNY.EQ. 1) READ(3,9001)(ITSP(I+1 ,J+1) ,J=1 ,ICOL) 
IF(JENNY.EQ.O) READ(*,9001)(ITSP(I+1,J+1 ),J=l,ICOL)
DO 2050 J=l,ICOL 
DO 2050111=1,NDEPT
IF(ITSP(I+l,J+l).EQ.ITAB(III))then 
ISP(I+1,J+1)=III 
ENDIF 
2050 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(3)
2075 CALL CKISP(IFLAG)
CALL OUTISP(l)
IF(IFLAG.EQ.l)GOTO 3000 
WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE!*,9101)
READ(*,9102)IZ 
IF(IZ.EQ.’y ’) IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.NE.IY)GOTO 5000 
3000 WRITE(4,9104)
WRITE!*,9104)
9104 FORMAT!/' ------------------------------------------------------' ,/
C ' Key in the Department ID to fill in the Layout',/
C ' (a two-character name), hit RETURN when done',/
C ’ ---------------------------------------',/)
RE AD(*,9001 )K
IF('K' .EQ.ITAB(41 ))GOTO 2075 
DO 30101=1,NDEPT 
IF('K' .EQ.ITAB(I))GOTO 3020 
3010 CONTINUE 
WRITE(4,9105)
WRITE!*,9105)
GOTO 3000 
3020 WRITE(4,9225)K 
WRITE!*,9225)K
9225 FORMAT!/,' Enter Row and span of Columns to fill with Dept. ',A2, 
C / ,  ' ROW FIRST LAST',/,
C ' NO. COL. COL.’,/ ,p ' ***** ***** ***** » /\
RE AD(*,*)III,J 1 ,J2
IF(III.LE.O.OR.J1.LE.O.OR.J2.LE.O.OR.J2.LT.J1.0R.
C III.GT.IROW.OR.J1.GT.ICOL.OR.J2.GT.ICODGOTO 3040
D 03030 J=J1,J2 
ISP(III+1,J+1)=I
3030 CONTINUE 
GOTO 3000 
3040 WRITE(4,9105)
WRITE!*,9105)
9105 FORMATO I do not understand your last entry')
GOTO 3020£ ******************************************************************
C
C INPUT COMPLETED, TURN PROGRAM CONTROL OVER TO ANACTL 
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
5000 CALL ANACTL(IP)
IF(IOCTL.EQ.0)CALL OUTISP(l)
TMPO=QMAX
TMPX=CMAX
TMPK=DMAX
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) TMPX=0.
IF(QBASE.LE.O.O) TMPO=0.
IF(QWT.LE.O.O) TMPO=0.
IF(PSWT.LE.O.O) TMPK=0.
WRITE(4,9005)COSTWT,TMPX,QWT,TMPO/FUNWT,TMPK;PSWT,CRO 
WRITE!*,9005)COSTWT,TMPX,QWT,TMPO,FUNWT,TMPK,PSWT,CRO 
9005 FORMAT!/,/,' RATING DATA: COSTWT =',F11.3,6X,'CMAX =’,F11.3,
C /,17X/CTRTWT =’,F11.3,6X,'QMAX =’,F11.3,
C /,17X,'D/L WT =',F11.3,6X,'DMAX =’,F11.3,
C / , ’ PSWT =’,F11.3,IX,’1% RATING =',E14.5,
C / / / )
CALL MATOUT(DIST,4)
£  ******************************************************************
C
C MULTIPLE RUN CAPABILITY CODE ENTERED ON NEXT CARD 
C 1 = TO RERUN DATA WITH NEW LAYOUT/EXCHANGE DATA WHILE
C RETAINING THE DEPARTMENT/ATTRACTION COST/CTRT DATA
C -1 = TO RUN WITH COMPLETE NEW DATA SET
C 0=  END OF RUN
C 99 = SAME AS 1 BUT ALSO SWITCHES TO INTERACTIVE MODE
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IF(ITER.EQ.O) WRITE(6,9622)
IFUTER.EQ.0) WRITE(4,9622)
9622 FO R M A T !///’ MOLAD-F cannot find an improved’, /
C ’ Layout!’, / / /
C T r y  changing the Flow or CTRT weights, the Initial’, /
C ’ Layout or the exchange parameters.’, / / / )
WRITE(4,9226)
WRITE!*,9226)
9226 FO R M A T dH l,//’ Key in the word:’, / ,
C ’ RERUN To Rerun changing only layout or exchange data’, / ,
C ’ NEW To Run with a completely NEW set of data’, / ,
C ’ END To end the program’,/ )
READ(*,9001) KODE
LOOP=0
KNT=0
IF(KODE.EQ.'RE') LOOP=l 
IF(KODE.EQ.'re') LOOP=l 
IF(KODE.EQ.'NE’) LOOP=-l
IF(KODE.EQ.’re') LOOP=l 
IF(KODE.EQ.’ne’) LOOP=-l
IF(KODE.EQ.'EN') LOOP=0 
IF(KODE.EQ.'en’) LOOP=0
IOROW=IROW 
IOCOL=ICOL 
IF(LOOP.EQ. 1 )GOTO 100 
IF(LOOP.EQ.-l)GOTO 1 
IF(LOOP.NE.99)GOTO 8003 
LOOP=l 
GOTO 100
C
8000 WRITE(4,9002)
WRITER,9002)
GOTO 8003
8001 WRITE(4,9003)
WRrrE(*,9003)
GOTO 8003
8002 K=IALPHA(NDEPT)
WRITE(4,9006)K
WRITE(*,9006)K
GOTO 8003 
C GOTO LABEL, (1,35,200,500)
9001 FORMAT(40A2)
9002 FORMATO ILLEGAL CONTROL CARD PARAMETER')
9003 FORMATO ILLEGAL DEPARTMENT/LOCATION PAIR DATA ')
9004 FORMATO "WARNING** The Location is outside of the Facility’)
9006 FORMATO Fixed Department IDs can only be .A through',A3)
8003 END
SUBROUTINE IPDNDX(KKK,III,JJJ)
C ANOTHER REWRITE FOR 'PACKING' SUBSCRIPTS (SEE GDNDX)
C KKK AND III ENTER, JJJ IS RETURNED 
JJJ=KKK*65536+III 
RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE GDNDX(KKK,III,JTJ)
C THIS SUBROUTINE IS A REWRITE OF THE IBM PACKING ROUTINE 
C ITS PURPOSE IS TO 'UNPACK' THE TWO HALVES OF A 'FULLWORD'
C INTO TWO 'FULLWORD' SUBSCRIPTS. 'KKK' IS THE PACKED VALUE,
C 'III' AND ’JJJ* ARE THE UNPACKED VALUES 
JJJ = MOD(KKK,65536)
III = KKK/65536 
RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE AJA
C AJA SCANS THE ARRAY (ISP), DETERMINES WHICH DEPTS ARE ADJACENT 
C OR THE SAME SIZE, AND ENTERS CODES IN IAJA(I,J) ACCORDINGLY 
INCLUDE ’COMB.FOR’
C CLEAR IAJA TO ZERO=NON-ADJACENT, EXCEPT FOR -1 =FIXED DEPT 
DO 200 J-1,NDEPT 
DO 200 I=1,NDEPT 
IF(IAJA(I,J)+1 >100,200,100 
100 IAJA(I,J)=0 
200 CONTINUE
C SCAN ISP IN A BLACK-SQUARES-OF-A-CHECKERBOARD PATTERN 
300 DO 1900 J=l,ICOL 
N=MOD(J,2)+l 
DO 1900 I=N,IROW,2 
L=ISP(I+1,J+1)
C SQ ABOVE BLACK SQ IN DIFFERENT DEPT.? NO-GO TO 700 CHECK SQ BELOW 
C NOTE- THE CHARACTER ? IS A QUESTION MARK 
IF(ISP(I,J+1 )-L)400,700,400 
C SQ ABOVE ZERO=PART OF BORDER? NO-TRUE ADJACENCY. OBTAIN DEPT NO  
C OF SQ ABOVE, ENTER 1=ADJACENT IN IAJA(K,L),IAJA(L,K) IF STILL ZERO 
400 IF(ISP(I,J+1))700,700,500 
500 K=ISP(I,J+1)
IF(IAJA(K,L))700,600,700 
600 IAJA(K,L)=1 
IAJA(L,K)=1
C SQS BELOW, LEFT, RIGHT TESTED SIMILARLY AT 700,1100,1500 
700 IF(ISP(I+2,J+1)-L)800,1100,800 
800 IF(ISP(I+2,J+1))1100,1100,900 
900 K=ISP(I+2,J+1)
IF(IAJA(K,L))1100,1000,1100 
1000 IAJA(K,L)=1 
IAJA(L,K)=1 
1100 IF(ISP(I+1,J)-L)1200,1500,1200 
1200 IF(ISP(I+1,J))1500,1500,1300 
1300 K=ISP(I+1,J)
IF(IAJA(K,L))1500,1400,1500 
1400 IAJA(K,L)=1 
IAJA(L,K)=1 
1500 IF(ISP(I+1 ,J+2)-L)l600,1900,1600 
1600 IF(ISP(I+1,J+2))1900,1900,1700 
1700 K=ISP(I+l,J+2)
IF(IAJA(K,L))1900,1800,1900 
1800 IAJA(K,L)=1 
IAJA(L,K)=1 
1900 CONTINUE
C CHECK EACH PAIR OF DEPTS. FOR MATCHING SIZE, ENTER 2 IN IAJA 
DO 2200 L=2,NDEPT
164
M=L-1
DO 2200 K=1,M
IF(IDEPT(L)-IDEPT(K))2200,2000,2200 
2000 IF(IAJA(K,L))2200,2100,2200 
2100 IAJA(K,L)=2 
IAJA(L,K)=2 
2200 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE ANACTL(IP)
C ANACTL CALLS THE 2-WAY AND 3-WAY MOVE SUPERVISORS,ANAN AND  
C AND ANAT, IN THE MANNER DETERMINED BY ICTL,COLS.7-8 IN CTL CD. 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
INTEGERS IP
C ICTL=4, CHOOSE BEST OF 2,3 WAY MOVES AT EACH STAGE -  SEPARATE 
C CONTROL SEQUENCE, GO TO 1200 
IF(ICTL-4)100,1200,1200 
100 ASSIGN 1100 TO L 
ASSIGN 1100 TOM  
C ICTL=0, TWO WAY MOVES ONLY,L,M=1100,CALL ANAN UNTIL 
C NO IMPROVEMENT THEN RETURN
C ICTL=1,3-WAY MOVES ONLY,L,M=l 100,CALL ANAT UNTIL NO IMPROVEMENT 
C THEN RETURN 
IF(ICTL-1 >500,800,200
C ICTL=2,2-WAY MOVES THEN 3-WAY MOVES,L=800,M=1100. CALL ANAN UNTIL 
C NO IMPROVEMENT,THEN ANAT UNTIL NO IMPROVEMENT.
C ICTL=3,3-WAY THEN 2-WAY,L=l 100,M=500 CALL ANAT TIL NO IMP, THEN 
C ANAN TILL NO IMP.
200 IF(ICTL-2)300,300,400 
300 ASSIGN 800 TO L 
GO TO 500 
400 ASSIGN500TOM  
GO TO 800
C ANAN- 2WAY MOVE ANALYZER,0 PARAMETER-BOTH FIND 
C AND MAKE BEST MOVE 
500 CALL ANAN(0,IP)
C IF 2WAY MOVE SUCCESSFUL, PRINT IT AND TRY AGAIN, IF NOT GO TO L 
IF(IANAN)700,600,700 
600 ITER=ITER+1 
MOVEC=0
CALL OUTISP(IOCTL)
GO TO 500 
700 GO TO L,(800,1100)
C ANAT- 3WAY MOVE ANALYZER,0 PARAMETER-BOTH FIND 
C AND MAKE BEST MOVE 
800 CALL ANAT(0,IP)
IF(IANAT)1000,900,1000 
900 ITER=ITER+1
CALL OUTISP(IOCTL)
GO TO 800
1000 GO TOM,(500,1100)
C ICTL=4,CHOOSE BEST OF 2WAY AND 3WAY MOVES AT EACH STAGE 
C -1 PARAMETER IN ANAN,ANAT- FIND BEST X-WAY MOVE, RETURN FOR 
C COMPARISON WITH Y-WAY MOVE.+l PARAMETER-MAKE PREVIOUSLY 
C SELECTED MOVE 
1200 CALL ANAN(-1,IP)
C IF 2WAY MOVE POSSIBLE, SAVE IT,CALL ANAT IF NOT, CALL ANAT IMMED 
IF(IANAN)1300,1400,1300 
1300 CALL ANAT(-1,IP)
C 2WAY MOVES OUT, IF 3WAY POSSIBLE MAKE IF NOT RETURN 
IF(IANAT)1100,1800,1100 
1400 X=ACOST 
I=MOVEA 
J=MOVEB 
CALL ANAT(-1,IP)
C IF 3WAY POSSIBLE, COMPARE IT WITH 2WAY, IF NOT MAKE 2WAY IMMED 
IF(IANAT)1600,1500,1600 
1500 IF(X-ACOST)1800,1600,1600 
1600 ACOST=X 
MOVEA=I 
MOVEB=J 
MOVEC=0 
CALL ANAN(1,IP)
IF(IANAN)1200,1700,1200 
1700 ITER=ITER+1 
CALL OUTISP(IOCTL)
GO TO 1200 
1800 CALL ANAT(1,IP)
IF(IANAT)1200,1700,1200 
1100 RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE ANAN(JPARM,IP)
C ANAN IS THE SUPEVISORY ROUTINE FOR TWO-WAY MOVES 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
INTEGERS IP 
IANAN=0 
JANAN=JPARM 
IF(JANAN)100,100,1200 
100 ACOST=0.0
IF(ICHK-1 >300,300,200 
200 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITER,9000)
C PAIR DEPT J WITH DEPTS 1.. .J-1,CHECK IAJA TO SEE IF EXCH POSSIBLE 
300 DO 800 J=2,NDEPT 
K=J-1
DO 8001=1,K
C IF EXCH POSSIBLE,ESTIMATE COST SAVING INVOLVED,COMPARE WITH
C PREVIOUS BEST, SAVE WINNER 
IF(IAJA(I,J))800,800,400 
400 BCOST=DCOST(I)+DCOST(J)-COST(I,J)-COST(J,I)
IF(ICTL.EQ.5) BCOST=BCOST*RND(IP)
BCOST=BCOST/CRO 
IF(ACOST-BCOST)500,600,600 
500 ACOST=BCOST 
MOVEA=I 
MOVEB=J
C ICHK CONTROLS OPTIONAL OUTPUT, GIVING A MORE DETAILED RECORD OF 
C THE CHOICES THE PROGRAM MAKES (COLUMNS 11 -12 OF CTL CD)
600 IFdCHK-1 >800,800,700
700 WRITE(4,9001 )I, J, MOVE A, MOVEB,M,N, ACOST, BCOST 
WRITE(*,9001 )I,J,MOVEA,MOVEB,M,N,ACOST,BCOST 
800 CONTINUE
C IF NO SAVING THOUGHT POSSIBLE, RETURN 
IF(ACOST)900,900,1100 
900 IANAN=1 
1000 RETURN
1100 IF(JANAN)KXX),1200,1200 
C ATTEMPT TO EXCHANGE MOVEA,MOVEB 
1200 CALL EXCH
C IF EXCH NOT SUCCESSFUL, ENTER -2 IN IAJA, TRY AGAIN UNLESS AN AN (l) 
IF(IEXC)1300,1400,1300 
1300 M=MOVEA 
N=MOVEB 
IAJA(M,N)=-2 
IAJA(N,M)=-2 
IF(J AN AN)100,100,900 
C EXCH SUCCESSFUL, COMPUTE CENTERS, DISTANCES, COSTS, CHECK FOR 
C ACTUAL COST SAVINGS 
1400 CALL CENTER(41 ,MOVEA)
CALL CENTER(42,MOVEB)
CALL CDIST(MOVEA)
CALL CDIST(MOVEB)
BCOST=COST(0,0) /  CRO 
C IF ACTUAL COST SAVING, MOVE NEW DEPTS INTO IDNDX, MODIFY ISP,
C CALL AJA, ETC (2000 ON).
C IF NO COST SAVING, RECALCULATE CENTERS, DISTANCES AND COSTS FOR 
C OLD DEPTS (1600-1900) ENTER -2 CODE IN IAJA(1300)
IF(BCOST-TCOST)2000,1600,1600 
1600 IF(ICHK)1800,1800,1700 
1700 AVALU=QTOTAL 
BVALU=QFTOT 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) AVALU=0 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) BVALU=0 
DVALU=CTOTAL 
EVALU=CFTOT
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) DVALU=0.0 
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) EVALU=0.0 
WRITE(4,9002)TCOST,DVALU,AVALU,MOVEA,MOVEB,BCOST,EV ALU,BVALU 
WRITE(*,9002)TCOST,DV ALU, AV ALU,MOVE A,MOVEB,BCOST,E V ALU,BV ALU 
1800 CALL CENTER(MOVEA,MOVEA)
CALL CENTER(MOVEB,MOVEB)
CALL CDIST(MOVEA)
CALL CDIST(MOVEB)
DO 1900 J=1,NDEPT 
1900 DCOST(J)=COST(J,J)
GO TO 1300 
2000 TCOST=BCOST 
DO 21001=1,MA 
IDNDX(I,MOVE A)=IDNDX(I,41)
KK=IDNDX(I,MOVEA)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
2100 ISP(MM+l,NN+l)=MOVEA 
DO 22001=1,MB 
IDNDX(I,MOVEB)=IDNDX(I,42)
KK=IDNDX(I,MOVEB)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
2200 ISP(MM+l,NN+l)=MOVEB 
CALL AJA 
GO TO 1000
C
9000 FORMATCl I J MA MB M N  ACOST',9X,'BCOST/)
9001 FORMAT(lH 6I4,2E14.5)
9002 FORMAT(1HO,'NOT IMPROVED BY 2 WAY EXCHANGE’,5X,'RATING =',F9.4,/,
C ' DEPT. INTERACTIONS: COST =',F15.3,2X,'CTRT =',F15.2,/,
C ' EXCHANGES:',213,9X/ EST. CHANGE =’,F9.2,/,
C ' DEPT/LOCATION PAIRS: COST =',F15.3,2X,'CTRT =',F15.2,/)
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE ANAT(JPARM,IP)
C ANAT IS THE SUPERVISORY ROUTINE FOR THREE-WAY MOVES 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR’
INTEGERS IP 
LANAT=0 
JANAT=JPARM 
IF(JANAT)50,50,1500 
50 IF(NDEPT-3)1200,1200,100 
100 ACOST=0.0
C ICHK CONTROLS OPTIONAL OUTPUT, GIVING A MORE DETAILED RECORD OF 
C THE BRANCHES THE PROGRAM TAKES 
IF(ICHK-1 >300,300,200 
200 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE!*,9000)
C CHECK ALL SETS OF THREE DEPTS I,J,K, FIND THOSE WHERE I,J ADJAC,
C AND J,K ADJAC BUT I,K NON-ADJAC AND I,K NOT SAME SIZE (IE -ALL 
C 3WAY POSSIBILITIES NOT 2WAY POSSIBILITIES ALSO) FOR THESE...
300 KKK=NDEPT-2 
JJJ=NDEPT-1 
DO 1100 K=l,KKK 
JJ=K+1
DO 1100J=JJ,JJJ
ii=j+i
DO 1000 I=II,NDEPT 
IF(IAJA(K,J)-1)1100,400,1100 
400 IF(IAJA(I,J)-1)1000,500,1000
500 IF(IABS(IAJA(I,K)))600,600,1000
C ESTIMATE THE COST SAVING IF I,K EXCHANGED, COMPARE WITH PREVIOUS 
C BEST SAVING, RETAIN WINNER 
600 BCOST=DCOST(I)+DCOST(K)-COST(I,K)-COST(K,I)
IFUCTL.EQ.5) BCOST=BCOST*RND(lP)
BCOST=BCOST /  CRO 
IF(ACOST-BCOST)700,800,800 
700 ACOST = BCOST 
MOVEA=I 
MOVEB=J 
MOVEC=K 
IM=I 
1N=J 
INN=K
800 IF(ICHK-1 )1000,1000,900 
900 WRITE(4,9001 )I,J,K,MOVEA,MOVEB, 
lMOVEC,M,N,NN,ACOST,BCOST 
WRITER,9001 )I,J,K,MOVEA,MOVEB, 
lMOVEC,M,N,NN,ACOST,BCOST 
1000 CONTINUE 
1100 CONTINUE
C IF NO SAVING THOUGHT POSSIBLE, RETURN, OTHERWISE CHECK JANAT 
C AND RETURN FOR COMPARISON OR ATTEMPT EXCHANGE(1500) 
IF(ACOST)1200,1200,1400 
1200 IANAT=1 
1300 RETURN
1400 IF(JANAT)1300,1500,1500 
1500 CALL EXCT
C IF EXCHANGE FAILS, SET -2 CODES FOR THE PAIR OF DEPTS I,J (ABOVE) 
IF(IEXC)1600,1700,1600 
1600 M=IM 
N=IN 
NN=INN  
IAJA(M,N)=-2 
IAJA(N,M)=-2 
IF(JANAT)100,100,1200 
C IF EXCH SUCCESSFUL CALCULATE NEW CENTERS,DISTANCES,COSTS 
1700 CALL CENTER(41,MOVE A)
CALL CENTER(42,MOVEB)
CALL CENTER(44,MOVEC)
CALL CDIST(MOVEA)
CALL CDIST(MOVEB)
CALL CDIST(MOVEC)
BCOST=COST(0,0)/CRO 
C CHECK FOR ACTUAL COST SAVING. IF NONE, RECALCULATE CENTERS,
C COSTS, DISTANCES, FOR OLD DEPTS, SET -2 CODES,RETURN 
IF(BCOST-TCOST)2300,1900,1900 
1900 IF(ICHK)2100,2100,2000 
2000 AVALU=QTOTAL 
BVALU=QFTOT 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) AVALU=0 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) BVALU=0 
DVALU=CTOTAL 
EVALU=CFTOT
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) DVALU=0.0 
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) EVALU=0.0
WRITE(4,9002)TCOST,DVALU,AVALU,MOVEA,MOVEB,MOVEC,
C BCOST,EV ALU,BVALU 
WRITER,9002)TCOST,DV ALU,AV ALU,MOVEA,MOVEB,MOVEC,
C BCOST,EV ALU,BVALU 
2100 CALL CENTER(MOVEA,MOVEA)
CALL CENTER(MOVEB,MOVEB)
CALL CENTER(MOVEC,MOVEC)
CALL CDIST(MOVEA)
CALL CDIST(MOVEB)
CALL CDIST(MOVEC)
DO 2200 J=1,NDEPT 
2200 DCOST(J)=COST(J,J)
GOTO 1600
C IF COST SAVING, MOVE NEW DEPTS INTO INDEX, MODIFY ISP, CALL AJA 
2300 TCOST=BCOST 
DO 24001=1,MA 
IDNDX(I,MOVEA)=IDNDX(I,41)
KK=IDNDX(I,MOVEA)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
2400 ISP(MM+l,NN+l)=MOVEA 
DO 25001=1, MB 
IDNDX(I,MOVEB)=IDNDX(I,42)
KK=IDNDX(I,MOVEB)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
2500 ISP(MM+1 ,NN+1 )=MOVEB 
DO 26001=1,MC 
IDNDX(I,MOVEC)=IDNDX(I,44)
KK=IDNDX(I,MOVEC)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
2600 ISP(MM+1 ,N N +1 )=MOVEC 
CALL AJA 
GO TO 1300
C
9000FORMATO I J K M A M B M C  M N N N  ACOST9X,'BCOST'/)
9001 FORMATQH 9I4,2E14.5)
9002 FORMAT(1 HO/NOT IMPROVED BY 3 WAY EXCHANGE',5X,’RATING =’,F9.4,/, 
C ’ DEPT. INTERACTIONS: COST =',F15.3,2X,’CTRT =’,F15.2,/,
C ’ EXCHANGES:'3I3,6X,' EST. CHANGE =’,F9.2,/,
C ' DEPT/LOC PAIRS: COST =’,F15.3,2X,'CTRT =',F15.2,/)
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE CDIST(IPARM)
C CDIST(J) COMPUTES THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE CENTER OF DEPT J AND  
C THE CENTER OF EACH OF THE OTHER DEPARTMENTS.
C IF MDIST IS 0, MEASURE OF DISTANCE IS RECTILINEAR
C IF MDIST NOT 0, MEASURE OF DISTANCE IS EUCLIDEAN
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
IDIST=IPARM 
IF(IDIST)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(IDIST-NDEPT)200,200,8000 
200 DO 400 K=1,NDEPT
170
X=ROWCEN(K)-ROWCEN(IDIST)
Y=COLCEN (K)-COLCEN(IDIST) 
IF(MDIST.EQ.O)DIST(K,IDIST)=ABS(X)+ABS(Y) 
IF(MDIST.NE.0)DIST(K,IDIST)=SQRT((ABS(X))**2.0+(ABS(Y))**2.0)
DIST(IDIST,K)=DIST(K,IDIST)
IF(DIST(IDIST,K))8001,300,300 
300 IF(DIST(IDIST,K)-60.)400,400,8001 
400 CONTINUE 
RETURN
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE!*,9000)
GO TO 8800
8001 WRITE(4,9001)
WRITE!*,9001)
8800 CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(61 H0CDIST PARAMETER NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT 
lOR NOT 41-44)
9001 FORMAT(34HODIST NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN 60.)
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE CENTER (IPARM,JPARM)
C CENTER(IJ) COMPUTES THE CENTER OF DEPT I AND STORES IT IN THE 
C J POSITION OF THE ROWCEN AND COLCEN ARRAYS. EITHER I=J, OR 1=41, 
C 42,44 - TEMPORARY LOCATIONS OF NEW DEPTS.
C
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR’
ICEN=IPARM 
JCEN=JPARM 
IF(ICEN)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(ICEN-NDEPT)400,400,200 
200 IFOCEN-41 )8000,400,300 
300 IF(ICEN-44)400,400,8000 
400 IF(JCEN)8000,8000,500 
500 IF(JCEN-NDEPT)800,800,600 
600 IF(JCEN-41)8000,800,700 
700 IF(JCEN-44)800,800,8000 
800 M=IDEPT(ICEN)
1=0
J=0
DO 900 K=1,M 
KK=IDNDX(K,ICEN)
CALL GDNDX(KK,II,JJ)
I=I+II 
900 J=J+J]
ROWCEN(JCEN)=FLOAT(I)/XDEPT(ICEN)
COLCEN(JCEN)=FLOAT(J)/XDEPT(ICEN)
IF(ROWCEN(JCEN))8001,8001,1000 
1000 IF(ROWCEN(JCEN)-40.)1100,1100,8001 
1100 IF(COLCEN(JCEN))8001,8001,1200
1200 IF(COLCEN(JCEN)-40.)1300,1300,8001 
1300 RETURN 
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITER,9000)
GO TO 8800
8001 WRITE(4,9001)
WRITE(*,9001)
8800 CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(49HOICEN NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT OR NOT 41-44)
9001 FORMAT(34HOINVALID ROWCEN OR COLCEN COMPUTED)
END
C
C
FUNCTION RND(IP)
C
INTEGERM IP,K1 
K1=IP/127773
IP=16807*(IP-K1*127773)-K1*2836 
IF(IP.LT.0) IP=IP+2147483647 
RND=IP*4.656612875E-10 
RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE CEXC(IMDUM,JPARM,KPARM,LPARM,MPARM,NPARM 
1 ,IIP ARM ,JJP ARM,KKP ARM,LLPARM)
C CEXC PUTS THE NEW DEPTS RESULTING FROM MESSR OR MESSQ BACK INTO 
C THE REGULAR INDEX, CHECKS EACH NEW DEPT FOR A VALID SHAPE, AND  
C COMPUTES THEIR COMMON BORDER 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
DIMENSION IMDUM(42,42)
ICEXC=0
KCEXC=KPARM
LCEXC=LPARM
MCEXC=MPARM
NCEXC=NPARM
IICEXC=IIPARM
JJCEXC=JJPARM
KKCEXC=KKPARM
LLCEXC=LLPARM
CALL PICKUP(IMDUM,KCEXC,LCEXC,MCEXC,NCEXC)
CALL PICKUP(IMDUM,IICEXC,JJCEXC,KKCEXC,LLCEXC)
CALL VALID(LCEXC)
IF(IV ALID)300,100,300 
100 CALL VALID(JJCEXC)
IF(IV ALID)300,200,300 
200 CALL PERIM(IMDUM,JPARM,KCEXC,IICEXC,NCEXC)
GO TO 400 
300 ICEXC=1 
400 RETURN 
END
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c
SUBROUTINE CKISP(IFLAG)
C CKISP CHECKS THE INITIAL SPATIAL ARRAY, INDEXES IT AND SEES TO THE 
C INITIAL COMPUTATION OF CENTERS, DISTANCES, ADJACENCIES, ETC 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
IFLAG=0 
DO 1001=1,41 
ISP(1,I)=0 
ISP(I,1)=0 
DO 100 J=l,41 
IF(I.GT.IROW.OR.J.GT.ICOL)ISP(I+1,J+1)=0 
100 CONTINUE 
ISP(1,42)=0 
ISP(42,1)=0 
DO 200 J=l,40 
IDEPT(J)=0 
DO 2001=1,40 
200 IAJA(I,J)=0
C CHECK THAT DEPT NUMBER IS WITHIN RANGE 
DO 550 J=l,ICOL 
DO 550 I=l,IROW 
ID=IALPHA(NDEPT)
IF(ISP(I+1 ,J+11)8000,8000,300 
300 IF(ISP(I+1 ,J+1 )-NDEPT)400,400,8000 
400 L=ISP(I+1,J+1)
ID=IALPHA(L)
IDEPT(L)=IDEPT(L)+1
K=IDEPT(L)
IF(K-75)500,500,8001 
C COUNT CELLS IN EACH DEPT, CHECK FOR MORE THAN 75 
C IDNDX CONTAINS THE I,J COORDINATES OF THE K-TH. CELL (ENCOUNTERED 
C IN COLUMN-BY-COLUMN SCAN) OF DEPT L.
500 CALL IPDNDX (I,J,ISANAT)
IDNDX(K,L) = ISANAT 
550 CONTINUE 
DO700J=l,NDEPT 
ID=IALPHA(J)
IF(IDEPT(J))8001,8001,600 
600 XDEPT(J)=IDEPT(J)
C CENTER COMPUTES DEPT CENTERS, VALID-CHECKS SHAPE OF DEPTS.
CALL CENTER(J,J)
CALL VALID 0)
IF(IVALID)8002,700,8002 
700 CONTINUE
C CHECK FIXED DEPT INPUT, SET -1 CODE IN IAJA CALL AJA-OTHER CODES 
IF(IFIX)1300,1300,800 
800 DO 1200 K=1,IFIX 
1000 J=IDF1X(K)
WRITE(4,10)J
WRITE(M0)J
10 FORMAT!/,2X,'THIS IS THE VALUE OF IDFIX OR J IN SUBROUnNE',/,
1' CKISP(IFLAG)', 13)
DO 1100 I=1,NDEPT
IAJA(I,J)=-1 
1100 IAJA(J,I)=-1 
1200 CONTINUE 
1300 CALL AJA
C COMPUTE INTIAL COSTS, DISTANCES 
TCOST=0.0 
DO 1400 J=1,NDEPT 
1400 CALL CDIST(J)
CRO=COST(0,0)/100.0 
C IF QBASE IS 1 THEN 0 CTRT ELEMENTS CAUSE DIVIDE BY ZERO (CRO)
KRO=ABS(QBASE+.01)
IF(KRO.EQ.l) CRO=l.
TCOST=100.0
RETURN
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)ID 
WRITE(6,9000)ID 
GO TO 8800
8001 WRITE(4,9001)ID 
WRITE(6,9001)ID 
GO TO 8800
8002 WRITE(4,9002)ID 
WRrTE(6,9002)ID
8800 IFLAG=1 
RETURN
9000 FORMATC The Dept. ID is not valid. It must be between .A and',A3)
9001 FORMATC There are too many cells in the Dept.',A3,' ')
9002 FORMATC The shape of Dept.',A3,' is not a llow ed .')
END
C
C
FUNCTION COST(IPARMJPARM)
C
C COST(I,J) CALCULATES THE TRANSPORTATION COSTS WITH REL BETWEEN 
C DEPARTMENT I AND ALL OTHER DEPARTMENTS AND ATTRACTIONS ASSUMING 
C DEPARTMENT I IS CENTERED AT DEPARTMENT J 
C
C WHEN COST(I,I) IS REQUESTED THE TRUE COST FOR DEPARTMENT I IS 
C CALCULATED 
C
C WHEN COST(0,0) IS REQUESTED, COST(I,I) IS STORED IN DCOST(I)
C FOR EVERY DEPARTMENT AND THE COST FOR THE ENTIRE LAYOUT IS 
C CALCULATED. IN ADDITION, THE INDIVIDUAL FACTORS ARE STORED 
C IN CTOT AL,QTOT AL,CFTOT, AND QFTOT 
C
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
C
C CHECK IF PROCESSING SEQUENCE WILL BE INCLUDED IN COST 
C CALCULATIONS 
C
DMAX=1.0
C
SEQTOT=0.0
IF(PSWT.NE .0.0) THEN 
DO 805 K=2,NDEPT 
DO 805 L=2,K
SEQTOT= SEQTOT + ISEQ(K,L-1)*DIST(K,L-1)
805 CONTINUE 
ENDIF
C
IF(IPARM .EQ.0)THEN
C
C SET UP FOR TOTAL LAYOUT COSTS 
C
COST=Q.O
CTOTAL=0.0
QTOTAL=0.0
CFTOT=0.0
QFTOT=0.0
DO 15001COST=1 ,NDE PT 
JCOST=ICOST
c
C COMPUTE COSTS FOR DEPARTMENT INTERACTIONS 
C
X=0.0
DO 500 I=1,NDEPT 
IF(I.GT.ICOST)GOTO 450
CTOTAL=CTOTAL+COVOL(I,ICOST)*DIST(I,JCOST) 
QTOTAL=QTOTAL+COVOL(ICOST,I)*DIST(I,JCOST) 
IF(COVOL(ICOST,I).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(I,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 500 
V=((COVOL(ICOST,I)/QMAX)*QWT) 
W=((COVOL(I,ICOST)/CMAX)*COSTWT)
X=X+DIST(I,JCOST)*(V + W)
GOTO 500
450 CTOTAL=CTOTAL+COVOL(ICOST,I)*DIST(I,JCOST)
QTOT AL=QTOT AL+COV OL(I,ICOST)*DIST(I JCOST) 
IF(COVOL(ICOST,I).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(I,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 500 
V=((COVOL(I,ICOST)/QMAX)*QWT) 
W=((COVOL(ICOST,I)/CMAX)*COSTWT)
X=X+DIST(I,JCOST)*(V+W)
500 X=X+DIST(LJCOST)*ISEQ(I,ICOST)*PSWT 
C
IF(COVOL(ICOST,JCOST).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(JCOST,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 550 
IF(JCOST.GT.ICOST)X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)*
1 (((COVOL(JCOST,ICOST)/QMAX)*QWT) +
2 ((COVOL(ICOST,JCOST)/CMAX)*COSTWT))
C
IF(ICOST.GT.JCOST)X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)*
1 (((COVOL(ICOSTJCOST)/QMAX)*QWT) +
2 ((COVOL(JCOST,ICOST)/CMAX)*COSTWT))
C
550 X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)’tISEQ(ICOST,JCOST)’tPSWT 
C
C COMPUTE COSTS FOR ATTRACTION PAIRS 
C
F=0.0
IF(NCON.EQ.O)GOTO 1000
DO 600 I=l,NCON  
IF(MDEPT(I).NE.ICOST)GOTO 600
C
C CALCULATE DISTANCE MEASURE 
C
J=LOCAT(I)
R=ABS(ROWCEN(JCOST)-ROWC(J))-ROWT(J)
IF(R.LT.0.0)R=0.0
C=ABS(COLCEN(JCOST)-COLC(J))-COLT(J)
IF(C.LT.0.0)C=0.0
IF(MDIST.EQ.O)D=R+C
IFIMDIST.EQ.DD^SQRTIR^.O+C^.O)
C
C ACTUAL COST CALCULATIONS FOR ATTRACTION PAIRS 
C
F=F+D*(((CVAL(I)/CMAX)*COSTWT)+((RVAL(I)/QMAX)*QWT))
CFTOT=CFTOT+ D*C VAL(I)
QFTOT=QFTOT+D*RV AL(I)
600 CONTINUE 
C
C CALCULATE COSTS FOR ONE DEPARTMENT AND CONTINUE LOOP 
C
1000 DCOST(ICOST)=X+FUNWT*F 
COST=COST+(X/2.0)+FUNWT*F 
1500 CONTINUE 
CTOTAL=CTOTAL/2.0 
QTOTAL=QTOTAL/2.0
C
ELSE
C
C COMPUTE COSTS FOR DEPARTMENT INTERACTIONS 
C
ICOST=IPARM 
JCOST=JPARM 
IF(ICOST)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(JCOST)8000,8000,200 
200 IF(ICOST-NDEPT)300,300,8000 
300 IF(JCOST-NDEPT)400,400,8000 
400 X=0.0
DO 501 I=1,NDEPT 
IF(I.GT.ICOST) GOTO 451 
IF(COVOL(ICOST,I).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(I,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 501 
V=((COVOL(ICOST,I)/QMAX)*QWT)
W=((COVOL(I,ICOST)/CM AX)*COSTWT)
X=X+DIST(I,JCOST)*(V + W)
GOTO 501
451 IF(COVOL(ICOST,I).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(I,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 501 
V=((COVOL(I,ICOST)/QMAX)*QWT)
W=((COVOL(ICOST,I)/CMAX)*COSTWT)
X=X+DIST(I,JCOST)*(V+W)
501 X=X+DIST(I,JCOST)*ISEQ(I,ICOST)*PSWT
IF(COVOL(ICOST,JCOST).LE.O.O.OR.COVOL(JCOST,ICOST).LE.O.O)GOTO 551 
IF(JCOST.GT.ICOST)X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)*
1 (((COVOL(JCOST,ICOST)/QMAX)*QWT) +
2 ((COVOL(ICOST,JCOST)/CMAX)*COSTWT))
c
IF(ICOST.GT.JCOST)X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)*
1 (((COVOL(ICOST,JCOST)/QMAX)*QWT) +
2 ((COVOL(JCOST,ICOST)/CMAX)*COSTWT))
c
551 X=X+DIST(ICOST,JCOST)*ISEQ(ICOST,JCOST)*PSWT 
C
C COMPUTE COSTS FOR ATTRACTION PAIRS 
C
F=0.0
IF(NCON.EQ.O)GOTO 1001 
DO 601 I=l,NCON  
IF(MDEPT(I).NE.ICOST)GOTO 601
C
C CALCULATE DISTANCE MEASURE 
C
J=LOCAT(I)
R=ABS(ROWCEN(JCOST)-ROWC(J))-ROWT(J)
IF(R.LT.0.0)R=0.0
C=ABS(COLCEN(JCOST)-COLC(J))-COLT(J)
IF(C.LT.0.0)C=0.0
IF(MDIST.EQ.O)D=R+C
IF(MDIST.EQ.1)D=SQRT(R**2.Q+C**2.0)
C
C ACTUAL COST CALCULATIONS FOR ATTRACTION PAIRS 
C
F=F+D*(((CVAL(I)/CMAX)*COSTWT)+((RVAL(I)/QMAX)*QWT))
601 CONTINUE 
C
C COMBINE INTERACTION AND ATTRACTION COSTS FOR ONE DEPT 
C
1001 COST=X+FUNWT*F 
C
ENDIF
RETURN
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(46HOICOST OR JCOST NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT) 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE EXCH 
C EXCH SUPERVISES THE ACTUAL EXCHANGE OF TWO DEPTS,
C CALLING CARVING ROUTINES AND CHOOSING THE BEST 
C NEW CONFIGURATION IF BOTH SUCCEED 
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
EEXC=0
C MOVEA,MOVEB-DEPTS TO BE EXCHANGED 
C MA,MB-NO OF CELLS IN MOVEA,MOVEB
IF(MOVE A)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(MOVEA-NDEPT)200,200,8000 
200 IF(MOVEB)8000,8000,300 
300 IF(MOVEB-NDEPT)400,400,8000 
400 MA=IDEPT(MOVEA)
MB=IDEPT(MOVEB)
C MB LESS THAN MA7-IF SO,SWITCH THEM-700.MA=MB 
C ABOUT SHAPES,EXCHANGE INDEXES AND RETURN 
C NOTE- THE CHARACTER ? IS A QUESTION MARK 
IF(MA-MB)800,500,700 
500 DO 6001=1,MA
IDNDX(I,41 )=IDNDX(I,MOVEB)
600 IDNDX(I,42 )=IDNDX(I,MOVEA)
IDEPT(41)=MA 
IDEPT(42)=MB 
XDEPT(41 )=M A 
XDEPT(42)=MB 
GOTO 1600 
700 J=MOVEA 
MOVEA=MOVEB 
MOVEB=J
MA=IDEPT(MOVEA)
MB=IDEPT(MOVEB)
C MOVE INDEX OF SMALLER DEPT TO TEMPORARY LOCATION
800 DO 9001=1,MA
900 IDNDX(I,42)=IDNDX(I,MOVEA)
IDEPT(41)=MA
IDEPT(42)=MB
XDEPT(41)=MA
XDEPT(42)=MB
C ROTATE LARGER DEPT INTO STANDARD ORIENTATION 
CALL SETUP(MOVEA,MOVEB,MOVEB,MB)
C ATTEMPT TO CARVE SMALLER DEPT OUT OF LARGER DEPT, TAKING ONE 
C CELL-WIDTH SLICES STARTING AT FAR SIDE AND WORKING 
C TOWARD SMALLER DEPT
CALL MESSR(MOVE A,MOVEB,MA,MB,41,42,0,M A)
IF(IMESS)1300,1300,1000 
C RECTANGLAR CARVING FAILS, TRY TAKING SUCCESSIVELY 
C LARGER SQUARES, STARTING IN FAR CORNER 
1000 CALL MESSQ(MOVEA,MOVEB,MA,MB,41,42,0,MA)
IF(IMESS)1600,1600,1100 
1100 IEXC=1
IF(ICHK)1600,1600,1200 
1200 WRITE(4,9001)MOVEA,MOVEB 
WRITE(6,9001 )MOVEA,MOVEB 
GO TO 1600
C RECTANGULAR CARVING A SUCCESS, TRY SQUARE CARVING ALSO 
1300 CALL MESSQ(MOVEA,MOVEB,MA,MB,41,42,0,MA)
IF(IMESS)1400,1400,1500 
C SQUARE CARVING ALSO SUCCESS, COMPARE LENGTHS OF COMMON BORDER 
1400 IF(IPERIM-JPERIM)1500,1600,1600
C RECT CARVING BEST (OR ONLY) CHOICE, MOVE RESULTING DEPTS BACK 
C INTO TEMPORARY INDEX (DEPTS FROM SQ CARVING HAVE OVERLAID THEM) 
1500 CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEA,41,0,MA)
CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEB,42,MA,MB)
1600 RETURN 
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(46HOEXCH PARAMETER NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT)
9001 FORMAT(22HOEXCH HAS FAILED MOVEAI3,6H MOVEBI3)
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE EXCT
C EXCT SUPERVISES THE EXCHANGE OF DEPT A AND DEPT C ACROSS DEPT B 
C IN DOING THIS, IT USES SETUP, PICKUP, AND COLUMNS 42-43 OF IDNDX 
C IN AN UNUSUAL MANNER.
INCLUDE ’COMB.FOR'
IEXC=0
IF(MOVEA)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(MOVEA-NDEPT)200,200,8000 
200 IF(MOVEB)8000,8000,300 
300 IF(MOVEB-NDEPT)400,400,8000 
400 IF(MOVEC)8000,8000,500 
500 IF(MOVEC-NDEPT)600,600,8000 
600 MA=IDEPT(MOVEA)
MB=IDEPT(MOVEB)
MC=IDEPT(MOVEC)
IF(MA-MC)800,800,700 
C DEPT A LARGER THAN DEPT C, REVERSE THEM 
700 J=MOVEA 
MOVEA=MOVEC 
MOVEC=J
MA=IDEPT(MOVEA)
MC=IDEPT(MOVEC)
C MOVE INDEX OF B (DEPT IN MIDDLE) TO COLUMN 42 OF INDEX
800 DO 9001=1,MB
900 IDNDX(I,42)=IDNDX(I,MOVEB)
MD=MB+MC-MA 
IDEPT(41)=MA 
XDEPT(41 )=M A 
IDEPT(42)=MD
C SETUP DEPT C IN STANDARD ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO DEPT B 
C (RATHER THAN DEPT A). I.E. THE LEFT SIDE IS THE SIDE FARTHEST FROM 
C THE CENTER OF B NOT (NECESSARILY) THE FARTHEST FROM CENTER OF A 
CALL SETUP(MOVEB,MOVEC,MOVEC,MC)
C CARVE A OUT OF C (RECTANGULAR SLICES TRIED FIRST)
CCCC NOTE BENE- THE SQS REMAINING IN C AFTER A IS CARVED FROM IT ARE 
CCCC ATTACHED TO B BY BEING PICKED-UP AND PLACED IN IDNDX(MB+1,42) TO 
CCCC IDNDX(MD,42) AS A RESULT OF PARAMETERS 4,6,AND 8 IN THE CALL TO 
CCCC MESSR AND MESSQ.
CCCC NEW A IS PICKED UP AND PLACED IN COLUMN 41 OF IDNDX 
CALL MESSR(MOVEA,MOVEC,MA,MD,41,42,0,MB)
IF(IMESS)1100,1100,1000
1000 CALL MESSQ(MOVEA,MOVEC,MA,MD,41,42,0,MB)
IF(IMESS)1400,1400,2300 
1100 CALL MESSQ(MOVEA,MOVEC,MA,MD,41,42,0,MB)
IF(IMESS)1200,1200,1300 
C BOTH METHODS SUCCESSFUL, CHOOSE ONE WITH 
C SHORTEST COMMON BORDER 
1200 IF(IPERIM-JPERIM)1300,1400,1400
C RECTANGULAR CARVING BEST, PICKUP A AND THE REMAINDER CP C AGAIN 
C (THEY ARE FIRST PICKED UP IN CEXC BUT ARE OVERLAID BY THE DEPTS 
C RESULTING FROM SQUARE CARVING)
1300 CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEA,41,0,MA)
CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEC,42,MB,MD)
C ATTACH OLD DEPT A TO ENLARGED DEPT B 
1400 J=IDEPT(42)
DO 15001=1,MA
J=J+1
1500 IDNDX(J,42)=IDNDX(I,MOVEA)
C CALCULATE CENTER OF ENLARGED DEPT B 
IDEPT(42)=MB+MC 
XDEPT(42 )=MB+MC 
CALL CENTER(42,42)
IDEPT(42)=MB 
IDEPT(44)=MC 
XDEPT(42)=MB 
XDEPT(44)=MC 
IF(MB-MC)2100,1600,1600 
C OLD DEPT C NO LARGER THAN OLD DEPT B WE CARVE C OUT OF ENLARGED B 
C SETUP ENLARGED B IN A STANDARD ORIENTATION ARRIVED AT BY USING 
C THE CENTER OF OLD DEPT A AS THE CENTER OF THE LARGER DEPT AND  
C THE CENTER OF THE ENLARGED B AS THE CENTER OF THE SMALLER DEPT.
C (WE WANT TO CARVE C PRIMARILY OUT OF THE OLD A)
1600 CALL SETUP(42,MQVEA,42,MB+MC)
C CARVE C OUT OF ENLARGED B. NEW C IS PICKED UP AND PLACED IN 
C COLUMN 44 OF IDNDX. THE REMAINING SQS OF ENLARGED B BECOME 
C NEW DEPT B AND ARE PICKED UP AND PLACED IN COLUMN 42 
CALL MESSR(MOVEC,42,MC,MB,44,42,0,0)
IF(IMESS)1800,1800,1700 
1700 CALL MESSQ(MOVEC,42,MC,MB,44,42,0,0)
IF(IMESS)2800,2800,2300 
1800 CALL MESSQ(MOVEC,42,MC,MB,44,42,0,0)
IF(IMESS)1900,1900,2000 
1900 IF(IPERIM-JPERIM)2000,2800,2800 
2000 CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEC,44,0,MC)
CALL PICKUP(IU,42,42,0,MB)
GO TO 2800
C OLD DEPT C LARGER THAN OLD DEPT B, WE CARVE B OUT OF ENLARGED B 
C SETUP ENLARGED B IN A STANDARD ORIENTATION ARRIVED AT BY USING 
C THE CENTER OF ENLARGED B AS THE CENTER OF THE LARGER DEPT AND  
C THE CENTER OF OLD DEPT A AS THE CENTER OF THE SMALLER DEPT 
C (WE WANT TO CARVE B OUT OF THE REMAINDER OF THE OLD C PLUS PART 
C OF OLD B, LEAVING OLD A AND PART OF OLD B AS NEW C)
2100 CALL SETUP(MOVEA,42,42,MB+MC)
C CARVE NEW B OUT OF ENLARGED B. NEW DEPT B IS PICKED UP AND PLACED 
C IN COLUMN 42 OF IDNDX. THE REMAINDER OF ENLARGED B IS NEW C AND
C IS PICKED UP AND PLACED IN COLUMN 44 
CALL MESSR(MOVEB,42,MB,MC,42,44,0,0)
IF(IMESS)2500,2500,2200 
2200 CALL MESSQ(MOVEB,42,MB,MC,42,44,0,0)
IF(IMESS)2800,2800,2300 
2300 IEXC=1
IF(ICHK)2800,2800,2400 
2400 WRITE(4,9001 )MOVEA,MOVEB,MOVEC 
WRITE(6,9001 )MOVEA,MOVEB,MOVEC 
GO TO 2800
2500 CALL MESSQ(MOVEB,42,MB,MC,42,44,0,0)
IF(IMESS)2600,2600,2700 
2600 IF(IPERIM-JPERIM)2700,2800,2800 
2700 CALL PICKUP(IU,MOVEB,42,0,MB)
CALL PICKUP(IU,42,44,0,MC)
2800 RETURN 
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(46HOEXCT PARAMETER NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT)
9001 FORMAT(22HOEXCT HAS FAILED MOVEAI3,6H MOVEBI3,6H MOVECI3)
END
C
C
FUNCTION IALPHA(IPARM)
C IALPHA(I) CONVERTS DEPT NO I TO THE CORRESPONDING LETTER CODE FOR 
C PRINTOUT. 1= A,26= Z,27=AA,ETC 
DIMENSION ITBLE(41)
DATA ITBLE /'  '/.A ’/.B '/.C /.D ’/.E ’/.FV.G',
A ■.h v .iv j ’/ .k v .l v .m v .n v .o ',
B ’.P'/.Q'/.R’/.S'/.T'/.U '/.V'/.W ’,
c  ,.x ,,,.y ,,,.z ’,,a a ';b b ,; c c , ,d d ,;ee ',
D 'FF/GG'/HH'/ir/JJVKK'/LLVMM',
E TsIN' /
I=MOD(IPARM,40)+1
IALPHA=ITBLE(I)
RETURN
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MATOUT(DUMP,IPARM)
C MATOUT PRINTS A VARIETY OF MATRICES,WITH HEADINGS SPECIFIED BY 
C IP ARM, COLUMN SEGMENTS BASED OF OUTPUT DEVICE CAPABILITY 
C ROUTINE ALSO VALIDATES THE ELEMENTS AND PROCESSES CHANGES 
C IN INTERACTIVE MODE 
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
CHARACTERS ITAB(41 ),MEASD(6,2),I1,12 
CHARACTERS IY,IZ 
CHARACTERS LROW,LCOL 
DIMENSION DUMP(40,40)
DATA ITAB / ’.A','.B,,'.C,, ,.D’, ,.E’, ,.F,, ,.G',,.H',,.^,'.J,,
181
C '.KV.LV.MV.NV.OV.P’/.QV.RV.SV.T, 
c ,.u ’,,.v','.w ',,.x ,,,.y ,,,.z ’,,a a ';b b ’; c c ' ;d d ' ,
C 'EE'/FFVGG'/HH'/ir/JJ'/KKVLL'/MM'/NN',' 7
DATA MEASD /'RE'/CT’/IL'/IN'/EA’/R  
C ’ '/EUVCL’/ID ’/EAVN 7  
DATA IY /'Y 7
DATA LROW,LCOL /'ROW '/COD/
IMTOT=IPARM 
50 IFLAG=0
DO 100 J=1,NDEPT 
100 IW(J)=IALPHA(J)
J=0
K=1
LLL=10
IF(MODE.EQ.l)LLL=5
L=LLL
200 IF(NDEPT-L)300,300,400
300 L=NDEPT 
1=1
C
C PRINT PAGE HEADING AND COLUMN HEADINGS 
C
400 IF(IMTOT.LE.3)WRITE(4,9007)
IF(IMTOT.LE.3)WRITE(6,9007)
IF(IMTOT.GT.3)WRITE(4,9008)
IF(IMTOT.GT.3)WRITE(6,9008)
GO TO (500,600,700,800,850),IMTOT 
500 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
GO TO 900 
600 WRITE (4,9001)
WRITE(6,9001)
GO TO 900 
700 WRITE(4,9002)
WRITE(6,9002)
GO TO 900
800 WRITE(4,9003)(MEASD(I,MDIST+1 ),I=1,6) 
WRITE(6,9003)(MEASD(I,MDIST+1),I=1,6)
GOTO 900
850 WRITE(4,9006)CMUL,CDIV,QBASE 
WRITE(6,9006)CMUL,CDIV,QBASE 
900 WRITE(4,9004)(IW(I),I=K,L)
WRITE(6,9004)(IW(I),I=K,L)
C
C PRINT MATRIX ELEMENTS AND VERIFY INPUT MATRIX ELEMENTS 
C
DO 1001 M=1,NDEPT 
MM=IALPHA(M)
LL=L
IF(IMTOT.EQ.3.AND.LL.GE.M)LL=M-l 
IF(LL.GE.K)GOTO 950 
WRITE(4,9005)IW(M)
WRITE(6,9005)IW(M)
GOTO 1001
950 WRITE(4,9005)IW(M),(DUMP(M,N),N=K,LL) 
WRITE(6,9005)IW(M),(DUMP(M,N),N=K,LL)
IF(IMTOT.GE.4)GOTO 1001 
IF(M.LT.K.OR.M.GT.LL)GOTO 960 
IF(DUMP(M,M).EQ.O.O)GOTO 960 
WRITE(4,9009)MM,MM 
WRITE(6,9009)MM,MM 
IFLAG=1 
960 KVSW=0 
DO 1000 N=K,LL 
MN=IALPHA(N)
IF(IMTOT.NE.3)GOTO 970 
IF(KVSW.EQ.l) GOTO 971 
IF(DUMP(N,M).EQ.0.0.AND.DUMP(M,N).NE.0.0)WRITE(4,9010)MM,MN 
IF(DUMP(N,M).EQ.0.0.AND.DUMP(M,N).NE.0.0)WRITE(6,9010)MM,MN 
IF(DUMP(N,M).EQ.O.O.AND.DUMP(M,N).NE .0.0) KVSW=1 
971 IF(QBASE.NE.1.0)GOTO 1000 
IF(KVSW.EQ.l) GOTO 1000 
IF(DUMP(N,M).NE.0.0.AND.DUMP(M,N).EQ.0.0)WRITE(4,9010)MM,MN 
IF(DUMP(N,M).NE.0.0.AND.DUMP(M,N).EQ.0.0)WRITE(6,9010)MM,MN 
IF(DUMP(N,M).NE.0.0.AND.DUMP(M,N).EQ.0.0) KVSW=1 
GOTO 1000 
970 IF(DUMP(M,N).GE.O.O)GOTO 1000 
WRITE(6,1234) N,MN,MN  
WRITE(4,1234) N,MN,MN  
1234 F O R M A T ( '» » » >  N , M N « « « ’,2I10,A4)
WRITE(4,901 )MM,MN 
WRITE(6,901 )MM,MN 
901 FORMATC Element C,A3,',',A3,’) must be ZERO')
EFLAG=1
1000 CONTINUE
1001 CONTINUE 
IF(IMTOT.NE.4)GOTO 1050
WRITE(4,9005)LROW,(ROWCEN(N),N=K,LL)
WRITE(6,9005)LROW,(ROWCEN(N),N=K,LL)
WRITE(4,9005)LCOL,(COLCEN(N),N=K,LL)
WRITE(6,9005)LCOL,(COLCEN(N),N=K,LL)
1050 K=K+LLL 
L=L+LLL 
IF(J)200,200,1100 
1100 IF(IFLAG.EQ.l) GOTO 1111 
IF(IMTOT.GT.3) RETURN
C
C ALLOW INTERACTIVE CHANGES TO INPUT MATRIX ELEMENTS 
C
1111 WRITE(4,9101)
WRITE(6,9101)
9101 FORMAT!/' ..............................................' /
C ' Do you want to make any changes?'/
C ' Key in Y for Yes, otherwise hit RETURN'/
C ' ........................................... ’/ )
READ(5,9102)IZ 
9102 FORMAT(Al)
IF(IZ.EQ.'y') IZ=IY 
IF(IZ.EQ.IY) GOTO 1150 
C ANSWER IS NOT YES, RETURN 
RETURN 
1150 WRITE(4,9103)
WRITE(6,9103)
9103 FORMAT!/,' ------------------------------------------------’, /
C ' For each element to be changed enter th e',/
C ' pair of Dept. IDs and the element value',/
C ' Enter a blank line when done ’, /
1200 READ(5,9104)11,12,X 
WRITE(4,9104)11,12,X
9104 FORMAT(2A2,F10.0)
IF(Il.EQ.MEASD(l,2))GOTO 50 
1=0
J=0
DO 1250 K=1,NDEPT 
IF(I1.EQ.ITAB(K))I=K 
IF(I2.EQ.ITAB(K))J=K 
1250 CONTINUE 
JJ=NDEPT
IF(IMTOT.EQ.3)JJ=1-1
IF(I.LE.O.OR.J.LE.O.OR.I.GT.NDEPT.OR.J.GT.JJ)GOTO 1300 
DUMP(I,J)=X
IF(IMTOT.EQ. 1 )DIST(I,J)=X 
IF(IMTOT.NE.l)COVOL(I,J)=X 
GOTO 1200 
1300 WRITE(4,9105)
WRITE(6,9105)
9105 FORMATC I cannot understand your last data entry')
GOTO 1150
9000 FORMAT(33X,'INTERDEPARTMENT FLOW')
9001 FORMAT(31X,’INTERDEPARTMENT MOVE COST ’, / ,
C 28X/PER UNIT LOAD PER UNIT DISTANCE ')
9002 FORMAT(30X,'CTRT DATA WITHOUT ADJUSTMENT')
9003 FORMAT(17X,6A2,’DISTANCE BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS IN FINAL LAYOUT’, / ,  
C 21X,'INCLUDING ROW AND COLUMN CENTROIDS OF DEPARTMENTS')
9004 FORMAT( 1 HO/1 H0,7X,10(8X,A3))
9005 FORMAT! 1 H0,6X,A3,l 0F11.3)
9006 FORMAT(31X,'DEPARTMENT INTERACTION DATA’, / ,
C 17X/COST IN TOP HALF = FLOW * COST *',F10.2,’ / ’,F10.2,/,
C 19X/CTRT IN BOTTOM HALF ADJUSTED USING QBASE OF’,F6.2)
9007 FORMAT(1H1,30X,'SYSTEM DESIGN INPUT DATA’)
9008 FORMAT(1H1,30X,'SYSTEM DESIGN CONTROL DATA')
9009 FORMATC ELEMENT C,A3,',',A3,') MUST BE O')
9010 FORMAT('** WARNING** The product of the CTRT element C,A3,',’,A3,'
C) and',/' the corresponding cost element is ZERO')
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MESSR(JPARM,KPARM,LPARM,MPARM,NPARM,IIPARM 
1,JJPARM,KKPARM)
C MESSR CARVES THE SMALLER DEPT OUT OF THE LARGER BY TAKING VERTICAL 
C SLICES FROM THE LEFT SIDE (AFTER ROTATION BY SETUP) OR IF THIS 
C FAILS, HORIZONTAL SLICES FROM THE TOP.
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR'
IMESS=0 
JMESS=JPARM 
KMESS=KPARM 
LMESS=LPARM 
MMESS=MPARM 
NMESS=NPARM 
IIMESS=IIPARM 
JJMESS=JJPARM 
KKMESS=KKPARM 
200 ID=1 
IB=IRMIN 
IE=IRMAX
C COMPUTE LENGTH OF RECTANGLE CONTAINING DEPT B (LARGER DEPT)
300 IRD=IRMAX-IRMIN+1 
M=LMESS 
NN=0
IF(IRD-LMESS)500,500,400 
C IF NO. SQS IN A(SMALLER DEPT) LESS THAN ONE COLUMN, SET PARAMETERS 
C AND GO TO MIDDLE OF FINISHING ROUTINE IMMEDIATELY (2800)
400 II=IB+1 
JJ=ICMIN 
GO TO 2800
C DO 1600 CONTAINS FIRST (LENIENT) CARVING PROCESS 
500 DO 1600 J=ICMIN,ICMAX 
N=0
ASSIGN 600 TO L 
DO 1300 I=IRMIN,IRMAX 
C GO TO 600 UNTIL FIND FIRST SQ OF B IN COLUMN, THEN 800 UNTIL FIND 
C A BLANK SQ, THEN 1100 
GO TO L,(600,800,1100)
600 IF(IU(I+1,J+1)-KMESS)1300,700,1300 
700 ASSIGN 800 TO L 
GO TO 900 
800 IF(IU(I+1,J+1)-KMESS)1000,900,1000
C DECREMENT COUNT OF SQS REMAINING IN A, CHANGE B TO A 
900 M=M-1
IU(I+1,J+1)=JMESS 
GO TO 1300 
1000 ASSIGN 1100 TO L 
GO TO 1300 
1100 IF(IU(I+1,J+1)-KMESS)1300,1200,1300 
1200 M=M-1
IU(I+1,J+1)=JMESS
C N=1 IS THE GAP-IN-COLUMN INDICATOR I.E. WE HAVE FOUND SQS IN B,
C FOLLOWED BY BLANKS, FOLLOWED BY ANOTHER SQ IN B 
N=1
1300 CONTINUE 
IF(N)1400,1400,1500
C NO GAP IN COLUMN JUST COMPLETED, SET NO-GAP-IN-SOME-COL. INDICATOR 
1400 NN=1
C IF SQS REMAINING IN A LESS THAN ONE COLUMN, GO TO FINISHING PROC. 
1500 IF(IRD-M)1600,1600,1700 
1600 CONTINUE 
1700 IF(M)3200,3200,1750 
1750 NNN=0
IF(N)1900,1900,1800 
C IF NO COLUMN WITHOUT A GAP, TRY HORIZONTAL SLICES(3400)
1800 IF(NN)3400,3400,1900
1900JJ=J+1
1950 II=IB+1
C SCAN DOWN (OR UP, WHEN ID=-1) COLUMN JUST CARVED, LOOKING FOR 
C FIRST SQ IN A
2000 IF(IU(II,JJ)-JMESS)2100,2200,2100 
2100 II=II+ID 
GO TO 2000 
2200 MM=0
C CHECK SQ TO RIGHT TO SEE IF IT IS IN B 
IF(IU(II,JJ+1)-KMESS)2400,2300,2400 
C SCAN UP (OR DOWN,ID=-l) COLUMN CONTAING B, COUNTING SQS IN B 
2300 MM=MM+1 
II=II-ID
IF(IU(II,JJ+1)-KMESS)2400,2300,2400 
C REMAINING SQS IN A LESS THAN SQS IN B JUST COUNTED?
2400 IF(M-MM)2500,2700,2700
C NNN=0, HAVE BEEN WORKING FROM TOP, SET PARAMETERS TO WORK FROM 
C BOTTOM. NNN=1, HAVE TRIED BOTH TOP AND BOTTOM, TRY HORIZONTAL. 
2500 IF(NNN)2600,2600,3400 
2600 NNN=1 
ID=-1 
IB=IE
GO TO 1950
C COME DOWN (UP) COLUMN, LOOKING FOR FIRST SQ IN B 
2700 II=II+ID
2800 IF(IU(II,JJ+1 )-KMESS)2700,2900,2700
C DECREASE COUNT OF A, REPLACE B WITH A, CONTINUE UNTIL FIND BLANK 
C SQ OR UNTIL A IS COMPLETELY MOVED 
2900 M=M-1
IU(II,JJ+1)=JMESS
II=II+ID
IF(M)3200,32003000 
3000 IF(IU(II,JJ+1)-KMESS)3100,2900,3100
C BLANK FOUND IN CURRENT COLUMN, SET PARAMETERS FOR NEXT COLUMN 
3100 II=IB+1 
JJ=JJ+1 
GO TO 2000 
C CHECK NEW CONFIGURATION
3200 CALL CEXC(IU,IPERIM,JMESS,NMESS,JJMESS,LMESS,KMESS 
1,IIMESS,KKMESS,MMESS)
IF(ICEXC)3300,3300,3400 
3300 RETURN
C CONVERT SQS OF A BACK TO B IN PREP FOR HORIZONTAL PROCESS 
3400 DO 3700 J=ICMIN,ICMAX 
DO 3600 I=IRMIN,IRMAX 
IF(IU(I+1,J+1)-JMESS)3600,3500,3600
3500 IU(I+1,J+1)=KMESS 
3600 CONTINUE 
3700 CONTINUE 
ID=1
IB=ICMIN
IE=ICMAX
ICD=ICMAX-ICMIN+1
M=LMESS
NN=0
IF(ICD-LMESS)3900,3900,3800 
C NO. OF SQS IN A LESS THAN ONE ROW, GO TO FINISHING PROCESS 
3800 III=IB+1 
JJJ=IRMIN 
GO TO 6200 
C LENIENT CARVING PROCESS 
3900 DO 5000 J=IRMIN,IRMAX 
N=0
ASSIGN 4000 TO L 
DO 4700 I=ICMIN,ICMAX 
C GO TO 4000 UNTIL FIRST SQ, THEN 4200 UNTIL BLANK, THEN 4500 
GO TO L,(4000,4200,4500)
4000 IF(IU(J+1,I+1 )-KMESS)4700,4100,4700 
4100 ASSIGN 4200 TO L 
GO TO4300 
4200 IF(IU(J+1,I+1)-KMESS)4400,4300,4400 
4300 M=M-1
IU(J+1,1+1 )=JMESS 
GO TO 4700 
4400 ASSIGN 4500 TO L 
GO TO 4700 
4500 IF(IU(J+1,I+1 )-KMESS)4700,4600,4700 
4600 M=M-1
IU(J+1,I+1)=JMESS 
C N N N  SERVE SAME PURPOSE AS ABOVE 
N=1
4700 CONTINUE 
IF(N)4800,4800,4900 
4800 NN=1
4900 IF(ICD-M)5000,5000,5100 
5000 CONTINUE 
5100 IF(M)6600,6600,5150 
5150 NNN=0
IF(N)5300,5300,5200 
5200 IF(NN)6700,6700,5300 
5300 JJJ=J+1 
5350 III=IB+1
C SCAN ROW JUST CARVED LOOKING FOR FIRST SQ IN A 
5400 IF(IU(JJJ,III)-JMESS)5500,5600,5500 
5500 III=III+ID 
GO TO 5400 
5600 MM-0
C CHECK SQ BELOW TO SEE IF IT IS IN B 
IF(IU(JJJ+1,III)-KMESS)5800,5700,5800 
C SCAN ACROSS ROW CONTAINING B, COUNTING B
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5700 MM=MM+1 
III=III-ID
IF(IU(JJJ+1,III)-KMESS)5800,5700,5800 
C SQS REMAINING IN A LESS THAN SQS IN B JUST COUNTED?
5800 IF(M-MM)5900,6100,6100
C NNN=0, HAVE SCANNED L TO R, SET PARAMETERS, TRY R TO L, NNN=1, HAVE 
C TRIED BOTH, SET FAILURE CODE (6700) AND RETURN 
5900 IF(NNN)6000,6000,6700 
6000 NNN=1 
ID=-1 
IB=IE
GO TO 5350 
6100 III=III+ID
6200 IF(IU(JJJ+1 ,III)-KMESS)6100,6300,6100
C DECREASE COUNT OF A, REPLACE B WITH A UNTIL BLANK SQ OR A COMPLETE 
6300 M=M-1
IU(JJJ+1,III)=JMESS
III=III+ID
IF(M)6600,6600,6400 
6400 IF(IU(JJJ+1,III)-KMESS)6500,6300,6500
C BLANK ENCOUNTERED IN CURRENT ROW, SET PARAMETERS FOR NEXT ROW 
6500 III=IB+1
UJ=JJJ+1 
GO TO 5400 
C CHECK NEW CONFIGURATION
6600 CALL CEXC(IU,IPERIM,JMESS,NMESS,JJMESS,LMESS,KMESS 
1 ,IIMESS,KKMESS,MMESS)
IF(ICEXC)6800,6800,6700 
6700 IMESS=1 
6800 RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE MESSQ(JPARM,KPARM,LPARM,MPARM,NPARM,IIPARM 
1,JJPARM,KKPARM)
C MESSQ CARVES THE SMALLER DEPT OUT OF THE LARGER BY TAKING 
C SUCCESSIVELY LARGER SQUARES OUT OF THE UPPER LEFT CORNER (AFTER 
C ROTATION BY SETUP).
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
IMESS=0
JMESS=JPARM
KMESS=KPARM
LMESS=LPARM
MMESS=MPARM
NMESS=NPARM
IIMESS=IIPARM
jjmess=jjparm
KKMESS=KKPARM
M=LMESS
BK=0
IHZ=0
IVR=0
IB=ICOC
IC=ICOC
ICC=IC
IP=ICOR
IR=ICOR
C IF HORIZONTAL-FAILURE, GO TO VERTICAL PORTION OF ROUTINE 
100 IF(IHZ)200,200,1500
C FIRST (LEFT) SQ OF CURRENT ROW IN DEPT B?
C NOTE- THE CHARACTER ? IS A QUESTION MARK 
200 IF(IV(IR+1,IB+1)-KMESS)1100,300,1100 
C SQ TO LEFT OF FIRST SQ ALSO IN DEPT B?
300 IF(IV(IR+1,IB)-KMESS)1100,400,1100
C CONTINUE SCAN LEFT UNTIL FIND BLANK, COUNTING SQS IN B 
400 MM=2
500 IF(IV(IR+1,IB-1 )-KMESS)700,600,700 
600 MM=MM+1 
IB=IB-1 
GO TO 500
C SQS COUNTED MORE THAN SQS REMAINING IN A?
700 IF(M-MM)800,1000,1000 
800 IF(IVR)900,900,3300
C SET HORIZONTAL-FAILURE FLAG, REDUCE MAX ROW, GO TO VERTICAL 
900 IHZ=1 
IR=IR-1 
GO TO 1500 
1000 IB=IB-1
C SCAN ACROSS ROW, REPLACING B WITH A DECREASING COUNT OF A, ETC 
1100 IHZE=1
DO 1300 J=IB,ICC
IF(IV(IR+1,J+1)-KMESS)1300,1200,1300 
1200 IV(IR+1,J+1)=JMESS 
IHZE=0 
M=M-1
IF(M)3200,3200,1300 
1300 CONTINUE
C TEST FOR BOTH EMPTY-ROW AND VERTICAL-FAILURE 
IF(IVR+IHZE-2)1400,3300^300 
1400 IF(IVR)1500,1500,2800
C IF FIRST TIME (STILL IN CORNER) SKIP CURRENT COLUMN TEST 
1500 IF(IK)1700,1700,1600
C CHECK SQ AT TOP OF CURRENT COLUMN TO SEE IF IT IS IN B 
1600 IF(IV(IP+1,IC+1)-KMESS)2500,1700,2500
C CHECK SQ ABOVE TOP OF CURRENT COLUMN TO SEE IF IT IS IN B 
1700 IF(IV(IP,IC+1 )-KMESS)2500,1800,2500
C CONTINUE SCAN UP UNTIL FIND BLANK SQ, COUNTING SQS IN B 
1800 MM=2
1900 IF(IV(IP-1,IC+1)-KMESS)2100,2000,2100 
2000 MM=MM+1 
IP=IP-1 
GO TO 1900
C SQS COUNTED MORE THAN SQS LEFT IN A?
2100 IF(M-MM)2200,2400,2400 
2200 IF(IHZ)2300,2300,3300 
C SET VERTICAL-FAILURE FLAG 
2300 IVR=1 
GO TO 2800
2400 IP=IP-1
C SCAN DOWN COLUMN, REPLACING B WITH A, DECREASING COUNT OF A, ETC 
2500 IVRE=1 
DO 2700 I=IP,IR
IF(IV(I-f-l ,IC+1 )-KMESS)2700,2600,2700 
2600 IV(I+1,IC+1)=JMESS 
IVRE=0 
M=M-1
IF(M)3200,3200,2700 
2700 CONTINUE
C CHECK FOR BOTH EMPTY-COLUMN AND HORIZONTAL-FAILURE 
IF(IHZ+IVRE-2)28003300,3300 
C SET PARAMETERS FOR NEXT ROW AND COL, UNLESS HOR. OR VERT. FAILURE 
2800 IK=IK+1
IF(IVR)2900,2900,3000 
2900 IC=ICOC+IK 
ICC=IC-1 
3000 IF(IHZ)3100,3100,1500 
3100 IR=ICOR+IK 
GO TO 100
C CEXC CHECKS FOR VALID SHAPE, COMPUTES COMMON BORDER AND PICKS UP 
C NEW DEPTS
3200 CALL CEXC(rV,JPERIM,JMESS,NMESS,JJMESS,LMESS,KMESS 
1 ,IIMESS,KKMESS,MMESS)
IF(ICEXC)3400,3400,3300 
C SET ERROR CODE 
3300 IMESS=1 
3400 RETURN 
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE OUTISP(IPARM)
C OUTISP PRINTS SPATIAL ARRAYS IN READABLE FORMAT, DEPARTMENTS 
C OUTLINED, WITH COST AND OTHER INFORMATION 
INCLUDE ’COMB.FOR'
IOISP=IPARM
L=IALPHA(MOVEA)
M=IALPHA(MOVEB)
N=IALPHA(MOVEC)
IF(IOISP)600,600,100 
100 WRITE(4,9000)(I,I=1 ,ICOL)
WRITE(6,9000)(I,I=1,ICOL)
DO 500 I=l,IROW 
DO 400 J=1 ,ICOL 
LL=ISP(I+1,J+1)
IW(J)=IALPHA(LL)
C REPLACE DEPT CODE WITH BLANK IF COMPLETELY SURROUNDED BY CELLS OF 
C SAME DEPT 
C
C MODIFICATION - LEAVE DEPARTMENTS AS THEY WERE 
C IF(IABS(ISP(I,J+1)-LL)+IABS(ISP(1+2,J+1)-LL)+IABS 
C l(ISP(I+l,J)-LL)+IABS(ISP(I+l,J+2)-LL))400,200,400 
C200 IF(IABS(ISP(I,J)-LL)+IABS(ISP(I+2,J+2)-LL)+IABS 
C 1 (ISP(I+2,J)-LL)+I ABS(ISP(I,J+2)-LL))400,300,400
C300 IW(J)=IALPHA(0)
400 CONTINUE
WRITE(4,9001)1,(IW(K),K=l,ICOL)
WRITE(6,9001)1,(IW(K),K=l,ICOL)
500 CONTINUE
600 DVALU=CTOTAL 
EVALU=CFTOT 
FVALU=SEQTOT
C IF(PSWT.LE.0.0)FVALU=0.0 
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) DVALU=0.0 
IF(COSTWT.LE.O.O) EVALU=0.0 
AVALU=QTOTAL 
BVALU=QFTOT
IF(ABS(QWT).LE.0.0001) AVALU=0 
IF(ABS(QWT) .LE .0.0001) BVALU=0 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) AVALU=0 
IF(QBASE.EQ.O) BVALU=0 
X=DVALU+EVALU 
Y=AVALU+BVALU
COMBND= X*COSTWT/CMAX+Y*QWT/QM AX+PSWT*(SEQTOT/DM AX) 
TWCOST= X* COSTWT+Y*QWT+PSWT*SEQTOT 
EMORCH= DV ALU* COSTWT+AV ALU*QWT
C
C THE FOLLOWING COSTS WERE CALCULATED USING DIFFERENT CRITERIA 
C
C COMBND: IS THE COST USED TO DETERMINE AN IMPROVEMENT 
C IN THE TOTAL COST. THIS COST IS WEIGHTED AND
C NORMALIZED USING COSTWT, QWT, PSWT, CMAX, QMAX,
C ANDDMAX
C
C TWCOST: IS A TOTAL WEIGHTED COST 
C
C EMORCH: IS A COST EQUIVALENT TO THAT OBTAINED USING 
C THE MULTIPLE OBJECTIVE ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
C HEURISTIC (MORCH).
C THE VALUE OF EMORCH IS WEIGHTED, BUT IT
C DOES NOT INCLUDE THE DEPARTMENT/LOCATION-PAIR
C COSTS NOR THE PROCESS-SEQUENCE COSTS.
C
WRITE(4,9005) COMBND
WRITE(6,9005) COMBND
WRITE(4,9006)TWCOST
WRITE(6,9006)TWCOST
WRITE(4,9007)EMORCH
WRITE(6,9007)EMORCH
9005 FORMAT!/,' TOTAL (WEIGHTED-NORMALIZED) COST ',F14.2)
9006 FORMAT!’ TOTAL WEIGHTED COST ’,F14.2)
9007 FORMAT!' MORCH TOTAL COST ',F14.2,/)
601 WRITE(4,9002)ITER,TCOST,DVALU,AVALU,L,M,N,ACOST,EVALU,BVALU,X,Y 
A,FVALU
WRITE(6,9002)ITER,TCOST,DV ALU, AV ALU,L,M,N, ACOST,E V ALU,BV ALU,X, Y 
A,FVALU 
RETURN
191
C
9000 FORMAT( 1H1 30X, 'SYSTEM DESIGN’ /  1H
1 29X/LOCATION PATTERN' /1  HO/3H0 3912)
9001 FORMAT(1HOI2,39A2)
9002 FORMAT(1 HO,'ITERATION:',13,13X,'RATING =',F9.4,/,
C ’ DEPT. INTERACTIONS: COST =’,F15.3,2X,'CTRT =’,F15.2,/,
C ’ EXCHANGES:’3A3,8X,'EST. CHANGE =',F15.2,/,
C ' DEPT/LOCATION PAIRS: COST =',F15.3,2X,’CTRT =’,F15.2,/,
C ' TOTALS: COST =',F15.3,2X,'CTRT =',F15.2,/
C ’ PROCESS SEQ:’,F15.2,/)
END
C
C
SUBROUTINE PERIM(IMDUM,IP ARM,KP ARM,LPARM,MP ARM)
C PERIM MEASURES THE COMMON BORDER BETWEEN DEPTS K,A ND L WHERE 
C K HAS JUST BEEN CARVED OUT OF L 
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
DIMENSION IMDUM(42,42)
KPERIM=KPARM
LPERIM=LPARM
MPERIM=MPARM
M=0
N=0
C IT SCANS THE COLUMNS OF THE RECTANGLE CONTAINING THE OLD L,
C LOOKING FOR CELLS IN K (COUNTING THEM AS IT FINDS THEM).
C WHEN IT FINDS ONE IT CHECKS ABOVE, BELOW, LEFT AND RIGHT 
C FOR CELLS IN DEPT L. IT COUNTS EACH ONE IT FINDS,
C THE TOTAL BEING THE LENGTH OF THE COMMON BORDER. FINALLY IT 
C CHECKS THAT IT HAS FOUND ALL CELLS IN K 
DO 900 J=ICMIN,ICMAX 
DO 900 I=IRMIN,IRMAX 
IF(IMDUM(I+1,J+1)-KPERIM)900,100,900 
100 M=M+1
IF(IMDUM(I,J+1 )-LPERIM)300,200,300 
200 N=N+1
300 IF(IMDUM(I+2,J+1)-LPERIM)500,400,500 
400 N=N+1
500 IF(IMDUM(1+1,J)-LPERIM)700,600,700 
600 N=N+1
700 IF(IMDUM(I+l,J+2)-LPERIM)900,800,900 
800 N=N+1 
900 CONTINUE
IF(M-MPERIM)1100,1000,1100 
1000 IPARM=N 
RETURN 
1100 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
9000 FORMATOOPERIM LOGIC OR PROGRAM ERROR')
STOP
C
END
C
SUBROUTINE PICKUP(IMDUM,IPARM,JPARM,KPARM,LPARM)
C PICKUP UNROTATES THE CELLS OF THE TEMPORARY LOCATION OF THE OLD 
C LARGER DEPT AND PUTS THEM BACK IN THE INDEX UNDER THEIR NEW DEPTS. 
C (PART OF OLD LARGER DEPT NOW IS SMALLER DEPT, PART STILL IN LARGE) 
DIMENSION IMDUM(42,42)
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
IPUP=IPARM
JPUP=JPARM
KPUP=KPARM
LPUP=LPARM
K=KPUP
C SCAN TEMPORARY LOCATION OF OLD LARGER DEPT FOR CELLS OF NEW DEPTS 
DO 800 J=ICMIN,ICMAX 
DO 800 I=IRMIN,IRMAX 
IF(IMDUM(I+1 ,J+1 )-IPUP)800,l00,800 
100 K=K+1 
11=1
C IF HORIZONTALY OR VERTICALLY FLIPPED, FLIP BACK AT 200,400 
GO TO (300,200,300,200,300,200,300,200),IAXD 
C FLIP AROUND HORIZONTAL AXIS 
C
C MODIFICATION FROM II=IABS(I-31) TO 41 
C
200 II=IABS(I-41)
300 JJ=J
GO TO (500,500,400,400,500,500,400,400),IAXD 
C FLIP AROUND VERTICAL AXIS 
400 JJ=IABS(J-41)
C IF DIAGONALLY FLIPPED, FLIP BACK AS REPLACE IN INDEX(700), IF NOT 
C SIMPLY REPLACE(600)
500 IF(IAXD-4)600,600,700 
600 CALL IPDNDX (II,JJ,ISANAT)
IDNDX(K,JPUP) = ISANAT 
GO TO 800
C REVERSING II AND JJ ACCOMPLISHES DIAGONAL FLIP (COMPARE WITH 600)
700 CALL IPDNDX (JJ,II,ISANAT)
IDNDX(K,JPUP) = ISANAT 
800 CONTINUE
C FIND ALL SQS OF SMALLER DEPT?
C WERE ALL SQS FOUND 
IF(K-LPUP)8000,900,8000 
900 RETURN 
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
9000 FORMATOOPICK UP LOGIC OR PROGRAM ERROR')
STOP
C
END
SUBROUTINE POSTM(IPARM)
C POSTM IS CALLED UPON THE DETECTION OF AN ERROR CONDITION IN THE 
C PROGRAM. IT DUMPS A NUMBER OF ARRAYS IN READABLE FORMAT TO 
C FACILITATE POST-MORTEM DEBUGGING AND CALLS LAYOUT TO BEGIN
C ANOTHER PROBLEM 
INCLUDE'COMB.FOR' 
DIMENSION IX(44) 
IPOST=IPARM 
WRITE(4,9000X1,1=1,40)
WRITE(6,9000X1,1=1,40)
DO 1001=1,40
WRITE(4,9001)(IAJA(I,J),J=1,40) 
100 WRITE(6,9001 )(IAJA(I,J),J=1,40) 
C HERE 40 REPLACED 30 
WRITE(4,9002X1,1=1,40)
WRITE(6,9002X1,1=1,40)
DO 2001=1,42 
J=I-1
WRITE(4,9003)J,(ISP(I,J),J=1,42) 
200 WRITE(6,9003)J,(ISP(I,J),J=1,42) 
WRITE(4,9004)(I,I=1,40)
WRITE(6,9004X1,1=1,40)
DO 3001=1,42 
J=I-1
C ALSO 42 INSTEAD OF 32
WRITE(4,9003)J,(IT(I,J) ,J=1,42)
300 WRITE(6,9003)J,(IT(I,J),J=1,42) 
WRITE(4,9005)(I,I=1,40) 
WRITE(6,9005)(I,I=1,40)
DO 4001=1,42 
J=I-1
400 WRITE(4,9003)J,(IU(I,J),J=1,42) 
WRITE(6,9003)J,(IU(I,J),J=1,42) 
WRITE(4,9006)(I,I=1,40) 
WRITE(6,9006)(I,I=1,40)
DO 5001=1,42 
J=I-1
WRITE(4,9003)J,(IV(I,J), J=1,42)
500 WRITE(6,9003)J,(IV(I,J),J=1,42) 
M=0 
K=1 
L=15
600 IF(L-44)800,700,700 
700 L=44 
M=1 
800 N=0 
DO 900 J=K,L 
900 N=MAX0(N,IDEPT(J))
1000 N=MIN0(N,75) 
WRITE(4,9007)(I,I=K,L)
WRITE(6,9007X1,I=K,L) 
WRITE(4,9008)(IDEPT(I),I=K,L) 
WRITE(6,9008)(IDEPT(I),I=K,L) 
DO 11001=1,N  
DO 1050 J=K,L 
IW(J)=0
KK=IDNDX(I,J)
1050 CALL GDNDX(KK,IX(J),IW(J))
1100 WRITE(4,9009)(IX(J),IW(J),J=K,L)
WRITE(6,9009)(IX(J),IW(J),J=K,L)
K=K+15
L=L+15
IF(M)600,600,1200 
1200 WRITE(4,9010)
WRITE(6,9010)
DO 13001=1,44
1300 WRITE(4,9011 )I,ROWCEN(I),COLCEN(I),XDEPT(I),DCOST(I)
1,IDFIX(I),IW(I)
WRITE(6,9011 )I,ROWCEN(I),COLCEN(I),XDEPT(I),DCOST(I)
1,IDFIX(I),IW(I)
CALL MATOUT(DIST,4)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(4H1AJA/4013)
9001 FORMAT(40I3)
9002 FORMAT(4H1ISP/8X,40I3)
C CHANGED 32 BY 42
9003 FORMAT(I3,2X,42I3)
9004 FORMAT(3H1IT/8X,4013)
9005 FORMAT(3H1IU/8X,40I3)
9006 FORMAT(3H1IV/8X,4013)
9007 FORMAT(6HlIDNDX/I5,14I8)
9008 FORMAT(I5,14I8)
9009 FORMAT(I4,I3,14(I5,I3))
9010 FORMAT(44Hl ROWCEN COLCEN XDEPT DCOST IDFIX IW)
9011 FORMAT(I3,4F7.1,I7,4X,A3)
END
C
C
c
FUNCTION CTRDAT(VALUE)
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C CONSTRAINT FACTOR CALCULATED FROM VALUE PASSED IN FUNCTION 
C AND QBASE IN COMMON 
C VALUE IS INPUT VALUE FOR CTRT DATA
C IF QBASE IS 1.0, THEN THE CTRT FACTOR SET TO VALUE
C IF QBASE NOT 1.0, THEN THE CTRT FACTOR SET TO
C QBASE** ABS(VALUE)
C WHERE SIGN IS NEGATIVE IF VALUE IS NEGATIVE
C
£  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
CTRDAT=VALUE 
IF(QBASE.EQ.1.0)GOTO 10 
XX=ABS(VALUE)
YY=1.0
IF(VALUE.LT.0.0)YY=-1.0 
CTRDAT=YY*(QBASE**XX)
10 IF(CTRDAT.GT.QMAX)QMAX=CTRDAT 
RETURN 
END
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C
c  
c
SUBROUTINE SETUP(IPARM,JPARM,KPARM,LPARM)
C SETUP ANALYZES THE RELATIVE ORIENTATION OF THE DEPARTMENTS TO BE 
C EXCHANGED, AND ROTATES THE LARGER SO THAT MESSR AND MESSQ CAN BE 
C USED TO CARVE THE SMALLER OUT OF IT.
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
ISET=IPARM 
JSET=JPARM 
KSET=KPARM 
LSET=LPARM 
C SET 30 TO 40 
DO 100J=1,40 
DO 1001=1,40 
IU(I+1,J+1)=0
ioo rva+i,j+i)=o
M=ROWCEN (ISET)
N=COLCEN(ISET)
IAXD=1
C ANALYZE TO DETERMINE ROTATIONS NECESSARY TO OBTAIN ORIENTATION 1 
IF(ABS(COLCEN(ISET)-COLCEN(JSET)) 
1-ABS(ROWCEN(ISET)-ROWCEN(JSET)))200,600,600 
C VERTICAL ELONGATION-DIAGONAL FLIP NECESSARY- CASES 5-8 
200 IAXD=5
C FLIP COORDINATES OF SMALLER DEPT CENTER AROUND SAME AXES THAT 
C WILL BE USED LATER FOR LARGER DEPT.
C ROTATED COORDINATES USED IN FINDING UPPER LEFT CORNER.
M=COLCEN (ISET)
N=ROWCEN(ISET)
C SMALLER DEPT CENTERED TO LEFT OF LARGER CENTER-FLIP AROUND 
C HORIZONTAL AXIS (AFTER DIAG)
IF(COLCEN(ISET)-COLCEN(JSET))300,400,400 
300 IAXD=IAXD+1 
C
C SET 31 TO 41 
C
M=IABS(M-41)
400 IF(ROWCEN(ISET)-ROWCEN(JSET))500,1000,1000
C SMALLER DEPT ABOVE LARGER, FLIP AROUND VERTICAL AXIS (AFTER DIAG) 
500 IAXD=IAXD+2 
N=1ABS(N-41)
GO TO 1000
600 IF(ROWCEN(ISET)-ROWCEN(JSET))700,800,800
C SMALLER DEPT ABOVE LARGER FLIP AROUND HORIZONTAL AXIS (NO DIAG) 
700 IAXD=IAXD+1 
M=IABS(M-41)
800 IF(COLCEN(ISET)-COLCEN(JSET))900,1000,1000
C SMALLER DEPT TO LEFT OF LARGER-FLIP AROUND VERTICAL AXIS (NO DIAG) 
900 IAXD=IAXD+2 
N=IABS(N-41)
1000 L=0 
IRMIN=40 
ICMIN=40
IRMAX=1 
ICMAX=1 
DO 2000 K=1,LSET 
KK=IDNDX(K,KSET)
IF(IAXD-4)1100,1100,1200 
C OBTAIN ROW AND COLUMN COORDINATES OF SQ IN LARGER DEPT.
1100 CALL GDNDX(KK,II,J])
GO TO 1300
C SWITCHING ROW AND COLUMN COORDINATES ACCOMPLISHES DIAGONAL 
C FLIP (COMPARE WITH 1100-STANDARD RETRIEVAL OF COORDINATES)
1200 CALL GDNDX(KK,JJ,II)
1300 GO TO (1500,1400,1500,1400,1500,1400,1500,1400),IAXD 
C FLIP AROUND HORIZONTAL AXIS 
C
C SET 31 TO 41 
C
1400 II=IABS(II-41)
1500 GO TO (1700,1700,1600,1600,1700,1700,1600,1600),IAXD 
C FLIP AROUND VERTICAL AXIS 
1600 JJ=IABS(JJ-41)
17001=11
HJ
C PLACE IN TEMPORARY ARRAYS 
IU(I+1,J+1)=KSET 
IV(I+1,J+1)=KSET
C LOOK FOR THE CELL OF THE LARGER DEPT WHICH IS THE GREATEST TOTAL 
C DISTANCE TO THE LEFT AND ABOVE THE ROTATED COORDINATES OF THE 
C CENTER OF THE SMALLER DEPT.- FOR USE AS STARTING PT OF MESSQ 
LL=IDIM(M,I)+IDIM(N,J)
IF(L-LL)1800,1900,1900 
1800 ICOR=I 
ICOC=J 
L=LL
C OBTAIN RECTANGULAR BOUNDS OF DEPT FOR USE OF MESSR 
1900 IRMIN=MIN0(IRMEN,I)
IRMAX=MAX0(IRMAX,I)
ICMIN=MIN0(ICMIN,J)
ICMAX=MAX0(ICMAX,J)
2000 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
C
C
c
SUBROUTINE VALID(IPARM)
C VALID CHECKS THE SHAPE OF A DEPT TO MAKE SURE IT IS IN ONE PIECE 
C ALSO, INDENTATIONS ALONG BOTH AXES ARE NOT PERMITTED 
INCLUDE 'COMB.FOR'
JV ALID=IPARM 
IVALID=0
IF(JVALID)8000,8000,100 
100 IF(JVALID-NDEPT)400,400,200
200 IF(JVALID-41 >8000,400,300 
300 IF(JVALID-44)400,400,8000 
C
C SET 30 TO 40 
C
400 D 0500  J=l,40 
DO 5001=1,40 
500 IT(I+1,J+1)=0 
L=IDEPT (JV ALID)
C CHECK FOR SINGLE-CELLED DEPT-ALWAYS VALID 
IF(L-1 >3200,3200,600
C OBTAIN LEFT-RIGHT AND UP-DOWN BOUNDARIES OF DEPT PUT IMAGE OF 
C DEPT IN MATRIX IT 
C
C SET 30 TO 40 
C
600 11=40 
JJ=40 
m=i 
JJJ=i
DO 7001=1,L 
KK=IDNDX(I,J V ALID)
CALL GDNDX(KK,MM,NN)
II=MIN0(II,MM)
JJ=MIN0(JJ,NN)
III=MAX0(III,MM>
JJJ=MAX0(JJJ,NN>
700 IT(MM+1 ,N N +1 )=JV ALID
C SCAN COLUMNS OF RECTANGLE WHICH CONTAINS DEPT, COUNTING CELLS OF 
C DEPT AS WE FIND THEM. SCAN GOES DOWN A COLUMN UNTIL IT FINDS A 
C CELL IN DEPT(LL=800). HERE IT SETS LL=1200 AND CHECKS THE CELL TO 
C THE IMMEDIATE RIGHT. IF THAT CELL IS ALSO IN DEPT, IT SETS LL= 1300 
C LLL=1700. IT THEN CONTINUES SCANNING DOWN THE COLUMN AS LONG AS IT 
C FINDS CELLS IN DEPT, SETTING LL=1300, LLL=1700 IF AT ANY PT IT 
C FINDS A CELL IN DEPT TO THE RIGHT. WHEN IT COMES TO A CELL NOT IN 
C DEPT OR TO THE BOTTOM OF THE COLUMN, IT CONTINUES TO THE NEXT COL 
C ONLY IF LLL=1700.
K=0
DO1700J=JJ,JJJ 
ASSIGN 800 TOLL 
ASSIGN 1800 TO LLL 
DO 1500 I=II,III 
GO TO LL,(800,1200,1300)
800 IF(IT(I+1,J+1»1500,1500,900 
900 ASSIGN 1200TOLL 
1000 IF(IT(I+1,J+2»1400,1400,1100 
1100 ASSIGN 1300 TOLL 
ASSIGN 1700 TO LLL 
GO TO 1400 
1200 IF(IT(I+1,J+1»1800,1800,1000 
1300 IF(IT(I+1,J+1»1600,1600,1400 
1400 K=K+1 
1500 CONTINUE 
1600 GO TO LLL,(1700,1800)
1700 CONTINUE
C SQUARS COUNTED = SQS IN DEPT? NO,
C TRY HORIZONTAL SCAN, YES=VALID 
1800 IF(K-L)1900,3200,1900 
1900 K=0
DO 29001=11,111 
ASSIGN 2000 TOLL 
ASSIGN 3000 TO LLL 
DO 2700 J=JJJJJ 
GO TO LL,(2000,2400,2500)
2000 IF(IT(I+1,J+1))2700,2700,2100 
2100 ASSIGN 2400 TO LL 
2200 IF(IT(I+2,J+1))2600,2600,2300 
2300 ASSIGN 2500 TO LL 
ASSIGN 2900 TO LLL 
GO TO 2600 
2400 IF(IT(I+1,J+1))3000,3000,2200 
2500 IF(IT(I+1,J+1))2800,2800,2600 
2600 K=K+1 
2700 CONTINUE 
2800 GO TO LLL,(2900,3000)
2900 CONTINUE
C SQUARES COUNTED=SQS IN DEPT? NO-DEPT SHAPE INVALID 
3000 IF(K-L)3100,3200,3100 
3100 IVALID=1 
3200 RETURN 
C
8000 WRITE(4,9000)
WRITE(6,9000)
CALL POSTM(O)
STOP
C
9000 FORMAT(51H0JVALID NEGATIVE OR GREATER THAN NDEPT OR NOT 41-44) 
END
C
COMMON NDEPT ,IROW ,ICOL ,ICTL ,IOCTL,ICHK ,IFIX ,ITER 
1,1 AN AN JAN AN JAN AT JAN AT ,IDIST ,ICEN ,JCEN ,ICEXC ,KCEXC 
2,LCEXC ,MCEXC ,NCEXC ,IICEXC,JJCEXC,KKCEXC,LLCEXC,ICOST JCOST 
3,IEXC ,MOVEA ,MOVEB ,MOVEC ,MA,MB,MC,MD,IAXD 
4,IRMIN JRMAX ,ICMIN ,ICMAX ,ICOR ,ICOC ,ILYOT ,IMTOT ,IMESS 
5JMESS ,KMESS ,LMESS ,MMESS ,NMESS ,IIMESS,JJMESS,KKMESS,IOISP 
6,IPERIM,JPERIM,KPERIM,LPERIM,MPERIM,IPUP ,JPUP ,KPUP ,LPUP 
7,IPOST ,ISET ,JSET ,KSET ,LSET ,IV ALID,JV ALID,TCOST ,ACOST 
8,BCOST, ISP(42,42) ,IT(42,42) ,IU(42,42) ,IV(42,42)
9,IDNDX(75,44),IDEPT(44) ,XDEPT(44) ,ROWCEN(44) ,COLCEN(44)
A,DCOST(44) ,IW(44) ,IDFIX(44) ,IAJA(40,40) ,DIST(40,40)
B,COVOL(40,40),RELMAT(40,40)JENNY,KRIS,JSTART
C,CMUL,CDIV,QBASE,CRO,CTOTAL,QTOTAL,CFTOT,QFTOT,CMAX,QMAX
D,MODE,COSTWT,QWT,FUNWT,MDIST,NLOC,ROWC( 10),RO WT(10)
E,COLC(10),COLT(10),NCON,MDEPT(60),LOCAT(60),CVAL(60),RVAL(60)
F,ISEQ(40,40),PSWT,NCRITICAL,SEQTOT,DMAX
CO M M O N/F/ FVAL(60),KRUNSW,KSAVSW,IXP
A P P E N D IX  C
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A B c D E F G H I J K L M
A - .495 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 - .495 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - .206 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D .206 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.l Category I flow for smoked ham after Baskin (1989)
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A B c D E F G H I J K L M
A - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 0 0 0 1.172 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.172 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.172 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.172 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.2 Category n  flow for smoked ham after Baskin (1989)
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A B C D E F G H I  J K L M N
A - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .825
B 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .550
D 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 1.172
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
M 0 0 2.547 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.3 Category III flow for smoked ham after Baskin (1989)
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0
B c D E F G H I J K L M
36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- .203 0 0 .283 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 - .083 0 .170 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
0 2.547 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.4 Category I flow for smoked sausage after Baskin (1989)
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A B c D E F G H I J K L M
A - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
B 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.7 0 0 0 0 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.7 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1.7 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1.7 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
M 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.5 Category n flow for smoked sausage after Baskin (1989)
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a b c d e f g h i  j k l m n
A - 0 0 0 .100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .329
B 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
C 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
D 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 - .100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 .059
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
H 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0 0
J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0 0
K 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 1.7
L 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0
M 0 0 .329 0 0 .059 1.7 0 0 0 0 0 -
N 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure C.6 Category III flow for smoked sausage after Baskin (1989)
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